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Summary 
 
This master thesis deals with the effects of Instagram on risk communication strategies 

focusing on the risk of ocean plastic pollution. Hence, this thesis aims to identify how certain 

features of this platform influence risk communication strategies. Therefore, theories of risk 

communication have been projected on Instagram posts published by NGOs and NPOs that 

used the hashtag #breakfreefromplastic. 

 

The relevance of Instagram in risk communication occurred when corresponding literature was 

reviewed. Previous risk communication studies focused only on Facebook and Twitter which 

is why there is a gap in researching file-sharing platforms such as Instagram. Likewise, 

movements like #breakfreefromplastic gained more attention on these platforms recently. As 

social media are already acknowledged as an important factor in risk communication every 

platform must be analyzed. Besides, previous literature also revealed specific communication 

strategies but the connection between those and social media has not been made clear.  

 

This gap is addressed in this research and investigated by using several types of qualitative 

research approaches. Thus, Instagram posts and organizations that published them are the 

foundation of the case study. The analysis consists of multiple steps starting with an 

affordance analysis that identifies the technical feature of Instagram. This is followed by a 

critical discourse analysis which represents the main research part. First, the CDA aims to 

prove that there is a connection between communication strategies that are used on Instagram 

and strategies that are based on risk communication theories. Therefore, a content analysis 

of 100 posts is implemented in the CDA. Second, these results were discussed within 

interviews with organizations that published these posts. Lastly, the outcomes of the previous 

steps were reflected on the discourse of ocean plastics on Instagram. 

 

The thesis reflects on the influence of Instagram on risk communication strategies by 

highlighting the main criteria of each field. It investigates the relationship between the platform 

and organizations as well as the network that develops due to the BFFP movement. Further, 

the research includes the connection between information and emotions that refer to ocean 

plastics and the way it is represented on Instagram. Based on the assumption that Instagram 

has significant relevance in risk communication technical features and content are discussed 

that lead to new discoveries in Instagram’s function as a risk communication platform and to 

pursuing researches for the future. 
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1 Introduction 
Modern society is surrounded by risks that were created by humans. This is one of Beck’s 

(1994) arguments why we live in a risk society and his approach is still valid today as we live 

in a world of risks that have been identified on a global scale and are caused by human 

activities, technology, and modernization processes (Kramm & Völker, 2018). The risk of 

ocean plastic pollution counts as one of them and is a worldwide known problem nowadays 

and evoked various discussions about how it originated and how it can be solved. The volume 

of plastic waste that gets into the ocean every year amounts to 4 to 13 million tons. In addition, 

Microplastics caused by cosmetics, for example, are also part of the pollution that is invisible. 

The impact of the pollution becomes visible in plastic soups also known as Gyres, plastic 

debris from fish and seabirds, or less obvious consequences like damages on marine fauna 

(Eriksen et al., 2014). Even more recent events like the COVID-19 pandemic have a heavy 

impact on plastic pollution as single-used hygiene products end up in natural environments 

(Silva et al., 2020). 

At the same time, it appears that the way modern society is communicating about risks 

changed which might be influenced by digital media (Renn, 2008). Social media became 

increasingly important to communicate a risk like ocean plastics (Anderson, 2014). 

Corresponding content is not only shared by NGOs, NPOs, or other activists but by a whole 

network of users where each of them can add, transform, or create new content to inspire and 

motivate others (Carrasco-Polaino et al., 2018). Instagram, for example, offers the opportunity 

to share images and videos that transport emotions and gain attention, but it is still lacking 

research in comparison to Twitter or Facebook (Hodson et al., 2018). This is the reason why 

this thesis focuses on risk communication on Instagram. 

Yet, environmental movements spread all over Instagram such as the #breakfreefromplastic 

movement which is one of the most popular hashtags against plastic pollution on Instagram 

(2021a) and became part of communication strategies for NGOs and NPOs. The advantages 

of low human resources and costs and at the same time the great potential of reach and 

interaction made social media important for an organization’s communication strategies that 

do not work for profit (Carrasco-Polaino et al., 2018). Likewise, social media have become a 

major part of everyday life especially for young people of the age of 18 to 24 (Nielsen et al., 

2020). In total, 95 % of NGOs and NPOs around the world are using social media for 

increasing brand awareness, creating social change, fundraising, or recruiting volunteers. 

However, only 54 % use Instagram for their social media strategies (Funraise, 2019).  
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The following thesis aims to answer the main research question: How does Instagram shape 

risk communication concerning ocean plastics by making use of #breakfreefromplastic? 

Hence, it discusses the risk of ocean plastics and the corresponding discourse around it on 

Instagram. This also leads to sub-questions like: How might Instagram’s affordances be used 

to communicate risks? How might environmental organizations connect the communication of 

ocean plastics with Instagram? What role does the #breakfreefromplastic play in risk 

communication concerning ocean plastics on Instagram? To answer these questions, the role 

of the movement #breakfreefromplastic is put into context. In the theoretical framework, 

theories and different approaches to risk communication are reviewed including the impact of 

social media and Instagram. Building upon these discoveries, the research study investigates 

communication strategies concerning risks and Instagram by carrying out an affordance 

analysis and a critical discourse analysis. The findings are reflected and interpreted within the 

discussion chapter. In the end, the conclusion sums up the main outcomes of this thesis. 

 

 

2 The Risk of Ocean Plastics 

The risk of plastic pollution distinguishes it from others because it is more observable, and 

society is mostly aware of its extent. At the same time, plastics are a crucial part of daily life 

and people are familiar to use them (Syberg et al., 2018). The term risk can be defined as “the 

likelihood that an undesirable state of reality (adverse effects) may occur as a result of natural 

events or human activities” (Renn, 2008, p. 50). As soon as risk becomes global it is harder 

to analyze its potential damage and the case comes along with a high degree of uncertainty 

and ambiguity. At this moment, risk management including risk communication strategies is 

applied to prevent potential hazards (Kramm & Völker, 2018). 

Today, we can trace back the usage of synthetic materials to the 1800s and the development 

of rubber technologies. Since then, researchers have investigated more plastic materials with 

different functions and characteristics. In combination with mass production, plastics became 

one of the most popular materials in modern society (Lambert & Wagner, 2018). Although 

plastics came up in the 1940s and grew rapidly over the following years (Crawford & Quinn, 

2017), Syberg et al. (2018) state that the first impact on ocean pollution was mentioned in the 

1960s by the notion of seabird debris in a newspaper article. Only after authors like Carpenter 

and Smith investigated plastic pollution in the 1970s, it became a well-known problem. By then 

corresponding industries were aware of the pollution but decided to deny responsibility for the 

plastic production and promote recycling and waste management strategies instead (CIEL, 
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2017). In 1976 plastic materials were the most used materials in the world (Crawford & Quinn, 

2017). The investigation of ocean plastics has caught global attention which is the reason why 

the United Nations included the issue in the sustainable development agenda from 2015 until 

2030. This agenda contains 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) including the rescue 

of the ocean by reducing the utilization of single-use plastics and packaging (SDG 14) (The 

Plastic Soup Foundation, 2020). Hence, it is necessary to understand where the pollution is 

coming from as there are various routes. One of the main pathways is through land littering 

which is a major public issue as each region in the world has its waste management systems 

(Lamber & Wagner, 2018). The main pathways into maritime areas for plastic besides land 

littering are sewage and the fishing industry which are all connected to human activities 

(Bauske, 2018; Haward, 2018).  

On the contrary, authors like Stafford and Jones (2019) argue that ocean plastics are a highly 

overrated topic that distracts from other major issues like climate change and overfishing. 

Furthermore, the issue gained a lot of attention in the media already and thereby yielded basic 

lifestyle changes, like reusable drinking bottles. They also criticize organizations that came up 

with ‘quick fix’ technologies and clean-up operations as the only way to solve the problem is a 

radical change in behavioral, political, and economic systems (Stafford & Jones, 2019). 

Besides, the effectiveness and accountability from originations like non-governmental (NGO) 

and non-profit organizations (NPO) in general are difficult to prove (Lecy et al., 2012). 

Nonetheless, there are 10 million NGOs and NPOs around the world that operate in the fields 

of the economic and social sphere, sustainable development, social development, and 

women-related issues (Carrasco-Polaino et al., 2018). These organizations take action in 

movements like the #breakfreefromplastic movement that started in 2016. Over 1.000 NGOs 

and NPOs worldwide joined the movement to reduce single-use plastic and encourage to fight 

against plastic pollution in the first year (Vince & Hardesty, 2018). The #breakfreefromplastic 

was shared over 251.000 times only on Instagram until today (Instagram, 2021a). 

Organizations are collaborating with local governments to implement zero waste programs 

and supporting cooperation with sustainable companies (Vince & Hardesty, 2018). Nowadays, 

the #breakfreefromplastic is operated by several NGOs and NPOs that fight against ocean 

plastics. For example, The Plastic Pollution Coalition, Greenpeace, and We Sea Foundation 

that are environmental NGOs and NPOs dealing with ocean plastics mention the hashtag 

underneath their posts frequently to reinforce their engagement against plastic pollution 

(Instagram, 2021b). Moreover, the BFFP movement promotes a social media toolkit on their 

website in which they offer images that can be posted on social media by using their hashtag 

(Break Free From Plastic Movement, 2020). 
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Up to now, modern society is aware of the situation but still struggles with perceiving this 

circumstance of ocean plastics as a risk (Syberg et al., 2018). According to Syberg et al. 

(2018), communication and social structures can influence human behavior towards a 

conscious lifestyle. The communication of risks is essential for the perception and acceptance 

by society which is why organizations develop strategies to achieve their goals (Lundgren, 

2018). Likewise, risk communication follows its own requirements which is why the role of 

powerful digital media such as Instagram must be defined.  

 

 

3 Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework deals with risk communication theories and approaches including 

social media especially Instagram. Hence, risk communication is defined, and the risk of ocean 

plastic pollution is positioned by referring to different models and approaches. Furthermore, 

the impact of social media on risk communication is explained as well as the unique features 

and functions of Instagram. Therefore, the focus is on communication strategies that will later 

serve as the foundation for the research study. 

 

3.1 Risk communication 

Risk communication is subordinate to technical communication which means that its nature 

consists of information, education, and occasional persuasion. Further, it can involve 

stakeholders from every social level including children, scientists, industries, or governments. 

However, risk communication differs from technical communication as it consists of 

interaction. In other words, risk communication seeks for dialogs with the audience (Lundgren, 

2018). 

Thus, risk communication can be defined as any communication from private or public 

stakeholders about individual or social risks, containing an intentional message transmitted by 

any channel to any recipient (Plough & Krimsky, 1988). Another definition is made by the 

National Research Council (1989, p. 2) of the United States which argues that risk 

communication is “an interactive process of exchange of information and opinion among 

individuals, groups, and institutions”. Reynolds and Seeger (2018) specify risk communication 

by saying it contains a public message about negative consequences based on scientific, 

technical information, and cultural beliefs to persuade the public. This form of communication 
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is strategic and focused on long-term development to increase awareness and achieve 

change in public behavior. As the effects of risk communication can have a significant impact 

on society, experts disagree on its content (Morgan et al., 2002). According to Baker (1990, 

p. 355), risk communication can fail because: 

1.  the audience lacks the experience or education necessary to understand the message, 

2.  the message is not effectively presented, 

3.  the communication may emphasize the wrong things, omitting the needed balance of 

benefits or information about the trustworthiness of the risk managers, 

4.  too much information is presented so that the audience is unable to pick out the 

relevant information, 

5.  contradictory information is presented, 

6.  emotion is aroused that clouds perception of the information. 

 

To avoid failure, risk communication builds upon advertisements and public education 

campaigns that stir up fear of the potential outcome of risks. These messages present threats 

that only can be defeated by behavioral change (Reynolds & Seeger, 2005).  

 

 

Figure 1 Examples of various types of risk communication (Lundgren, 2018, p. 4) 
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This form of communication is structured on a problem-solution approach (Witte et al., 2001) 

that has been criticized by experts as it often appears as a form of ‘brainwashing’ (Jasanoff, 

1989).  

However, the content of risk communication typically focuses on environmental, safety, and 

health risks. Therefore, Lundgren (2005) distinguishes risk communication between care 

communication, consensus communication, and crisis communication. 

 
Table 1 Different approaches to risk communication 

 
 

In the case of ocean pollution, the discourse is about environmental risks and thereby 

consensus communication. The core of consensus is to inform and encourage groups to 

persuade them to collaborate and create solutions (Lundgren, 2018) based on stakeholder 
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participation that also includes the consensus between government and industry experts. 

Nevertheless, some environmental hazards cannot be managed by the government on its own 

like ocean plastics which is why the voluntary engagement of organizations and individuals is 

crucial (Baker, 1990). 

The main objective of risk communication is to inform the public by translating technical and 

complex information into clear and persuasive messages (Reynolds & Seeger, 2005). 

Nonetheless, scientists like Morgan et al. (2002) argue that the ideal of a well-informed public 

is unrealistic as emotions play an important role when it comes to risk perception. Another 

reason why risk communication has been criticized is because of the difficult measurement of 

success (Morgan et al., 2002).  

The different approaches of risk communication, displayed in table 1, demand planning and 

management. These approaches build the foundation for risk communication strategies and 

demonstrate how complex a successful execution is. Especially the social trust and social 

network contagion approaches serve interesting findings that can be adapted to Instagram 

and the discourse around the risk of ocean plastics. Knowing how risk communication is 

defined and where the risk of ocean plastics is positioned helps to understand why this process 

needs strategic approaches. To achieve interaction, networks, or trust, organizations come up 

with campaigns and strategies. The process of creating an appropriate risk communication 

plan depends on several criteria. 

 

3.2 Risk Communication Process 

The risk communication process by Lundgren (2018) begins when a potential or actual danger 

for the environment, human health, or safety appears. As part of risk management, risk 

communication is an important step that needs to be accomplished during a long process that 

involves risk assessment on a scientific level and discussions about the scope and potential 

solutions. It is a form of stakeholder involvement that requires certain communication 

strategies seeking to increase perception, provide information, consider benefits, and transmit 

resolution (Lundgren, 2018). In case of environmental issues like plastic pollution of the 

oceans, stakeholders such as individuals, NGOs, NPOs, and other institutions take part in a 

scoping process in which the participants discuss the evaluation of the risk. This happened 

during conferences of the United States’ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) in the 1950s and workshops by the National Academy of Sciences in 1975 that 

resulted in a report named Assessing Potential Ocean Pollutants (CIEL, 2017). Today, these 

discussions take place in more public spaces such as social media. Thus, not only experts or 
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scientists are involved but also society (Anderson, 2014). By taking part into movements like 

#breakfreefromplastic virtual platforms like Instagram become places to exchange opinions. 

As soon as it comes to appropriate strategies a few basic aspects must be considered. The 

form to communicate depends on purposes and objectives as well as newness and visibility. 

“If the risk is relatively new and not very visible, you will have to first raise awareness before 

you can communicate more technical information, encourage behavior changes, or build 

consensus. If this risk is something that has been discussed for years and has been visible for 

some time, the audience may be apathetic, and you may have to find new ways to awaken 

audience interest and concern“ (Lundgren, 2018, p. 112).  

 

 

Figure 2 Primary purpose of risk communication related to newness and visibility of the risk (Lundgren, 2018. p. 

112) 

 

As displayed in figure 2, the primary purpose of risk communication of a risk that is old and 

highly visible is to build on audience interest. In addition, the needs of the audience must be 

central in the communication strategy. To be able to start communicating these messages, 

the organization needs to decide on the right channel or tool (Lundgren, 2018). Risk 

communication models can help to structure the process and to find the right strategy. 

The crisis and emergency risk communication model (CERC Model) developed by Reynolds 

and Seeger (2005) deals with the interweaving relationship of risk and crisis communication. 

The foundation of the model is the distinguishment between risk and crisis communication. 

Therefore, the authors provide different definitions of risk and crisis communication concluding 
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that risk communication involves public messages that inform about negative consequences 

on a scientific and technical level as well as cultural beliefs.  

These messages are constructed to persuade the public in the form of advertisements and 

public education campaigns. It is a strategic communication focused on long-term 

development to increase awareness and evoke change. Crisis communication, on the other 

hand, concentrates on current situations based on a specific event or emergency. In general, 

crisis communication origins from Public Relations and thereby uses news and media to warn 

the public in a short amount of time. It is less strategic and reacts in correspondence to the 

crisis. To sum up, crisis communication is used for hazards that suddenly appear and react 

fast which is why it is less strategic while risk communication deals with hazards that build up 

over a long period and is therefore plannable (Reynolds & Seeger, 2005). The case of ocean 

pollution belongs to risk communication rather than crisis communication as it is a hazard that 

occurred decades ago and will have a long-term impact in the future as well. Therefore, the 

communication must be planned strategically.  

As illustrated in figure 3, the CERC model consists of five stages: pre-crisis, initial event, 

maintenance, resolution, and evaluation. These stages identify the current development of the 

risk which is important to consider the communication strategy. The model’s purpose is to 

reduce uncertainty concerning risks and crises and serve adequate communication 

procedures. However, Reynolds and Seeger also admit the limitations of their approach. 

According to Seeger (2002, p. 51) “all crises can be expected to have unforeseen, nonlinear 

dimensions and interactions that preclude managers from making precise predictions.” 

The risk of ocean plastics is presently in the stage of resolution which leads to organizations 

and governments that are publishing corresponding agendas and campaigns (Tyller & Nyman, 

2018). Based on the CERC model this can include updates on current clean-up projects, 

discussion about responsibilities, information for a better understanding, and call-to-actions. 

As maritime pollution through plastics is already a well-known problem, organizations can 

focus on resolution strategies instead of increasing awareness or creating a common 

knowledge of the issue (Syberg et al., 2018). Digital media made it easier for an organization 

to communicate which is why social media became a major part of the distribution process 

(Anderson, 2014). 

Besides the classification of the different stages of risk communication, the CERC model 

connects a theoretical approach with the execution process. By implementing the CERC 

model it provides the research with a theoretical understanding of risk communication 
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strategies. It further describes several aspects that are part of the #breakfreefromplastic 

movement and can therefore be investigated during the upcoming analysis. 

 

 

Figure 3 A working Model of CERC (Reynolds & Seeger, 2005, p. 52) 
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3.3 Risk Communication on Social Media 

Social media have become one of the main tools for environmental organizations to 

communicate about risks like ocean plastics (Anderson, 2014). According to Pickard (2019, p. 

429), there is “a particularly important evolution in campaigning methods of social movements 

and protest networks“, especially on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and 

Instagram which influence civic engagement and activism. This is the reason why this thesis 

concentrates on the BFFP movement. Anderson (2014) agrees with Lundgren and argues that 

social networks have a growing popularity in campaign organizations.  

This development can be explained by the many advantages of social media. Besides the low 

costs and human resources required to create and maintain a social media account, 

organizations have easy access to their audience and new potential followers. The platform 

users, on the other hand, have the power to decide which profile they want to follow. This is 

the reason why there is a potential for strong interest and engagement once a user starts 

following an organization. This can be transformed into the willingness to change behavior in 

the long term. Another important aspect of social media is the quick communication flow. 

Content can be published instantly and reach a big audience within seconds. At the same 

time, followers can immediately respond to it, share it, and create their content to spread the 

information (Lundgren, 2018). As already mentioned in the Social Network Contagion 

Approach, the constant contact between individuals and social media influences behavior and 

attitudes towards risks. Likewise, the organizations must gain trust and credibility by 

distributing relevant and valid content which can also be connected to the Social Trust 

Approach (Lundgren, 2018). However, there are also downsides concerning the usage of 

social media for risk communication purposes. Organizations must remember that social 

media is not accessible for everyone and some demographic groups are not represented 

which is why the target audience must be analyzed beforehand. Further, fake news spread 

easily on network platforms and is hard to eliminate. Therefore, Lundgren (2018) recommends 

reacting fast and publishing correct information to diminish further confusion. According to a 

survey of crisis and emergency management by Haataja et al. (2016), the main reasons for 

organizations to avoid social media are lack of knowledge, time, and experience in 

implementing strategies in their traditional hierarchies. Nevertheless, as soon as an 

organization becomes part of a community or movement like #breakfreefromplastic the impact 

on its audience increases, and risk communication provides results (Lundgren, 2018). 

Another aspect that makes social media relevant for environmental organizations is the 

evaluation of risk communication measurements. The initial procedure consists of different 
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levels starting with the most basic level of evaluating the effort of the quality and quantity of 

the activities. The next level concentrates on the overall performance and outcome in terms 

of changing attitudes and behavior. The following stage compares the performance with the 

risk assessment to evaluate the adequacy. Further, the costs are considered, and the 

efficiency of the risk communication is determined. Lastly, the overall process gets analyzed 

to find out why the measurements lead to a positive or negative result. Nonetheless, this form 

of evaluation is usually based on interpretations (Baker, 1990). Social media provide data that 

give evidence to certain outcomes and support the evaluation process with numbers and 

figures (Lundgren, 2018).  

Apart from the advantages and disadvantages of social media as a communication channel, 

digital activism on these platforms has been criticized for being superficial and ineffective 

(Pickard, 2019). Other authors like Dennis (2018) define this phenomenon as ‘slacktivism’ by 

saying that it is a form of micro-activism. Further, likes and shares do not have a strong impact 

on politics, or the way risks are communicated (Dennis, 2018). Anderson (2014) mentions the 

effect of ‘clicktivism’ in his book which is also related to slacktivism. These forms of passive 

interaction create a false reality in which real activism cannot be distinguished from clicktivism 

(Anderson, 2014) or slacktivism (Dennis, 2018). However, Anderson (2014) and Lundgren 

(2018) conclude that social media is an important tool within risk communication but cannot 

supplement everything.  

  

Figure 4 Social Media Users per Age in the USA (PEW, 2019) 

 

There are different types of platforms that all provide special features to share content. 

However, past research for environmental risk communication focused mainly on Facebook 

and Twitter (Hodson et al., 2018) but file-sharing platforms like Instagram or YouTube have a 

big young audience as well as presented in Figures 4 and 5. Moreover, the functions and 
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features offer new forms of risk communication by following special strategies (Anderson, 

2014). 

 

Figure 5 Social Media Users in millions per Platform January 2021 (Tankovska, 2021) 

 

As mentioned earlier, networking platforms such as Facebook and Twitter have been 

researched more than any other platform concerning risk communication (Hodson et al., 

2018). Instagram, on the contrary, offers similar features when it comes to networking even 

though it is a file-sharing platform (Kreutzer, 2018). Since Instagram offers both, networking, 

and file-sharing characteristics, it provides a broad range of features that can be used for 

communication strategies. This becomes an important factor for movements such as BFFP 

as social movements benefit from networks. At the same time, sharing files can transfer 

powerful messages easier by using visual representation. Further, organizations that are 

involved in #breakfreefromplastic on social media can benefit from existing communication 

strategies on Instagram. 

 

3.4 Communication Strategies on Instagram 

Instagram was published in 2021 by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger. Since then, Instagram 

is an ad-supported platform on which its users can share visual content in combination with a 

short description. This content can be commented on, liked, or shared by the community 

(Richter, 2017). As displayed in figure 5 Instagram has 1.221 million users which are mainly 

between 18 and 29 years old (figure 4) and the network is still growing. Instagram represents 

itself as a platform that connects and inspires people (Instagram, 2021c). 
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Besides the earlier mentioned advantages and disadvantages of social media platforms, 

Instagram owns special functions that distinguish it from others. Content published on 

Instagram does not necessarily have to be professional or editorial to gain attention but rather 

authentic and current (Ceyp & Scupin, 2013). Visual representation of risks through graphical 

elements and little texts containing risk messages can have a strong effect on its audience. 

Likewise, visual representations have a high probability to be memorized by color, shape, and 

imagery with persuasive language. Although the content contains little information, visuals are 

easy to translate into different languages and mostly have a mutual interpretation basis. 

Further, it entails technical information that must be adapted clearly and reasonably in which 

no misunderstandings can occur (Lundgren, 2018). 

Instagram’s potential for persuasive communication and its increasing user base are reasons 

why this channel is important for risk communication (Hodson et al., 2018). Based on Ballew, 

Omoto, and Winter (2015) Hodson et al. argue that social networks can transfer complex 

scientific information into attractive and comprehensible content for the broad public. Even 

though Hodson et al. link this opportunity to climate change it can also be projected on the 

issue of ocean pollution. Moreover, the corresponding content is not only shared by NGOs, 

NPOs, or other activists but by the whole network of users where each of them can add, 

transform, or create new content to inspire and motivate others. This form of content sharing 

is called crowdsourcing which is applied for gathering new content, information, or any other 

input from the community. Thereby, organizations benefit from public intelligence and can 

observe trends (Kreutzer, 2018). Further, images are still related to reality and are perceived 

as true. This new form of visual communication created a new phenomenon called ‘artivism’ 

which is a combination of art and political and social activism (Carrasco-Polaino et al., 2018).  

One way of collecting visual content under a certain topic is to include hashtags like 

#breakfreefromplastics. These hashtags also transfer a certain message and can be 

understood as a clear statement of belonging (Faßmann & Moss, 2016). 

Another strategy to increase awareness is to involve opinion leaders, that already enjoy the 

trust of a community. According to Hodson et al. users on Instagram adapt content from 

influencers more than from other accounts. The term influencer is not defined in that article, 

but a general definition is given by Kroebel-Riel & Gröppel-Klein, (2013) influencers are 

opinion leaders with a strong influence on the behavior and beliefs of their community. 

Likewise, they are independent and usually experts in a certain field which is why they are 

perceived as authentic. Nonetheless, influencer marketing is a business strategy in which the 
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influencer receives benefits from a company in forms of money, discounts, or products 

(Kreutzer, 2018) which is why this strategy might not be suitable for NPOs and NGOs. 

An alternative risk communication strategy on Instagram is storytelling. This form of 

communication is especially interesting for consensus communication as it takes time and 

long-term planning (Lundgren, 2018). By telling a story of ocean plastics, for example, 

experiences and connections are created which lead to permanent memories and recognition. 

Throughout these structures, in the human brain relationships build up and the user feels a 

sense of community (Wieskamp, 2016; Häusel, 2006). Based on this emotional connection 

the user feels more engaged and behavioral change can be achieved (Sielaff, 2020). 

However, the most popular topics that are represented on Instagram are lifestyle, fitness, 

design, travel, and fashion which are usually visualized in positive and aesthetic images or 

videos (Bannour, Grabs & Vogl, 2017). Plastic pollution, on the contrary, is more related to 

negative feelings and is perceived as a threat. Even though it is a risk that is visual and 

observable, ocean plastics might not fit into the typical Instagram content expectations.  

On the contrary, more than half of existing NGOs and NPOs use Instagram as a 

communication channel and participate in movements like BFFP. The usage of Instagram and 

its unique strategies might influence risk communication which is why the following study 

research centers on communication strategies applied by environmental organizations. It will 

reflect on how risk communication and Instagram communication strategies are 

operationalized and the role BFFP movement. 

 

 

4 Methodological Framework 

The methodology of this master thesis consists of two parts namely affordance analysis and 

critical discourse analysis. Both methods have a qualitative nature as the focus of the research 

will concentrate strongly on the interpretation of the relationship and not on quantitative 

aspects of the collected data. 

Social media consists of information and communication technologies that come along with 

certain affordances for its users (Albert et al., 2013). This is the reason why an affordance 

analysis on Instagram is the first step of this study. The affordance analysis is based on 
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approaches from Gibson (1979), Norman (1988), and Curinga (2014) defining the capabilities 

of the software.  

The main research will focus on a critical discourse analysis based on approaches from 

Fairclough (1992) and van Dijk (2011). The CDA is an appropriate method for this research 

purpose as it provides insights into social change and the discourse of power and socio-

cultural practices which are key factors for analyzing social movements (Albert et al., 2013). 

According to Pickard (2019, p. 429), there is “a particularly important evolution in campaigning 

methods of social movements and protest networks“ especially on social media platforms such 

as Instagram which influence social change.  

 

4.1 Research Design 

The research consists of different types of analyzes starting with an affordance analysis. The 

results of the affordance analysis will explain how Instagram operates focusing on its technical 

features to spread risk communication messages. This will later serve as the foundation for 

the content analysis to prove whether an organization takes advantage of Instagram’s 

affordances for its communication strategy. The following CDA includes a content analysis 

that will serve to analyze the textual dimension of the data and represents the main research 

task. However, since content analyzes are based on the researcher’s subjective selection and 

interpretation of the data (van Dijk, 2011) it is followed by interviews with organizations that 

are part of the content analysis. This data will assist for the last step of Fairclough’s (1992) 

three-dimensional model of CDA which is the social practice. Lastly, the gathered information 

will be analyzed and the results reflected upon in relation to the RQ. 

 

Figure 6 Research Design based on Fairclough’s three-dimensional model (1992) 
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4.2 Affordances of Instagram 

To begin with, I will analyze Instagram concerning its affordances to present the platform’s 

features, functions, and displays for a clear understanding of the possibilities. The affordance 

analysis was developed by Gibson (1979) to explain how animals interact with their 

environment regarding behavior and actions. As the environment provides different 

affordances for different animals, it is necessary to look at the relationship between these both. 

Thus, the environment and the actor have compatible attributes to interact with each other 

(Curinga, 2014). Norman (1988), on the other side, argues that affordances are closely related 

to perception. Based on human-computer interaction (HCI) studies, Norman (1988, p. 9) 

describes affordances as “a design element, perceived by the user, that enables an action”. 

Further, this approach explains how users interact with certain platforms which is why this 

method can be applied to social media (Curinga, 2014). Referring to Norman’s approach, 

Curinga (2014) mentions several components that are relevant for understanding software in 

terms of its affordances such as features, goals, and perception. By analyzing Instagram 

regarding its affordances, I will investigate how content about ocean plastics can be distributed 

and how hashtags like #breakfreefromplastic as well as other functions change risk 

communication. 

Instagram is a file-sharing platform with the main purpose to share images and videos with its 

community. Therefore, Instagram can be accessed via an email address through computers, 

smartphones, or tablets. The function to upload content can only be accessed with mobile 

devices (Richter, 2017). The platform’s affordances provide several areas to share content 

such as the personal profile feed, and stories. A post on the profile feed consists of visual 

content and a description text. Instagram allows three different affordances to tag the post: 

hashtags, account tags, and location tags. Thus, hashtags have been offering researchers a 

new perspective on the affordances of social media (Highfield & Leaver, 2015). Likewise, to 

the connection of certain communities through the collective implication of hashtags which 

was describes by Faßmann and Moss (2016), they also transmit a form of metacommentary 

to express opinions and identities (Daer et al., 2014). A hashtag is signified by the pound sign 

(#) whereas account and location tags are preceded by the at sign (@). By tagging other 

accounts and locations on content, users can reach beyond their followers towards any other 

person looking for the same tag (Bannour, Grabs & Vogl, 2017). 

Next to the personal feed, users can create stories that last 24 hours on their accounts. This 

offers opportunities to create spontaneous and current content as well as live streams (Freese, 

2019). Instagram also allows the affordances to interact with other users by containing stickers 

such as surveys, hashtags, accounts, and location tags (Firsching, 2019). Further, since 2017 
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it is possible to keep stories online by including them into highlights which are sorted by 

categories (Firsching, 2017). 

 

4.3 Critical Discourse Analysis 

According to van Dijk’s (1996) approach to critical discourse analyzes the discourse in social 

media must be put into the context of power and access as power is the foundation of the 

formation of discourse. This power is owned by social groups, organizations, or other 

institutions that aim to influence people’s behavior and beliefs. Anderson (2014, p. 3) argues 

that “various social actors including scientists, industry, policymakers and non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) battle to influence public perceptions. How the problems and solutions 

are framed has the potential to critically shape political and public responses. Environmental 

issues are often deeply contested.” Based on the overall research question, the role of 

Instagram and how it is shaping risk communication must be analyzed. To capture the power 

relations between organizations and Instagram as well as the influence on risk communication 

in the context of ocean plastics, a CDA (Fairclough, 1992; Fairclough, 2013) will be performed 

combined with textual analysis in form of a content analysis based on Saldana (2009). 

 

Figure 7 Fairclough’s three-dimensional model for critical discourse analysis (1992, p. 73) 

 

This data will be analyzed in the CDA according to Fairclough’s (1992) three-dimensional 

model which represents an analytical framework for empirical communication research. First, 

is the textual analysis which focuses on the linguistic features of the text. However, in this 

study research, the textual analysis will be carried out as a content analysis (Saldana, 2009) 
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as the sample data consists of text and visual content. The content analysis is therefore part 

of the critical discourse analysis. According to van Dijk (2011) content analysis is necessary 

to research media as it provides insights into media discourses. Nevertheless, content 

analysis can only capture a limited number of messages and thus is subjective as it is 

depending on the selection of the researcher. On the contrary, it provides quantitative data for 

qualitative studies (van Dijk, 2011). Therefore, the qualitative data will be coded and 

categorized into a researcher-generated construct that is used to interpret the information. 

Next, is the discursive practice that describes the relations between production and 

consumption of the text. Fairclough (1992) focuses on the interweaving of language and 

discourse within the immediate context. To reflect on the data from previous analyzes this 

research continues with interviews. The interviewees are organizations involved in the sample 

data and are therefore able to provide valid information on the discourse. The data from the 

interview will be analyzed based on the categories of the previous content analysis to connect 

the information. Lastly, this outcome is put into social practices including the larger ideologies 

(Fairclough, 1992). The case of this study involves the discourse of ocean plastics and their 

representation in digital media. 

The difficult part is to connect the micro-, meso-, and macro-scale of the discourse by including 

the textual analysis into the discourse analysis. To be able to join the different social levels 

van Dijk (1993, p. 257) introduces social cognition to the process: “Hence social cognitions 

mediate between micro-and macro-levels of society, between discourse and action, between 

the individual and the group. Although embodied in the minds of individuals, social cognitions 

are social because they are shared and presupposed by group members, monitor social action 

and interaction, and as they underlie the social and cultural organization of society as a whole.” 

CDA is generally criticized because of subjective decisions of researchers on the scale of 

discourse they choose to put their attention on. At the same time, textual analysis is mostly 

disconnected from any of the surrounding contexts. The conclusion is that discourse analyzes 

have a lack of empirical relevance which is filled by textual analysis. Still, the main challenge 

remains to create connections between this data on all social levels (Dittmer, 2010) which are 

described as micro-, meso-, and macro-scale above. The micro-level involves individuals and 

small groups whereas the meso focuses on communities, and institutions. The macro-level 

stands for the whole society and social systems (van Dijk, 1993). 

By carrying out the CDA I will answer the following sub-questions that will lead to the overall 

research question: 

SQ1: How can Instagram’s affordances be used to communicate risks? 
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SQ2: How might environmental organizations connect the communication of ocean plastics 

with Instagram?  

SQ3: What role does the #breakfreefromplastic play in this discourse? 

The questions will be answered by the results of the content analysis. The categories in which 

the Instagram posts will be sorted are made in correspondence to the questions. The outcome 

will be interpreted and concluded within the following steps of the CDA namely, discursive, 

and social practice. 

 

4.4 Data Collection 

Based on Highfield and Leaver (2015, p. 18), this study builds upon a hashtag “as an initial 

point of departure for studying activity on Instagram”. As #breakfreefromplastic is specifically 

used for content related to plastic pollution and/ or ocean plastics, the research material of this 

study includes content created by a variety of organizations, setting this study apart from 

studies especially focused on environmental organizations (Duffy, 2017).  

The posts were selected by the #breakfreefromplastic and were mainly published NPOs and 

NGOs but also alliances, movements, and projects as well as registered associations that 

have no commercial interest by using Instagram as a communication tool. To be able to 

compare a variety of communication strategies from different organizations the posts from the 

first 25 organizations that applied the #breakfreefromplastic was the starting point of gathering 

sampling data. The next step was to collect the most recent posts on the accounts that also 

use the hashtag which is why their number of posts per organization differs from 1 to 11. As 

ocean plastic is a global risk, these organizations are settled in eleven different countries in 

North, Central, and South America as well as Europa and Asia. 

All of them are dealing with environmental issues mainly focusing on oceans, plastic pollution, 

or beach cleanup. They have officially registered organizations and have active Instagram 

accounts with frequent activities that they employ for their communication strategies. One 

factor that was left out for the selection process was the number of followers as in this research 

the analysis of the quality of the posts is important and not the quantity of reach. 
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Table 2 List of sample organizations 

Organization Type Country Posts 
5 Gyres Institute NPO USA 11 
5 Minute Foundation NPO Costa Rica 3 
Break Free From Plastic Movement Movement Global 9 
Center for International Environmental Law NGO USA 1 
Clean Miami Beach NPO USA 1 
Gili Eco Trust  NGO Indonesia 2 
Greenpeace NPO Canada 9 
Greenpeace_PH NPO Philippines 1 
GreenSeas Trust NPO UK 4 
IbizaPreservation NPO Spain 3 
Oceana NPO USA 1 
Oceana_PH NPO Philippines 4 
One Earth - One Ocean e.V. Registered Association Germany 3 
Pacific Environment NPO USA 1 
Peace Mural Foundation NPO USA 4 
Peak Plastic Foundation NPO USA 1 
Plastic Pollution Coalition Alliance USA 11 
Pocono Heritage Land Trust NPO USA 1 
Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes Project Brazil 7 
Surfrider Foundation NGO USA 1 
Surfrider Foundation Europe NGO France 1 
Surfrider Foundation Germany e.V. Registered Association Germany 2 
The Plastic Soup Foundation NPO Netherlands 9 
WeSea Foundation NPO France 10 

Another criterium for the selection of content was the language abilities of the researcher. The 

sample posts had to be written in the English, Dutch, Spanish or German language. 

In total, 100 posts -Images and Videos- were collected from the period between 01.07.2018-

31.03.2021. The movement started in 2016 and therefore has already developed up to over 

240.000 posts on Instagram using #breakfreefromplastic. As this research has a qualitative 

nature, the sample posts were individually selected by actuality and publisher. The posts will 

give valid information about the technical functions operated by the organizations to spread 

their message but also about the content of the message itself. Hence, the message will be 

analyzed by certain criteria such as communication strategies, visual representation of the 

risk, emotional levels, and forms of resolution strategies based on the CERC model. The next 

step is to analyze the posts based on the content. 

 

4.5 Coding Data 

Coding is one method to analyze qualitative data by using a short phrase or a word as an 

inquiry that sorts language-based or visual data into categories based on its attributes. Thus, 

the analysis consists of two cycles to collect data. Within the first cycle, the coding process 

focuses on data that can entail single words, images, or entire videos. The second cycle 
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includes another coding process in which the data is put into categories that links data that is 

connected (Saldana, 2009). 

 
Table 3 Coding table 

 
As illustrated in table 3 the scope of this research, the collected posts were analyzed by 14 

different codes that are sorted into three categories: Instagram strategy, resolution strategy, 

and visual representation. The category ‘Instagram Strategy’ builds up on Instagram’s 

affordances such as tagging and hashtags, as well as communication strategies like 

crowdsourcing, influencer, and storytelling. By checking whether an organization made use of 

these attributes it is possible to find out if it takes advantage of the medium and its features to 
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spread messages. Further, it is important to expose whether an organization follows risk 

communication strategies. 

Since ocean pollution is in the stage of resolution there are certain recommendations based 

on the CERC model for how to deal with this risk. By investigating this area, it should be 

evaluated if Instagram can be operationalized for risk communication purposes. 

The last category is ‘Visual Representation’ which concentrates more on visual aspects of the 

posts as Instagram’s main feature is to share visual data. This leads to results on how the risk 

is presented on Instagram. 

 

5 Results of the CDA 

The findings will be separated into three categories based on the coding structure as each of 

them has its criteria. Therefore, the ‘Instagram Strategy’ concentrates on findings concerning 

the platform’s features and strategies whereas ‘Risk Communication’ is more related to the 

CERC model. ‘Visual Representation’ is important as it belongs to Instagram’s special 

characteristics as a file-sharing platform. Afterward, the results of the content analysis (textual 

dimension) and the interviews (discursive practice) will be compared and at the same time 

interpreted in the context of ocean plastics within the social practice which is the final step of 

the CDA. 

 

5.1 Textual Dimension - Content Analysis 

5.1.1 Instagram Strategy 

Analyzing which strategies were used to spread messages on Instagram has presented that 

there are some strategies that more common than others. For example, every organization 

practices storytelling on its account presenting the impact of plastic pollution. This theme is 

mainly focused on oceans but organizations like Greenpeace or the Pocono Heritage Land 

Trust deal with nature and human’s impact on it in general.  
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Figure 8 Results - Instagram Strategy 

Nevertheless, storytelling as the foundation for the Instagram account is applied by every 

organization involved in this study. On the contrary, there was only one post including an 

Influencer which leads to the assumption that this strategy is not utilized often when it comes 

to communicating about the risk of ocean plastics. 

However, another strategy that is more likely practiced 

is crowdsourcing. In total, 68 % of the organizations 

take advantage of content posted by the community. 

They share images and videos on their accounts and 

tag the creator underneath the post. The function of 

tagging is not only used to repost content but also to 

connect directly with other accounts. 70 % tagged 

under the posts of the sample data but only 11 % 

tagged the BFFP movement in addition to the hashtag. 

This might occur out of the circumstance that the 

#breakfreefromplastic was already employed to link to 

the movement which makes the tag itself redundant. 

Hashtags, on the other side, are the most common 

function on Instagram as 92 % put them in their posts. 

It is noticeable that there are hashtags that are more 

popular than others. Seven out of the top 30 hashtags 

are directly addressing the ocean whereas 14 involve 

plastic. They are mainly focusing on sustainability and 

protection of the environment which illustrates that 

these organizations target the same kinds of 

communities and reach out to like-minded people. At 

11%
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92%

68%

100%

1%

Break Free From
Plastic Tag

Tag Hashtag Crowdsourcing Storytelling Influencer

Table 4 Top 30 Hashtags 
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the same time, they communicate the same goals and interests. To sum up, there is a strong 

interest from organizations in creating a community on Instagram that follows related accounts 

and searches for certain hashtags. Thus, they practice Instagram strategies such as 

storytelling and crowdsourcing to transmit their message.  

 

5.1.2 Risk Communication Strategies 

Besides Instagram’s functions and communication strategies, organizations create risk 

communication strategies to reach their goals. As ocean plastics are a well-known risk that 

has already been existing for decades. It has reached the stage of resolution and therefore 

requires certain strategies based on models like the CERC model to persuade the public. 

The main strategy found in the sample data is to encourage users to engage with the risk of 

ocean plastics by directly or indirectly inviting them into the discussion. This happens in the 

description text through invitations to clean-ups or asking the users to do something such as 

buying reusable products instead of plastic ones. 

 

 

Figure 9 Results - Risk Communication Strategies 

 

Clean-up projects are the topic of 43 % of the collected posts mostly displayed in images and 

videos that show the volunteers with their findings (figure 10). Another major strategy is to 

supply information about plastic pollution including numbers of the damage and its impact, 

statistics from studies, as well as background information. Furthermore, the organizations talk 

about responsibility. 58 % of the provided information involves companies and their plastic 

production, governments that should take responsibility, or consumer responsibility. 

85%

43%

58%

72% 74%
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Therefore, some posts refer to the Brand Audit 2020 a study published by the BFFP founders 

that blame particular companies like Coca-Cola or Nestle for their plastic production. These 

companies are often presented visually in the posts (figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 10 Examples - Risk Communication Strategy (Instagram, 2021d) 

 

Nonetheless, in 74 % of the posts plastic pollution is represented as a dangerous threat that 

followers should fear and fight against. From 100 posts 62 contained information combined 

with the threat of ocean plastics. This illustrates the connection between providing information 

and persuading users on an emotional level.  

Every post can be linked to at least one risk communication strategy which demonstrates that 

organizations communicate risks on Instagram by applying certain campaigns.  

 

5.1.3 Visual Representation 

As a platform that focuses on visuals, it is important to research how ocean plastics as a risk 

is displayed on Instagram. The collected posts consist of 89 images and eleven videos that 

mainly show plastics. Likewise, the ocean is a popular motive for pictures and the combination 

of ocean and plastics appears in 45 cases out of 100.  
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Figure 11 Results - Visual Representation 

 

As demonstrated in figure 12 animals or children can be part of the content as well. In most of 

these posts, there are animals wrapped or captured in plastic waste which is again pointing at 

the threat of ocean plastics. The minority of visual representation is artivism. The combination 

of art and plastic waste is shared via crowdsourcing, but it is not a communication strategy 

created by the organizations themselves. 

 

 

Figure 12 Examples - Visual Representation (Instagram, 2021e) 

 

5.2 Discursive Practice - Interviews 
Interviews with experts, in this case, NGOs and NPOs, offer an external impact on the 

research in which interviewees can express their opinion on the matter (Flick, 1991). It is 

another qualitative method to gather data that will relate to the outcome from the content 

analysis. The interview partners are experts in the field of risk communication of ocean plastics 

on Instagram and are therefore representatives for the community (Mayring, 2015). From 25 

organizations that are part of this research, five accepted an interview. The representatives 
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came from different organizations: Ocean Clean Up Miami, One Earth One Ocean, Plastic 

Soup Foundation, Plastic Free Ibiza, and Gili Eco Trust.  

 

Table 5 List of interviewees 

 Position Organization 
I1 Social Media Management One Earth One Ocean 
I2 Communications Manager Plastic Soup Foundation 
I3 Marketing & Communications Gili Eco Trust 
I4 Coordinator Plastic Free Ibiza 
I5 Founder Clean Miami Beach 

 

Due to the COVID19 pandemic still has a strong impact on daily life, the interviews were 

arranged via email and Zoom. According to Lupton (2020, p. 6), interviews have certain 

advantages. They allow open answers of the interviewee and provide relevant results from 

individuals with specific expertise.  

Since the interviews were mainly arranged via email, they had a structured nature of three 

questions. These questions are based on the categories from the content analysis. Hence, 

they focus on Instagram strategies, risk communication strategies, and visual representation. 

Nevertheless, there was an emphasis on the #breakfreefromplastic movement to understand 

how the organization relates to the movement.  

To be able to connect the data from the content analysis with the interviews, the information 

of the interviews will be analyzed in correspondence to the categories of the content analysis 

and went through the same selection of criteria. The findings of both analyzes will take place 

in the social practice which is the final step of the CDA. 

 

6.2.1 Instagram Strategy 

One of the main findings from the interviews is that all the participants agreed that social media 

is important to connect with people and to create networks as well as communities. Thus, I1, 

I2, I3, and I5 create strategies for their content that inform about plastic pollution and add 

hashtags or tags to increase the reach of their posts and awareness of the issue. I4 mentioned 

that they only share scientific information and try to connect with other NGOs. Additionally, I3 

points out that Instagram is helping her to share spontaneous information, for example, when 

there is a huge amount of trash at the beach that needs to be cleaned. 
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Another strategy was discussed by I5 namely influencers. According to I5 the reason why it is 

not that common to see influencers working for NGOs or NPOs is that they often do not support 

the same values as the organization: “We had this one really big influencer that wanted to 

celebrate her 1 million followers with us. So, she came to us and helped us for one day and 

said that she will never use plastic straws again and one week later she posted in her story 

pictures of cocktails with plastic straws in them. That is not really what we stand for.” Further 

I5 argued that most of them want to get paid which is hard for small organizations with low 

budgets. 

 

5.2.2 Risk Communication Strategies 

Concerning risk communication strategies there is one theme which is positivity. Four of the 

interviewees emphasized that they try to avoid negativity by creating encouraging and 

engaging content. I1, I2, I3, and I5 aim to motivate their community by telling them that they 

are not alone and can be part of the greater good by joining the movement. Further, I1, I3, and 

I5 organize clean-up events via Instagram whereas I2 and I4 more focus on exchanging 

scientific information and connect with other networks. I2 mentions that it is important to prove 

recent studies to counteract false news. I3 supports the fact that Instagram can be utilized to 

educate people but I5 argues that education must be fun and easy to understand, otherwise 

users reject it. Besides that, I1 operationalizes Instagram to present people within the 

organization that is responsible for their projects. I3, on the other side, needs Instagram to 

collect donations for their projects. Even though the organizations follow different goals they 

all approved that social media increases their impact and empowers them to fight against 

plastic pollution. 

Especially through movements like #breakfreefromplsatic they represent solidarity and share 

expertise to tackle the problem at its source (I2 & I5). According to I3, the 

#breakfreefromplastic creates power by demonstrating unity as, referring to I4 and I2, it works 

as an umbrella under which individuals and organizations are coordinated. I1 and I2 

emphasized that movements on social media have a high impact as they increase awareness 

beyond national boundaries. Moreover, I3 stated that eco-friendly movements are trending on 

social media in general. This does not only help the movement itself but also the organizations 

that take part in it as they receive more attention (I1).  
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5.2.3 Visual Representation 
Only two out of five interviewees mentioned visual representation in particular. However, I1 

and I5 agreed that visual language is important so that the users can understand the 

messages quickly and easily. I1 adds authenticity as one of the main criteria to reach their 

community. 

 

5.3 Social Practice – Ocean Plastics 

The third part of the critical discourse analysis is the dimension of social practice in which the 

textual and the discursive practices are combined to understand the connections or processes 

between them within society. The society that this research is situated in is spread all over the 

world concerning activists and organizations but also individuals that have an interest in 

sustainability and protecting nature. The two main discourses discovered by the previous 

steps of the CDA are creating communities that engage in this issue and increasing awareness 

by sharing information. 

The results of both analyzes explain why communities are important for the discourse of ocean 

plastics on Instagram. Organizations try to reach for new followers by using hashtags or 

tagging each other. Besides, by applying the #breakfreefromplastic they connect themselves 

to this specific network. The interviews demonstrated that these organizations want to support 

this movement to express unity and power. In other words, the organizations employ 

community-building strategies like crowdsourcing to grow with the aim of gaining power. They 

want to benefit from this power and stop plastic pollution at its source namely to put pressure 

on industries and governments.  

Likewise, organizations want to increase awareness in a global society. By convincing 

individuals to change their behavior, for example, taking part in clean-up projects or stop 

buying plastic products, they tackle the risk from a different angle. Providing information and 

encouraging people to take part in the movement are the risk communication strategies they 

use to persuade the public. However, there is a contradiction between the results. The content 

analysis showed that the risk of ocean plastics is often described as a threat whereas the 

interviews concluded that organizations try to be positive about the risk. This dilemma is hard 

to overcome as ocean plastics are dangerous and bad while Instagram is a platform where 

people like to see pretty pictures rather than plastic trash. 
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Both analyzes proofed that Instagram became an important tool for communicating the risk of 

ocean plastic. Thus, they serve two major discourses namely power relations between social 

media communities and society as well as education about the risk itself. 

 

6 Discussion 

By carrying out the CDA and additional methods namely content analysis and interviews 

results were found that give evidence to certain phenomena concerning risk communication 

about ocean plastics on Instagram. Further, the research provided answers to the previously 

asked sub-questions that support the overall research question. Therefore, the CDA gave 

information about the discourse on different social levels. 

The first SQ dealt with Instagram’s affordances and how they can be used to communicate 

risks. Based on Lundgren’s (2018) theories on consensus communication a successful risk 

communication process can only be achieved through exchanges of knowledge, interactions 

with participants, and negotiations with the public until they find a common ground to agree 

on. This research proofed that organizations operationalize Instagram for this exact purpose. 

They want to create a dialogue between organizations and users to collaborate on solutions. 

Further, they create communities to strengthen their network to influence industries and 

governments. Besides, social media is suitable for long-term communication goals which 

match the procedure of consensus communication (Lundgren, 2018). Besides the technical 

affordances of connecting namely tagging or hashtags, Instagram offers its own 

communication strategies that organizations benefit from. Storytelling, for example, is 

practiced by every organization that took part in this study. Nevertheless, other Instagram 

strategies are used to spread messages such as crowdsourcing. By spreading their 

messages, they follow the Social Network Contagion Approach that described the influence 

of social media in their daily lives (Lundgren, 2018). Anderson (2014) already argued that 

social media became a major part of the distribution process for organizations. They try to 

reach individuals to convince them to change their behavior (micro-level). At the same time, 

they build communities involving individuals and other organizations that are often connected 

to movements like #breakfreefromplastic to gain power (macro-level). 

Likewise, this research focused on risk communication strategies based on the CERC model 

from Reynold and Seeger (2005). This is why SQ2 questions the connection between risk 

communication and Instagram. Therefore, the connection had to be analyzed to understand 

what organizations publish on Instagram concerning ocean plastics. The CDA demonstrated 
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that the sample posts fulfilled at least one of the suggested strategies from the CERC model. 

However, the analysis also discovered that the risk of ocean plastics is often represented as 

a threat. This can be related to the problem-solution approach mentioned by Witte et al. (2001) 

that is often referred to as manipulation. Nevertheless, the CERC model has its limitations as 

risks can change and differ from each other (Seeger, 2002). Visual representation of the risk 

itself was one of the most popular chosen methods to increase awareness. Likewise, the 

CERC model suggests promoting clean-up projects which is also often represented by 

organizations. By sharing content in form of crowdsourcing organizations increase the open 

discussion about ocean plastics and clarify responsibilities. It can be said that organizations 

follow closely recommendations for the resolution process based on the CERC model.  

Usually, the organizations choose a combination of Instagram and risk communication 

strategies. For example, storytelling provides information that increases awareness as users 

feel emotionally connected with the story (Sielaff,2020). Another possibility is to increase 

engagement by tagging other accounts or insert hashtags to promote clean-up projects. 

Crowdsourcing serves to build stronger communities and organizations can benefit from public 

intelligence (Kreutzer, 2018). This form of interaction distinguishes Instagram from other 

platforms such as Facebook and Twitter as storytelling and crowdsourcing are highly visual 

strategies. Even though, networking platforms can also offer file-sharing functions, it is 

Instagram’s main affordance which is why users communicate via visuals and thereby 

emotions. Hence, the combination of both strategies offers organizations new possibilities to 

transmit their messages by focusing mainly on images, graphics, or videos. 

The Plastic Soup Foundation argued in the interview that Instagram changed in the past years 

from an entertainment platform to a news source. Other participants stated that they use 

Instagram to share scientific studies. Therefore, the message is supported by visual 

representations mainly displaying the ocean and plastic. On the contrary, fake news was 

mentioned in the interviews. It is a lot of work for organizations to work against false 

information once it spreads all over social media. Further, the representative from One Earth 

and One Ocean revealed that hate speech and threats can be part of Instagram as well. 

However, most of the interviewees argued that one of the main advantages of social media is 

that they can see their impact as users send them feedback, like and share their content, or 

tag them. Moreover, they observe more activism apart from Instagram as more people attend 

clean-ups, become an active member of the organization, or donate money.  

By increasing their reach through hashtags and tagging mentioning the BFFP movement 

organizations gain power. This is one of the answers to SQ3 but there is more to it. The CDA 

provided results that demonstrate that there is a relationship between power and social 
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movements (Albert et al., 2013). Even though, power relations were not the focus of this 

research the influence of #breakfreefromplastic on the community was one of the strongest 

outcomes. Pickard (2019) already mentioned that social media campaigns are a method to 

strengthen social movements to achieve social change. However, the answers from the 

interviews were agreeing on the increasing power through supporting #breakfreefromplastic 

on Instagram. As a global risk ocean plastic involves global society which is why social 

movements like #breakfromplastic have such a big audience and relevance on social media. 

This reach and power are used to pressure industries and governments to stop plastic 

production and change consumption systems worldwide (meso-level).  

To conclude the discussion, it can be said that Instagram strongly shapes risk communication 

which was proved in this thesis and thereby refers to the main research question. The content 

analysis not only showed that organizations use risk communication theories on Instagram 

but also benefit from the platform’s technical features. The relevance was also revealed by 

the interviews that concluded in unanimous results concerning the community-building 

aspects of the platform especially through movements like BFFP. The benefit of communities 

appeared more important than visual representation which was an unexpected result. 

However, the advantage of global networks is to show unity and power from which smaller 

organizations worldwide can profit. This research discovered several aspects of how 

Instagram as a digital medium changed risk communication. It provides several answers to 

the main research question and how Instagram shapes risk communication by using the 

#breakfreefromplastic. 

 

 

7 Conclusion 

As Instagram has been neglected by former risk communication research on social media, 
this thesis especially focused on this platform. Throughout the research previous literature on 
risk communication theories and the influence of social media was reviewed. The results of 
this evaluation presented several criteria for risk communication strategies and Instagram 
strategies. These criteria were analyzed within sample data collected on Instagram based on 
the environmental movement #breakfreefromplastic which has a current relevance on 
Instagram. The study was carried out by an affordance analysis and a critical discourse 
analysis. The CDA was split into three parts as recommended by Fairclough (1992). Inside 
the first section, the collected data was analyzed by a content analysis that included a 
quantitative approach within qualitative research. The main finding was that the posts 
contained criteria from both strategies of risk communication and Instagram. The research 
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framework was adapted to the interviews which represented the discursive part of the CDA. 
The participants agreed on the advantages of Instagram and its importance for the 
#breakfreefromplastic movement. However, there were contradictions between the collected 
data and the interview as the interviewees emphasized positivity whereas most of the posts 
contained threatening messages. The outcome of both results was put in the overall discourse 
of ocean plastic pollution during the social practice. By embedding the research results into 
context two major discourses became evident. One of them was the relationship between 
power and social movements. The discussion indicated that the research of power relations 
exceeds the scope of this thesis. The findings of the research were limited to organizations 
that use #breakfreefromplastic to discuss ocean plastics whereas the hashtag also deals with 
plastic pollution in general. Further, the chosen methods, especially the interviews, provided 
insights into the discourse around Instagram but focused only on environmental organizations 
that share content but not on other stakeholders or users. Nonetheless, the research gave 
valid results that Instagram has a major influence on increasing awareness, sharing 
knowledge, and educating society about ocean plastic. By reflecting on previous research and 
carrying out several analyzes this thesis aimed to answer the research question: How does 
Instagram shape risk communication concerning ocean plastics by making use of 
#breakfreefromplastic? The discussion demonstrated that Instagram shapes not only 
communication strategies of environmental organizations but also provides a platform to 
create networks that lead to increasing power of the movement and the organizations 
themselves. 

This thesis came up with questions about risk communication theories and Instagram which, 
at the same time, revealed the demand for continuing research. For example, the role of visual 
representation and its impact on users. This angle focuses more on social studies and 
therefore can investigate this topic from another perspective. This could also include the 
limitations of Instagram that have not been researched within this thesis but deserve more 
attention in the study of risk communication and social movements. Further potential research 
belonging to citizen science approaches like Syberg et al. (2018), could focus more on 
persuasion of organizations that try to reach social change by influencing the users. Another 
possibility is to concentrate more on network aspects and include Castells’ (2009) theories on 
network societies that also lead to discussions of power relations.  

To sum up, Instagram influenced risk communication on different social levels. It provides a 
platform on which organizations can constantly interact with all kinds of stakeholders and 
become part of global movements to increase their reach and power. At the same time, this 
power becomes crucial when it comes to discussions of social, governmental, and industrial 
change.  
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giliecotrust 14.03.2021

What happens with waste once we've wasted it??

If like this bottle, it has a lucky escape from being discarded in the ocean 
or on a street, it may end up in a bank sampah (waste bank), like the one 
we have at the @fmplgilitrawangan headquarters on Gili. 

The bank sampah on Gili was established in 2016 as an opportunity for 
local residents to search and recover 'valuable' waste and exchange it 
for cash. True trash to cash scheme!

PET bottles - like these single-use plastic bottles are one of the most 
readily recycled materials in Indonesia, but sadly instead of 'recycled' 
they can really only be 'downcycled'.

Some plastics are sadly too toxic to be used again and again (hence your 
BPA-Free refillable bottles...) so these bottles are being 'cleaned' of mixed 
materials, and then will be sent to be processed into a new product, fibres 
or yarn, just nothing that is fit for human consumption.

Our bank sampah isn't an excuse to continue to use and abuse single-
use plastics, but it does help our island community actively clean up the 
island whilst making a small income.

Have you visited a recycling centre before?? 

#plasticwaste #singleuseplastic #plastics #recycling #zerowaste 
#plasticpollution #planetorplastic #plasticfree #waronwaste 
#plasticfreeoceans #plasticocean #trashtocash #banksampah
#breakfreefromplastic  #Recycle #downcycle #downcycling
#beachcleanup #plasticpollutes #noexcuseforsingleuse Image 180 4

#plasticwaste #singleuseplastic 
#plastics #recycling #zerowaste 
#plasticpollution #planetorplastic 
#plasticfree #waronwaste 
#plasticfreeoceans #plasticocean 
#trashtocash #banksampah
#breakfreefromplastic  #Recycle 
#downcycle #downcycling
#beachcleanup #plasticpollutes 
#noexcuseforsingleuse
#plasticfreejuly #zerowasteliving 
#zerowastelifestyle 
#savetheocean 
#downcycling#plasticfreeforthesea 
#refusesingleuse #bebassampah
#saynotosingleuseplastic 
#reducewaste

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMZNYJ0A8zI/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

5gyres 18.02.2021

188 environmental groups call to #EndSingleUse as the United Nations 

Environment Assembly gets set to discuss sustainability.

We shouldn’t have to choose between poisoning the ocean or 

devastating forests, but that’s the choice too many businesses are giving

 us when they ask ‘paper or plastic?’ ! �

It’s time to move beyond single use paper and plastics to reusables and 

zero waste systems. Make throwaway go away. ✨

@dogwoodalliance @canopyplanet

Link in bio to read more.

Image 274 7

#BreakFreeFromPlastic 
#goforzerowaste #wechoosereuse 
#reuserevolution #endsingleuse 
#circulareconomy #reuse #refill 
#choosetoreuse #zerowaste 
#zerowastecities #plasticpollutes 
#5gyres

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLcRk3Ep-9r/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

5gyres 04.01.2021

What are your New Years resolutions? #5gyresambassador 
@paddleoutplastic: Help! Calling all paddlers! There’s so much! Local 
restrictions don’t allow gathering with people outside your household but it 
sure would have been great to have paddling buddies @gwen.severance 
@cleanyourstoop @sustainable_republic @leftekoaster @ginalumbruno 
@jenntmqz @breeswen @daniswenson @kenwswen to help with this 
haul. One kayaker, 3 hours, 600 pieces, 30 pounds, filled 2 rectangular 
frames 6’ x 9’ or 2 meters x 3 meters (photos 3 and 4). 129 food and 
product wrappers, 91 plastic lids, 22 plastic beverage bottles, 44 straws, 
214 hard plastic, soft/film, and foam fragments, and more. If anybody 
ever thinks there’s only trash out in the water after a storm, think again.

Video 497 17

#paddleoutplastic #keepkelpclean 
#cleanwateract #plastic 
#plasticfreeseas 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#beyondplastic #goforzerowaste 
#zerowaste #zerowastecalifornia 
#oceancleanup #reducereuserecycle 
#refusereusereducerecycle 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#recyclingisnotenough 
#livesustainably #protectourplanet 
#protectwildlife #plasticocean

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJo8RApJzvZ/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

5gyres 21.10.2020

#5gyresambassador • @darlingoftheorient: This week’s haul.

Picking up trash on the beach is somehow meditative for me.

But we cannot beach clean and recycle our way out of plastic pollution. It 
needs to be stopped at its source. Image 269 2

#plasticfreebohol 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#take3forthesea 
#5gyresambassador 
#5minutebeachcleanup
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5gyres 13.08.2020

We’re teaming up this month with @prana and @breakfreefromplastic to 

bring more awareness to plastic found in packaging. We’re proud to take 

part in @prana’s #reshapepackaging campaign along with other planet 

conscious brands and nonprofits. We’re also providing our @trashblitz 

#TrashBlitz tools for the @breakfreefromplastic Global Brand Audit. To 

participate, check our link in bio. Many thanks to #5gyresambassador 

@plasticfree_bohol for her relentless work in the Philippines in raising 

awareness to the issue. We are all stronger together! #  • Businesses 

have a vital role in taking us to a world free from #plasticpollution.

Swipe for the top 5 corporate plastic polluters around the world.

Image 1481 21

#justrecovery #plasticfreebohol 
#bohol #5gyresambassador
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5gyres 13.12.2019

Education is key! Tag an environmentalist in your life! 
@seamonkeyproject: After visiting Pulau Ketam to scout it out with 
@mnsselangor as a future project site, we must say, we were thrilled! 
Pulau Ketam’s two main sources of income are fishing and tourism. With 
tourism, you have E-bikes and bicycles available for rent to ride around 
the island. There are no cars or any fossil fuel burning transportation, 
apart from boats. Plus, Ketam is blessed by the surroundings of 
mangroves, which they do not cut down but are wrapped in With these 
two factors, the air is immaculate, and it is very quiet.
Pulau Ketam does have a small amount of waste collection. They do 
have a recycling facility that finds a lot of waste and sorts it very well. 
They just don't have anything to do with it. The Islands garbage dump is a 
big square amongst the mangroves barricaded from the tide down a 400-
meter road. It's not a viable option of waste dumping but its the only way 
they can. The other problem with this dump is the fact it's so far away, 
the people get lazy and dump off the side of the road. So as you are 
walking to the dump, you are also surrounded by it.

So, in conclusion Pulau Ketam is a wonderful village with a great start in 
waste collection and not using fossil fuels, but there are preventable 
problems. So we can't wait to start a new project site here of a plastic 
recycling machine, fishing net buy-back facility, and waste collection and 
education.
.
.
.

#reducewaste #seamonkeyproject #stopoceanpollution #ecokidsactivate 
#preciousplasticproject #preciousplasticmachines #refusethestraw 
#strawlessoceans #preciousplastic #supkids #wavesofchange 

Image 269 1
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5gyres 15.11.2019

@thetrashycollection shows us how “micro” microplastics really are. 
Plastic pollution this small can easily slip through cracks and be hard to 
track, but they still cause real damage. That’s why we’re working as hard 
as we can to stop them from being created in the first place.

Image 518 7
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5gyres 18.11.2019

@greenswimmergirl shares a photo of a “Beautiful beach in San Jose Del 
Cabo! Not so beautiful micro plastics all along the water line!”

Image 206 2
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5gyres 14.11.2019

 

5gyres

A reminder of whose future we’re fighting to protect. What type of world 

do you want our children to inherit?

_______

#5gyresambassador

@seamonkeyproject

@cruising_cartoonist (Mother Sea Monkey) has been tooning for over a 

year and a half for ‘The Ambassadors for the Planet’ Workbook - & finally 

had a first print run! $  Note the ‘Book shark’ bookmark %
.

.

The @mustiqueisland kids were the lucky first to try out the new 

environmental curriculum that covers all 17 UN Sustainable Development 

Goals.

&  @googsicreative”

Image 246 2
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5gyres 07.11.2019

We often underestimate the variety of items that end up polluting our 

waters. What interesting items did you find during your last clean up?

_______

#5gyresambassador @thetrashycollection writes “Trash or treasure? '  

For me, every beach clean is a constant reminder that there’s always 

more than one way to look at something! ( ” Image 257 9
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#breakfreefromplastic 
#planetorplastic #trashblitz 
#plasticfreeoceans
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5gyres 23.10.2019

BREAKING: @cocacola, @Nestle, @PepsiCo, @MDLZ and @Unilever 
are the top 5 corporate plastic polluters of 2019 found using the 
@trashblitz data collection app. It's time these corporations are held 
accountable for their roles in the plastic pollution crisis. Read the full 
#BrandAudit2019 report: 5Gyres.org/publications Video 497 2

#breakfreefromplastic 
#brandaudit2019

https://www.instagram.com/p/B3-axwzpRS4/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

5gyres 25.09.2019

Let the youth lead! Climate strike is still on and we’re not backing down. 

Comment your #  anthems like #5gyresambassador @

thetrashycollection If we keep creating so much trash on Earth, we’re 

going to have a lot more to worry about than tiny toy astronauts washing 

up on shore. ) * + , ☄

Image 374 8
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Greenpeace 12.02.2021

Not even sunlight gets to the deep sea. But plastic does. A recent study 

by the National History Museum in the UK has found plastic microfibers in 

the stomach of deep-sea fish living in a remote part of the South Atlantic 

Ocean. Our relationship with plastic is killing wildlife in the most remote 

places in the world. We must end this toxic relationship and demand 

companies and governments #breakfreefromplastic.

.

. : Scyphozoan Jellyfish taken in the deep sea Arctic Ocean in 2014. © 

Alexander Semenov

Image 20.287 193

#PlasticRevolution 
#PlasticFreeFuture #PlasticPollution 
#Plastic #Wildlife #Ocean #DeepSea 
#Environment
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Greenpeace 17.01.2021

greenpeace

Verifiziert

This is a beach in Bali / 0 Our plastic problem has gotten out of 

control. It’s time to #BreakFreeFromPlastic. Check the link in our bio to 

take action.

.

. : © Made Nagi Image 35.702 672

#NoPlastic #plastics 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #Oceans 
#BluePlanet
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Greenpeace 09.01.2021

.@beachguardian acts against plastic pollution and organises cleaning 

activities. They are finding an increasing amount of PPE (Personal 

protective equipment) amongst the litter they collect on the beaches in 

North Cornwall (UK). This is a picture taken last summer during a clean-

up activity in Trevone Bay.

In our current reality, it is understandable that some single-use PPE is 

necessary to stop the spread of COVID-19 and the important role masks 

and gloves play in that.

But they should be prioritised for healthcare workers/essential workers, 

used as the medical experts advise and disposed of safely in the best 

interest of the environment and communities. Most people can utilize 

reusable masks or gloves that can be washed, and that don't contribute 

to our growing plastic waste stream.

It's important that we work to build a strong supply of reusable masks 

and gloves that provide strong protections for everyone in the future.

Let’s #BreakFreeFromPlastic and protect people & the planet with 

reusable face masks.

&  © Beach Guardian / Greenpeace

Image 33.012 213
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Greenpeace 20.12.2020

Thank you @nicmacillustration for this powerful Plastic Wave artwork!

Researchers estimate the world is using 129 billion disposable masks 
and 65 billion disposable gloves each month during the pandemic.

Before the #COVID19 pandemic, the tide was slowly turning in the fight 
against plastic pollution. The escalating use of throwaway plastics risks 
undermining that progress.

We need to protect ourselves from Covid-19 today in ways that will not 
endager us in the future.

Let’s #BreakFreeFromPlastic and protect people & the planet with 
reusable face masks.

Image 135.659 675
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Greenpeace 07.10.2020

New research has suggested that at least 14 MILLION tonnes of plastic 

are now sitting at the bottom of the world’s oceans. That's 30 times more 

than on the surface.

It's time to #BreakFreeFromPlastic

.

.

&  @lorenzomoscia

Image 25.171 200

#plasticfree #oceans #future 
#singleuseplastic
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Greenpeace 02.08.2020

#BreakFreeFromPlastic: we need a green and just recovery

“There is a double standard by companies, who take advantage of Global 
South communities, producing materials that we have no infrastructure to 
manage, and telling us that the only way out is to invest in false-solution 
technologies (...). It traps us into this loop of overconsumption.” — 
@nivenreddy

The future is #NotDisposable and neither are we.

We join our voice to others @breakfreefromplastic organizations 
demanding a just #COVID19 recovery that includes corporate and 
government accountability.

Video 50.834 77

#breakfreefromplastic 
#plasticpollution
#plastic #pollution
#notdisposable #reusables
#singleuseplastic #plasticwaste
#accountability #toxicwaste
#zerowaste #justrecovery
#greenrecovery #bigoil #nooilbailout
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Greenpeace 07.07.2020

Plastic is NOT JUST a waste management problem, it is an 

environmental and health hazard right FROM THE START.

.

If we want a brighter and safer future, we must go beyond 

#PlasticFreeJuly and demand that corporations STOP producing plastic. 

#
.

It’s time they put the health of people and the planet at the top of the 

priority list and turn off the tap. 1 2
.

By @breakfreefromplastic

Image 42.826 207
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Greenpeace 06.07.2020

#PlasticPollution is everywhere, but so are the solutions to getting out of 
this unending cycle.
.
.
We must continue to fight for the frontline communities bearing the burden 
of the plastic pollution crisis. Together, we can #breakfreefromplastic and 
raise the importance of #environmentaljustice.
.
#PlasticFreeJuly is just the start!

Image 31.555 218
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Greenpeace 05.07.2020

Our plastic problem is out of control. This #PlasticFreeJuly, let’s choose 

a future with cleaner communities and oceans through refusing single-

use plastics. How are you changing your ways to reduce plastic?

.  : © Nandakumar S. Haridas

Image 30.065 292

#PlasticFreeJuly 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #NoPlastic 
#Oceans #ProtectTheOceans 
#BluePlanet
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Oceana 05.01.2020

Why is this hermit crab carrying a PVC pipe?
.
Hermit crabs normally scavenge empty snail shells and carry these 
shells with them for protection. Rather than finding a snail shell, this 
hermit crab picked up this plastic pollution instead. An estimated 17.6 
billion pounds of plastic enters our oceans every year. Dolphins, whales 
and other marine can be killed by ingesting or becoming entangled in 
plastic. Use your voice today to support #PlasticFreeSeas. Link in bio.
.
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #hermitcrab #hermit #crab #plastic 
#plasticpollution

Image 20.045 334

#BreakFreeFromPlastic #hermitcrab 
#hermit #crab #plastic 
#plasticpollution
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Oceana 27.12.2020

Seals need clean beaches to survive.

.

An estimated 17.6 billion pounds of plastic enter the marine environment 

every year. Seals and other marine life can suffocate on plastic. Tell U.S. 

Congress to pass the Break Free From Plastic Pollution Act to reduce 

the amount of single-use plastics polluting our oceans. Link in bio. 

#BreakFreeFromPlastic

.

. : Silvia Truessel / Shutterstock
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Oceana 10.11.2020

The equivalent of roughly a garbage truck’s worth of plastic enters our 

oceans every minute.

.

Marine life like pufferfish, seals and dolphins risk death by plastic 

pollution, being entangled in plastic trash or choking by ingesting it. Join 

Oceana today to support our proven campaigns around the world to end 

the plastic pollution crisis at OCEANA.ORG/PLASTICS #PlasticFreeSeas.

.

. : sixty4photography / Shutterstock

Image 23.714 381
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Peakplastic 29.06.2020

3 [sound on] Just Recovery Intro

Today, we are excited to launch our first video series introducing the 5 

Principles for a Just COVID19 Recovery developed by 

@breakfreefromplastic leaders around the world. Kicking off the series, 

this video features @anastasiia_martynenko_ Each week, we’ll introduce 

a new video for each of the 5 #JustRecovery Principles featuring 

movement leaders from around the world. Take action and sign on to 

demand a #JustRecovery (link in bio). @ozeroua

@ngo.o.zero

@zwaukraine #notdisposable

Video 549 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Peakplastic 01.07.2020

[sound on] Just Recovery 1

#breakfreefromplastic members around the world are united in our 
demands for a COVID19 #JustRecovery. Principle 1 video features 
Chitra Mukherjee @chintan.india. Special thanks to @swachcoop

#1: Prioritize health for people and planet. Public health must be 
protected, prioritizing frontline workers, fenceline communities, and 
vulnerable populations. Environments and human rights of impacted 
countries and communities cannot be compromised by the business 
interests of the global elite.

We demand a Just COVID19 Recovery. Take action and sign on. (link in 
bio)

@breakfreefromplastic @chintan.india
@swachcoop

Video 113 1 https://www.instagram.com/p/CCGd9n9np6m/ 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

Peakplastic 29.06.2020

Tomorrow we launch a series of videos featuring @breakfreefromplastic 
members across the globe united in solidarity for a Just COVID19 
Recovery. Join us. Blog link in bio. Image 28 https://www.instagram.com/p/CB_-wVQnv7a/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Peakplastic 28.06.2020

The COVID-19 pandemic has been felt disproportionately by low income 
countries. In Delhi, waste workers are particularly vulnerable. This 
woman spends ten hours a day removing plastic rings from medicine 
bottles without any protection- exposed to whatever residual medicine 
that is in them. To imagine a just and equitable world, we must first learn 
to see the reality of what impact our lifestyles have on others. And for a 
#justrecovery we must have the courage to dismantle bad systems 
instead of returning to normal. Normal wasn’t working and doubling down 
will only entrench injustice. On Monday, we’ll deploy a series of short 
films we produced with @breakfreefromplastic that pave the path we 
must take moving forward.

Image 32 https://www.instagram.com/p/CB9LteVn3Cz/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

CIEL_Int 28.06.2020

Happy #WorldOceansDay 4
-

Today reminds us of why we need & have been working for a global 

treaty that addresses the full lifecycle of plastic. Of ~275 million metric 

tons of plastic waste produced each year, up to 12 million tons leak into 

our oceans. This harms ecosystems, wildlife, livelihoods, & human health 

around the world. Today’s launch of the Group of Friends to Combat 

Marine Plastic offers a meaningful step in the right direction, & we at CIEL 

look forward to working with members on their initiatives in the years to 

come. -

Visit our website to learn more about this new international effort to 

#CombatMarinePlastic & check out our thought-starter & pillars of action 

produced with partners at the Environmental Investigation Agency, GAIA, 

& @breakfreefromplastic. To protect our oceans, our health, & our 

environment, we must #breakfreefromplastic once & for all.

Image 17 https://www.instagram.com/p/CBMJWu2nBD3/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

pacenvironment 02.12.2018

Vietnamese Zero Waste activist Dinh Thi Hang knows that the plastic 
trash crisis can only be solved when today’s polluters stop producing 
plastic. But, she says, “I think that everyone should separate their 
waste.” Hang believes that understanding where the waste comes from 
and where it goes will increase public pressure on plastic polluters to 
develop more sustainable packaging—stopping plastic waste at its 
source.

Check out our recent blogs to learn more about how plastic waste is 
hemorrhaging into the ocean—and what the #zerowaste movement is 
doing to fight back.
Photo Credit: @noaa
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pacenvironment 20.11.2018

All over the world, people are waking up to the fact that our plastic 
consumption is unsustainable. Pacific Environment is a part of the 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic coalition, and we're working with partners on the 
ground in Vietnam to conduct waste and brand audits throughout the 
world to design tailored zero waste solutions for individual cities and 
communities.

Visit our website to learn more about what we're doing to build the zero 
waste movement!

Photo Credit: Son Nguyen
Image 12
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pacenvironment 06.08.2018

Zhao Zhong wants “to save the ocean for future generations and give 
them a chance to enjoy nature as I do today, through diving, swimming, 
rafting, and wildlife watching.” Recently, he and marine campaigner Nicole 
Portley joined local partners in Ha Long City, Vietnam, to conduct a 
household waste audit.

Click the link in our bio to read our latest blog, "Meet the Plastic 
'Whisperer'"

Image 7

#breakfreefromplastic #Vietnam 
#HaLong #oceantrash
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5minutebeachcleanup 16.03.2021

One small scoop for man, one giant movement for the ocean. 

#5MINUTEBEACHEANUP ⠀

⠀

40% of the plastic produced is used for packaging, used just once and 

then discarded.⠀



As important as cleaning the ocean is, we must remember to refuse 

single-use plastic whenever we can as consumers. ⠀

.

.  Credits : @4ocean
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5minutebeachcleanup 15.03.2021

SIGN the Petition in bio 5

Last year, @cocacola was named the No. 1 corporate plastic polluter for 

the *third* year in a row in the @breakfreefromplastic Brand Audit.



In response, @cocacola has made a number of public sustainability 

pledges but has shown little to no progress on this front. In fact, the 

company's head of sustainability Bea Perez told BBC News at the World 

Economic Forum in Davos last year that they would not be phasing out 

their single-use plastic bottles any time soon because consumers WANT 

them. 6 ♀ 8 ⁉ �


Join us in telling Coca-Cola it is time to be a leader in sustainability 

instead of blaming their plastic problem on consumers. SIGN THE 

PETITION IN OUR BIO .
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5minutebeachcleanup 26.01.2021

#PLASTICFREETUESDAYS :
Can we start rejecting plastic at least one day a week?

COMMENT IF YOU AGREE.

------

We're starting to see so much plastic washing in from the ocean, even 

with no tourists on our beautiful island home, we still need to clean up 

regularly!



Each week we'll continue to clean in a new location, and as we are 

(sadly) not tied down to any locational sponsors, we can clean anywhere 

and EVERYWHERE! If you've spotted an area that needs a bit of Debris 

Free Friday love, please let us know!



We'll see you on the beach at 5pm this afternoon, see if you can toe-grab 

plastic pollution as well as veteran beach cleaner @gilikenawegorawa

Image 462 5
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Plastic Pollutes 18.03.2021

PSA: Cigarette butts are one of the most common forms of plastic 

pollution. The filters (which actually offer no health benefits to the 

consumer) are made of a plastic called cellulose acetate and often 

contain other synthetic fibers as well as hundreds of chemicals used to 

treat tobacco.

; 

As butts break down they leach those chemicals and microplastics into 

the environment, where they ultimately poison the food chain.

< = > ? @ �
If you are a cigarette smoker, please do your part to prevent this 

pervasive form of plastic pollution by properly disposing of your butts.



.  by @eduardoj9

Image 805 35

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#nobutts #holdontoyourbutts 
#toxicpollution #saveourseas 
#saveouroceans #plasticfreeseas 
#plasticfree #plasticfreeplanet 
#breakfreefromplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhr2MWMRCF/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

Plastic Pollutes 17.03.2021

The scariest jellyfish in the sea.

4 



Repost: @splash_trash_

A 

"Blue Jellyfish"



beachcombed plastics and fishing gear as found.

250 x 250 mm



Evelyn Calvert

Cornwall, UK.



https://www.adropintheocean.co.uk/

https://www.facebook.com/beachcombinguk



I am a London-born man now living and working in fabulous west 

Cornwall, UK. with my partner, Caroline (also an artist) and 3 cats.



I work in many mediums including pastels and acrylics but, for a number 

of years, I have been concentrating on sculpture (principally wall-

hanging) using a palette of materials that can only be described as 

rubbish.



Marine litter is defined as human created waste that has been deliberately 

or accidentally introduced to our oceans, of which a frightening 80% is 

non-degradable plastics.



Sadly, Cornish beaches, those in the immediate locale in Mounts Bay 

such as Perranuthnoe Cove, Trenow Cove and Boat Cove and down 

Image 683 8

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#plasticfreeseas #plasticfree 
#plasticfreeplanet #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#refuseplastic #saynotoplastic 
#noplasticplease #beachart #trashart 
#oceanplastic #saveourseas 
#oceanconservation 
#breakfreefromplastic #jellyfish 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMe8NOOrAJt/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

Plastic Pollutes 16.03.2021

Today is World Consumer Rights Day and this year's theme is Tackling 
Plastic Pollution.

Consumers have a right to know how plastic impacts their health & the 
planet, AND they deserve the right to safe, plastic-free products.

We have the power to vote with our dollar and demand that producers, 
retailers, and policymakers do all that they can to ensure that products 
and packaging are safe for people and the planet.

Take action today via the link in our bio.
Image 1.229 32

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#consumerights #consumerrightsday 
#stopplasticpollution 
#corporateresponsibility 
#demandchange 
#breakfreefromplastic #refuseplastic 
#refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic #plasticfree 
#plasticfreeplanet #planetnotplastic 
#climatecrisis

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcYi3snb2H/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Plastic Pollutes 10.03.2021

"The idea of a plastic that literally disappears once in the ocean, littered 
on land or in landfill is tantalising — but also (at this stage) a pipe dream." 

Head to the link in our bio to learn more about Australia's effort to manage 
the mounting plastic crisis by eliminating false solutions such as 
"biodegradable" plastics.

Image 5.911 117

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#refuseplastic #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#planetnotplastic #climatecrisis 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#noplasticplease #plasticfree 
#plasticfreeplanet #plasticfreeseas 
#plasticfreeliving #liveplasticfree 
#saynotoplastic #zerowaste 
#zerowasteliving #zerowastelife 
#goingzerowaste #environmentalist 
#environmentalism #sustainability

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMPobISr9Y_/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Plastic Pollutes 09.03.2021

B  Zero-waste soft serve for the win! C  



.  by @banan via @surfrideroahu

Image 1.107 31

#plasticpollutes #zerowaste 
#zerowastefood #plasticfree 
#plasticfreefood #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#refuseplastic #nudefood 
#plasticpollution 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#goingzerowaste #zerowasteliving 
#liveplasticfree #plasticfreeliving 
#softserve #icecream #hawaii #oahu 
#plasticfreehawaii

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNBm1WHxXU/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

Plastic Pollutes 06.03.2021

Plastic pollutes.

/


. : © Noel Guevara via @greenpeace

Image 849 26

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#plasticfreeseas #plasticfreeplanet 
#liveplasticfree #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#refuseplastic #planetnotplastic 
#saveourseas #breakfreefromplastic 
#climatecrisis #climateemergency

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMFY0x-Dnk6/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

Plastic Pollutes 23.02.2021

Colombia-based photographer Charlie Cordero documents how the 
pandemic has exacerbated pollution in Colombia and around the world in 
a recent @washingtonpost story.

Check out the full piece via the link in our bio. 

Photos: @charliecordero_

Image 735 21

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#pandemic #pandemicplastic 
#COVID #COVID19 
#breakfreefromplastic #climatecrisis 
#climateemergency #colombia

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLo43zWnFQJ/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Plastic Pollutes 22.02.2021

The global fashion industry has developed a dangerous addiction to 

synthetic materials. These are made from climate-destroying fossil fuels 

like oil and gas to power its fast-fashion business model, according to a 

new report by Changing Markets, supported by Plastic Soup Foundation, 

@zwaukraine, @cleanclothescampaign, WeMoveEu, and No Plastic in 

my Sea. #linkinbioD

Swipe E  to read the facts that the #fastfashion industry and Big Oil 

corporations don’t want you to know about the clothes that you wear.

As the largest importer of textile and apparel in the world, the European 

Union should show leadership through action.

It's time to bring the textile & apparel industry in line with the goals of the 

Paris Agreement and the European Green Deal. F G

Repost @plasticsoupfoundation

Image 1.558 28

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#plasticsoup #plasticsoupfoundation 
#fastfashion #stopfastfashion 
#stopbigoil #bigoil 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#fastfashionpollutes

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLmtvu5nB6p/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
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giliecotrust 14.03.2021

What happens with waste once we've wasted it??

If like this bottle, it has a lucky escape from being discarded in the ocean 
or on a street, it may end up in a bank sampah (waste bank), like the one 
we have at the @fmplgilitrawangan headquarters on Gili. 

The bank sampah on Gili was established in 2016 as an opportunity for 
local residents to search and recover 'valuable' waste and exchange it 
for cash. True trash to cash scheme!

PET bottles - like these single-use plastic bottles are one of the most 
readily recycled materials in Indonesia, but sadly instead of 'recycled' 
they can really only be 'downcycled'.

Some plastics are sadly too toxic to be used again and again (hence your 
BPA-Free refillable bottles...) so these bottles are being 'cleaned' of mixed 
materials, and then will be sent to be processed into a new product, fibres 
or yarn, just nothing that is fit for human consumption.

Our bank sampah isn't an excuse to continue to use and abuse single-
use plastics, but it does help our island community actively clean up the 
island whilst making a small income.

Have you visited a recycling centre before?? 

#plasticwaste #singleuseplastic #plastics #recycling #zerowaste 
#plasticpollution #planetorplastic #plasticfree #waronwaste 
#plasticfreeoceans #plasticocean #trashtocash #banksampah
#breakfreefromplastic  #Recycle #downcycle #downcycling
#beachcleanup #plasticpollutes #noexcuseforsingleuse Image 180 4

#plasticwaste #singleuseplastic 
#plastics #recycling #zerowaste 
#plasticpollution #planetorplastic 
#plasticfree #waronwaste 
#plasticfreeoceans #plasticocean 
#trashtocash #banksampah
#breakfreefromplastic  #Recycle 
#downcycle #downcycling
#beachcleanup #plasticpollutes 
#noexcuseforsingleuse
#plasticfreejuly #zerowasteliving 
#zerowastelifestyle 
#savetheocean 
#downcycling#plasticfreeforthesea 
#refusesingleuse #bebassampah
#saynotosingleuseplastic 
#reducewaste

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMZNYJ0A8zI/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

5gyres 18.02.2021

188 environmental groups call to #EndSingleUse as the United Nations 

Environment Assembly gets set to discuss sustainability.

We shouldn’t have to choose between poisoning the ocean or 

devastating forests, but that’s the choice too many businesses are giving

 us when they ask ‘paper or plastic?’ ! �

It’s time to move beyond single use paper and plastics to reusables and 

zero waste systems. Make throwaway go away. ✨

@dogwoodalliance @canopyplanet

Link in bio to read more.

Image 274 7

#BreakFreeFromPlastic 
#goforzerowaste #wechoosereuse 
#reuserevolution #endsingleuse 
#circulareconomy #reuse #refill 
#choosetoreuse #zerowaste 
#zerowastecities #plasticpollutes 
#5gyres

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLcRk3Ep-9r/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

5gyres 04.01.2021

What are your New Years resolutions? #5gyresambassador 
@paddleoutplastic: Help! Calling all paddlers! There’s so much! Local 
restrictions don’t allow gathering with people outside your household but it 
sure would have been great to have paddling buddies @gwen.severance 
@cleanyourstoop @sustainable_republic @leftekoaster @ginalumbruno 
@jenntmqz @breeswen @daniswenson @kenwswen to help with this 
haul. One kayaker, 3 hours, 600 pieces, 30 pounds, filled 2 rectangular 
frames 6’ x 9’ or 2 meters x 3 meters (photos 3 and 4). 129 food and 
product wrappers, 91 plastic lids, 22 plastic beverage bottles, 44 straws, 
214 hard plastic, soft/film, and foam fragments, and more. If anybody 
ever thinks there’s only trash out in the water after a storm, think again.

Video 497 17

#paddleoutplastic #keepkelpclean 
#cleanwateract #plastic 
#plasticfreeseas 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#beyondplastic #goforzerowaste 
#zerowaste #zerowastecalifornia 
#oceancleanup #reducereuserecycle 
#refusereusereducerecycle 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#recyclingisnotenough 
#livesustainably #protectourplanet 
#protectwildlife #plasticocean

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJo8RApJzvZ/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

5gyres 21.10.2020

#5gyresambassador • @darlingoftheorient: This week’s haul.

Picking up trash on the beach is somehow meditative for me.

But we cannot beach clean and recycle our way out of plastic pollution. It 
needs to be stopped at its source. Image 269 2

#plasticfreebohol 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#take3forthesea 
#5gyresambassador 
#5minutebeachcleanup

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGlb-4SJLsP/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

5gyres 13.08.2020

We’re teaming up this month with @prana and @breakfreefromplastic to 

bring more awareness to plastic found in packaging. We’re proud to take 

part in @prana’s #reshapepackaging campaign along with other planet 

conscious brands and nonprofits. We’re also providing our @trashblitz 

#TrashBlitz tools for the @breakfreefromplastic Global Brand Audit. To 

participate, check our link in bio. Many thanks to #5gyresambassador 

@plasticfree_bohol for her relentless work in the Philippines in raising 

awareness to the issue. We are all stronger together! #  • Businesses 

have a vital role in taking us to a world free from #plasticpollution.

Swipe for the top 5 corporate plastic polluters around the world.

Image 1481 21

#justrecovery #plasticfreebohol 
#bohol #5gyresambassador

https://www.instagram.com/p/CD1i8r9JzdS/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

5gyres 13.12.2019

Education is key! Tag an environmentalist in your life! 
@seamonkeyproject: After visiting Pulau Ketam to scout it out with 
@mnsselangor as a future project site, we must say, we were thrilled! 
Pulau Ketam’s two main sources of income are fishing and tourism. With 
tourism, you have E-bikes and bicycles available for rent to ride around 
the island. There are no cars or any fossil fuel burning transportation, 
apart from boats. Plus, Ketam is blessed by the surroundings of 
mangroves, which they do not cut down but are wrapped in With these 
two factors, the air is immaculate, and it is very quiet.
Pulau Ketam does have a small amount of waste collection. They do 
have a recycling facility that finds a lot of waste and sorts it very well. 
They just don't have anything to do with it. The Islands garbage dump is a 
big square amongst the mangroves barricaded from the tide down a 400-
meter road. It's not a viable option of waste dumping but its the only way 
they can. The other problem with this dump is the fact it's so far away, 
the people get lazy and dump off the side of the road. So as you are 
walking to the dump, you are also surrounded by it.

So, in conclusion Pulau Ketam is a wonderful village with a great start in 
waste collection and not using fossil fuels, but there are preventable 
problems. So we can't wait to start a new project site here of a plastic 
recycling machine, fishing net buy-back facility, and waste collection and 
education.
.
.
.

#reducewaste #seamonkeyproject #stopoceanpollution #ecokidsactivate 
#preciousplasticproject #preciousplasticmachines #refusethestraw 
#strawlessoceans #preciousplastic #supkids #wavesofchange 

Image 269 1

#reducewaste #seamonkeyproject 
#stopoceanpollution #ecokidsactivate 
#preciousplasticproject 
#preciousplasticmachines 
#refusethestraw #strawlessoceans 
#preciousplastic #supkids 
#wavesofchange #stopsucking 
#breakfreefromplastic #stemthetide 
#everypiececounts #plasticrevolution 
##5gyresambassador 
#generationsea #stopsuckingstraws 
#nostrawplease #GenerationSea 
#stoptheplastictide 
#OceanGuardians #GenerationSea 
#protectblue 
#ambassadorfortheplanet

https://www.instagram.com/p/B6B3UpcJq6f/ 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

5gyres 15.11.2019

@thetrashycollection shows us how “micro” microplastics really are. 
Plastic pollution this small can easily slip through cracks and be hard to 
track, but they still cause real damage. That’s why we’re working as hard 
as we can to stop them from being created in the first place.

Image 518 7

#thetrashycollection #plasticsucks 
#keepnaturewild 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#saveourplanet #planetorplastic 
#singleuseplastic #zerowaste 
#beatplasticpollution #noplanetb 
#5gyresambassador #plasticfree 
#ticktock #plastaway 
#plasticfreeoceans #trashtribe 
#pickupone #earthday2019 
#littercreatives #marinedebris 
#trashblitz #marinedebrisart 
#beachcleanup #protectwhatyoulove 
#take3forthesea #plastickills 
#trashtag #trashtagchallenge 
#microplastics

https://www.instagram.com/p/B5RFVWKpZis/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

5gyres 18.11.2019

@greenswimmergirl shares a photo of a “Beautiful beach in San Jose Del 
Cabo! Not so beautiful micro plastics all along the water line!”

Image 206 2

#5gyresambassador 
#moreoceanlessplastic 
#greenswimmergirl 
#breakfreefromplastic #refuse 
#reduce #reuse #repurpose #recycle 
#plasticfree #plasticfreeoceans 
#goplasticfree #saveouroceans 
#savetheplanet #reduceyourplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/B4-__iCpmG2/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

5gyres 14.11.2019

 

5gyres

A reminder of whose future we’re fighting to protect. What type of world 

do you want our children to inherit?

_______

#5gyresambassador

@seamonkeyproject

@cruising_cartoonist (Mother Sea Monkey) has been tooning for over a 

year and a half for ‘The Ambassadors for the Planet’ Workbook - & finally 

had a first print run! $  Note the ‘Book shark’ bookmark %
.

.

The @mustiqueisland kids were the lucky first to try out the new 

environmental curriculum that covers all 17 UN Sustainable Development 

Goals.

&  @googsicreative”

Image 246 2

#reducewaste #seamonkeyproject 
#stopoceanpollution 
#preciousplasticproject 
#preciousplasticmachines 
#refusethestraw #strawlessoceans 
#preciousplastic #supkids 
#wavesofchange #stopsucking 
#breakfreefromplastic #stemthetide 
#everypiececounts #plasticrevolution 
#trashblitz #5gyresambassador 
#generationsea #OceanGuardians 
#GenerationSea #protectblue 
#ambassadorsfortheplanet

https://www.instagram.com/p/B428QvhJD1X/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

5gyres 07.11.2019

We often underestimate the variety of items that end up polluting our 

waters. What interesting items did you find during your last clean up?

_______

#5gyresambassador @thetrashycollection writes “Trash or treasure? '  

For me, every beach clean is a constant reminder that there’s always 

more than one way to look at something! ( ” Image 257 9

#moreoceanlessplastic 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#planetorplastic #trashblitz 
#plasticfreeoceans

https://www.instagram.com/p/B4irUWOpPOO/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

5gyres 23.10.2019

BREAKING: @cocacola, @Nestle, @PepsiCo, @MDLZ and @Unilever 
are the top 5 corporate plastic polluters of 2019 found using the 
@trashblitz data collection app. It's time these corporations are held 
accountable for their roles in the plastic pollution crisis. Read the full 
#BrandAudit2019 report: 5Gyres.org/publications Video 497 2

#breakfreefromplastic 
#brandaudit2019

https://www.instagram.com/p/B3-axwzpRS4/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

5gyres 25.09.2019

Let the youth lead! Climate strike is still on and we’re not backing down. 

Comment your #  anthems like #5gyresambassador @

thetrashycollection If we keep creating so much trash on Earth, we’re 

going to have a lot more to worry about than tiny toy astronauts washing 

up on shore. ) * + , ☄

Image 374 8

#thetrashycollection #plasticsucks 
#keepnaturewild 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#saveourplanet #planetorplastic 
#singleuseplastic #zerowaste 
#beatplasticpollution #noplanetb 
#5gyresambassador #plasticfree 
#ticktock #plastaway 
#plasticfreeoceans #trashtribe 
#pickupone #earthday2019 
#littercreatives #marinedebris 
#trashblitz #marinedebrisart 
#beachcleanup #protectwhatyoulove 
#take3forthesea #plastickills 
#trashtag #trashtagchallenge 
#microplastics #worldcleanupday

https://www.instagram.com/p/B2z4OnPA9EJ/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

Greenpeace 12.02.2021

Not even sunlight gets to the deep sea. But plastic does. A recent study 

by the National History Museum in the UK has found plastic microfibers in 

the stomach of deep-sea fish living in a remote part of the South Atlantic 

Ocean. Our relationship with plastic is killing wildlife in the most remote 

places in the world. We must end this toxic relationship and demand 

companies and governments #breakfreefromplastic.

.

. : Scyphozoan Jellyfish taken in the deep sea Arctic Ocean in 2014. © 

Alexander Semenov

Image 20.287 193

#PlasticRevolution 
#PlasticFreeFuture #PlasticPollution 
#Plastic #Wildlife #Ocean #DeepSea 
#Environment

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLNNqjIHqDa/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

Greenpeace 17.01.2021

greenpeace

Verifiziert

This is a beach in Bali / 0 Our plastic problem has gotten out of 

control. It’s time to #BreakFreeFromPlastic. Check the link in our bio to 

take action.

.

. : © Made Nagi Image 35.702 672

#NoPlastic #plastics 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #Oceans 
#BluePlanet

https://www.instagram.com/p/CKKKrdKFAAh/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Greenpeace 09.01.2021

.@beachguardian acts against plastic pollution and organises cleaning 

activities. They are finding an increasing amount of PPE (Personal 

protective equipment) amongst the litter they collect on the beaches in 

North Cornwall (UK). This is a picture taken last summer during a clean-

up activity in Trevone Bay.

In our current reality, it is understandable that some single-use PPE is 

necessary to stop the spread of COVID-19 and the important role masks 

and gloves play in that.

But they should be prioritised for healthcare workers/essential workers, 

used as the medical experts advise and disposed of safely in the best 

interest of the environment and communities. Most people can utilize 

reusable masks or gloves that can be washed, and that don't contribute 

to our growing plastic waste stream.

It's important that we work to build a strong supply of reusable masks 

and gloves that provide strong protections for everyone in the future.

Let’s #BreakFreeFromPlastic and protect people & the planet with 

reusable face masks.

&  © Beach Guardian / Greenpeace

Image 33.012 213

#cornwall #beaches #uk 
#beachguardian #covid #coronavirus 
#PPE #facemasks #masks 
#reducereuserecycle 
#reusablemasks #reusables 
#pandemic #litter #plasticwaste 
#plastic #oil #climatemergency 
#staysafe #protectnature #pollution 
#biodiversity #wildlife #toxicplastic 
#plasticpollution #protecttheoceans 
#marinelife #choosereuse 
#singleuseplastics

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJ0e5bLImCd/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

Greenpeace 20.12.2020

Thank you @nicmacillustration for this powerful Plastic Wave artwork!

Researchers estimate the world is using 129 billion disposable masks 
and 65 billion disposable gloves each month during the pandemic.

Before the #COVID19 pandemic, the tide was slowly turning in the fight 
against plastic pollution. The escalating use of throwaway plastics risks 
undermining that progress.

We need to protect ourselves from Covid-19 today in ways that will not 
endager us in the future.

Let’s #BreakFreeFromPlastic and protect people & the planet with 
reusable face masks.

Image 135.659 675

#covid #coronavirus #PPE 
#facemasks #masks 
#reducereuserecycle 
#reusablemasks #reusables 
#pandemic #litter #plasticwaste 
#plastic #oil #climatemergency 
#staysafe #protectnature #pollution 
#biodiversity #wildlife #toxicplastic 
#plasticpollution #protecttheoceans 
#marinelife #choosereuse 
#reuserevolution #zerowaste 
#zerowastelife #singleuseplastics

0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

Greenpeace 07.10.2020

New research has suggested that at least 14 MILLION tonnes of plastic 

are now sitting at the bottom of the world’s oceans. That's 30 times more 

than on the surface.

It's time to #BreakFreeFromPlastic

.

.

&  @lorenzomoscia

Image 25.171 200

#plasticfree #oceans #future 
#singleuseplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGC_9vdFlgk/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

Greenpeace 02.08.2020

#BreakFreeFromPlastic: we need a green and just recovery

“There is a double standard by companies, who take advantage of Global 
South communities, producing materials that we have no infrastructure to 
manage, and telling us that the only way out is to invest in false-solution 
technologies (...). It traps us into this loop of overconsumption.” — 
@nivenreddy

The future is #NotDisposable and neither are we.

We join our voice to others @breakfreefromplastic organizations 
demanding a just #COVID19 recovery that includes corporate and 
government accountability.

Video 50.834 77

#breakfreefromplastic 
#plasticpollution
#plastic #pollution
#notdisposable #reusables
#singleuseplastic #plasticwaste
#accountability #toxicwaste
#zerowaste #justrecovery
#greenrecovery #bigoil #nooilbailout
#savepeoplenotpolluters
#africa #southafrica

https://www.instagram.com/p/CDYZW5Domu8/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

Greenpeace 07.07.2020

Plastic is NOT JUST a waste management problem, it is an 

environmental and health hazard right FROM THE START.

.

If we want a brighter and safer future, we must go beyond 

#PlasticFreeJuly and demand that corporations STOP producing plastic. 

#
.

It’s time they put the health of people and the planet at the top of the 

priority list and turn off the tap. 1 2
.

By @breakfreefromplastic

Image 42.826 207

#BreakFreeFromPlastic #mythbuster 
#PlasticFreeJuly #JustRecovery 
#socialjustice #environmentaljustice 
#plasticfreejuly2020 #plasticpollution 
#ecowarior

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCVK_onlgqI/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

Greenpeace 06.07.2020

#PlasticPollution is everywhere, but so are the solutions to getting out of 
this unending cycle.
.
.
We must continue to fight for the frontline communities bearing the burden 
of the plastic pollution crisis. Together, we can #breakfreefromplastic and 
raise the importance of #environmentaljustice.
.
#PlasticFreeJuly is just the start!

Image 31.555 218

#plasticfreejuly #plasticfree 
#plasticpollution #plasticwaste #bigoil 
#bigplastic #reusables #health 
#safety #healthexperts #fossilfools 
#fossilfuels #endtheoilage 
#endtheageofoil #noPlanetB

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCUKidAACkm/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

Greenpeace 05.07.2020

Our plastic problem is out of control. This #PlasticFreeJuly, let’s choose 

a future with cleaner communities and oceans through refusing single-

use plastics. How are you changing your ways to reduce plastic?

.  : © Nandakumar S. Haridas

Image 30.065 292

#PlasticFreeJuly 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #NoPlastic 
#Oceans #ProtectTheOceans 
#BluePlanet

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCRZvQjJNMh/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Oceana 05.01.2020

Why is this hermit crab carrying a PVC pipe?
.
Hermit crabs normally scavenge empty snail shells and carry these 
shells with them for protection. Rather than finding a snail shell, this 
hermit crab picked up this plastic pollution instead. An estimated 17.6 
billion pounds of plastic enters our oceans every year. Dolphins, whales 
and other marine can be killed by ingesting or becoming entangled in 
plastic. Use your voice today to support #PlasticFreeSeas. Link in bio.
.
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #hermitcrab #hermit #crab #plastic 
#plasticpollution

Image 20.045 334

#BreakFreeFromPlastic #hermitcrab 
#hermit #crab #plastic 
#plasticpollution

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJpOgU0peZM/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

Oceana 27.12.2020

Seals need clean beaches to survive.

.

An estimated 17.6 billion pounds of plastic enter the marine environment 

every year. Seals and other marine life can suffocate on plastic. Tell U.S. 

Congress to pass the Break Free From Plastic Pollution Act to reduce 

the amount of single-use plastics polluting our oceans. Link in bio. 

#BreakFreeFromPlastic

.

. : Silvia Truessel / Shutterstock

Image 28.141 349 https://www.instagram.com/p/CJSDDWLoVFj/ 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

Oceana 10.11.2020

The equivalent of roughly a garbage truck’s worth of plastic enters our 

oceans every minute.

.

Marine life like pufferfish, seals and dolphins risk death by plastic 

pollution, being entangled in plastic trash or choking by ingesting it. Join 

Oceana today to support our proven campaigns around the world to end 

the plastic pollution crisis at OCEANA.ORG/PLASTICS #PlasticFreeSeas.

.

. : sixty4photography / Shutterstock

Image 23.714 381

#plastic #plasticpollution #pufferfish 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic 
#environment

https://www.instagram.com/p/CHZBm0Ml5Bv/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

Peakplastic 29.06.2020

3 [sound on] Just Recovery Intro

Today, we are excited to launch our first video series introducing the 5 

Principles for a Just COVID19 Recovery developed by 

@breakfreefromplastic leaders around the world. Kicking off the series, 

this video features @anastasiia_martynenko_ Each week, we’ll introduce 

a new video for each of the 5 #JustRecovery Principles featuring 

movement leaders from around the world. Take action and sign on to 

demand a #JustRecovery (link in bio). @ozeroua

@ngo.o.zero

@zwaukraine #notdisposable

Video 549 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Peakplastic 01.07.2020

[sound on] Just Recovery 1

#breakfreefromplastic members around the world are united in our 
demands for a COVID19 #JustRecovery. Principle 1 video features 
Chitra Mukherjee @chintan.india. Special thanks to @swachcoop

#1: Prioritize health for people and planet. Public health must be 
protected, prioritizing frontline workers, fenceline communities, and 
vulnerable populations. Environments and human rights of impacted 
countries and communities cannot be compromised by the business 
interests of the global elite.

We demand a Just COVID19 Recovery. Take action and sign on. (link in 
bio)

@breakfreefromplastic @chintan.india
@swachcoop

Video 113 1 https://www.instagram.com/p/CCGd9n9np6m/ 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

Peakplastic 29.06.2020

Tomorrow we launch a series of videos featuring @breakfreefromplastic 
members across the globe united in solidarity for a Just COVID19 
Recovery. Join us. Blog link in bio. Image 28 https://www.instagram.com/p/CB_-wVQnv7a/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Peakplastic 28.06.2020

The COVID-19 pandemic has been felt disproportionately by low income 
countries. In Delhi, waste workers are particularly vulnerable. This 
woman spends ten hours a day removing plastic rings from medicine 
bottles without any protection- exposed to whatever residual medicine 
that is in them. To imagine a just and equitable world, we must first learn 
to see the reality of what impact our lifestyles have on others. And for a 
#justrecovery we must have the courage to dismantle bad systems 
instead of returning to normal. Normal wasn’t working and doubling down 
will only entrench injustice. On Monday, we’ll deploy a series of short 
films we produced with @breakfreefromplastic that pave the path we 
must take moving forward.

Image 32 https://www.instagram.com/p/CB9LteVn3Cz/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

CIEL_Int 28.06.2020

Happy #WorldOceansDay 4
-

Today reminds us of why we need & have been working for a global 

treaty that addresses the full lifecycle of plastic. Of ~275 million metric 

tons of plastic waste produced each year, up to 12 million tons leak into 

our oceans. This harms ecosystems, wildlife, livelihoods, & human health 

around the world. Today’s launch of the Group of Friends to Combat 

Marine Plastic offers a meaningful step in the right direction, & we at CIEL 

look forward to working with members on their initiatives in the years to 

come. -

Visit our website to learn more about this new international effort to 

#CombatMarinePlastic & check out our thought-starter & pillars of action 

produced with partners at the Environmental Investigation Agency, GAIA, 

& @breakfreefromplastic. To protect our oceans, our health, & our 

environment, we must #breakfreefromplastic once & for all.

Image 17 https://www.instagram.com/p/CBMJWu2nBD3/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

pacenvironment 02.12.2018

Vietnamese Zero Waste activist Dinh Thi Hang knows that the plastic 
trash crisis can only be solved when today’s polluters stop producing 
plastic. But, she says, “I think that everyone should separate their 
waste.” Hang believes that understanding where the waste comes from 
and where it goes will increase public pressure on plastic polluters to 
develop more sustainable packaging—stopping plastic waste at its 
source.

Check out our recent blogs to learn more about how plastic waste is 
hemorrhaging into the ocean—and what the #zerowaste movement is 
doing to fight back.
Photo Credit: @noaa

Image 22

#wasteaudits #Vietnam #Halong 
#breakfreefromplastic 
@breakfreefromplastic 
#howyoucanhelp #plasticpollution 
#oceantrash #zerowastefuture 
@vietnamsachvaxanh 
@breakfreefromplastic 
@oceanconservancy 
@friends_earth @stand.earth 
@eia_news @wwf @audubonalaska 
@thewcs @oceana

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bq5KJBmF2KK/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

pacenvironment 20.11.2018

All over the world, people are waking up to the fact that our plastic 
consumption is unsustainable. Pacific Environment is a part of the 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic coalition, and we're working with partners on the 
ground in Vietnam to conduct waste and brand audits throughout the 
world to design tailored zero waste solutions for individual cities and 
communities.

Visit our website to learn more about what we're doing to build the zero 
waste movement!

Photo Credit: Son Nguyen
Image 12

#zerowaste #Vietnam 
#zerowasteVietnam #oceantrash 
#plasticpollution

https://www.instagram.com/p/BqYb1SqiJvx/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

pacenvironment 06.08.2018

Zhao Zhong wants “to save the ocean for future generations and give 
them a chance to enjoy nature as I do today, through diving, swimming, 
rafting, and wildlife watching.” Recently, he and marine campaigner Nicole 
Portley joined local partners in Ha Long City, Vietnam, to conduct a 
household waste audit.

Click the link in our bio to read our latest blog, "Meet the Plastic 
'Whisperer'"

Image 7

#breakfreefromplastic #Vietnam 
#HaLong #oceantrash

https://www.instagram.com/p/BmJtl6VnhaD/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

5minutebeachcleanup 16.03.2021

One small scoop for man, one giant movement for the ocean. 

#5MINUTEBEACHEANUP ⠀

⠀

40% of the plastic produced is used for packaging, used just once and 

then discarded.⠀



As important as cleaning the ocean is, we must remember to refuse 

single-use plastic whenever we can as consumers. ⠀

.

.  Credits : @4ocean

Video 9.897 31

#unwrapxmas #reuse #reduce 
#recycle #recycling #recycled 
#wastefree #zerowastelife 
#zerowastehome #zerowasteliving 
#zerowasteholiday #noplanetb 
#environmentallyconscious 
#savetheplanet #sustainableliving 
#saveourplanet #savetheearth 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#anticonsumption #saynotoplastic 
#noplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMei71nBfqU/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

5minutebeachcleanup 15.03.2021

SIGN the Petition in bio 5

Last year, @cocacola was named the No. 1 corporate plastic polluter for 

the *third* year in a row in the @breakfreefromplastic Brand Audit.



In response, @cocacola has made a number of public sustainability 

pledges but has shown little to no progress on this front. In fact, the 

company's head of sustainability Bea Perez told BBC News at the World 

Economic Forum in Davos last year that they would not be phasing out 

their single-use plastic bottles any time soon because consumers WANT 

them. 6 ♀ 8 ⁉ �


Join us in telling Coca-Cola it is time to be a leader in sustainability 

instead of blaming their plastic problem on consumers. SIGN THE 

PETITION IN OUR BIO .

Image 1.017 37

#5MINUTEBEACHEANUP
#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#corporateresponsibility #brandaudit 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#corporatepolluters 
#stopcorporatepolluters 
#endplasticpollution #sustainability 
#sustainablecoastlines 
#sustainablecoastlineshawaii 
#pollution #refuseplastic 
#refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#votewithyourdollar #plasticfree 
#plasticfreeseas #plasticfreeplanet 
#liveplasticfree #plasticfreeliving 
#saynotoplastic #activism #activist

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMbOyDOBpgw/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

5minutebeachcleanup 26.01.2021

#PLASTICFREETUESDAYS :
Can we start rejecting plastic at least one day a week?

COMMENT IF YOU AGREE.

------

We're starting to see so much plastic washing in from the ocean, even 

with no tourists on our beautiful island home, we still need to clean up 

regularly!



Each week we'll continue to clean in a new location, and as we are 

(sadly) not tied down to any locational sponsors, we can clean anywhere 

and EVERYWHERE! If you've spotted an area that needs a bit of Debris 

Free Friday love, please let us know!



We'll see you on the beach at 5pm this afternoon, see if you can toe-grab 

plastic pollution as well as veteran beach cleaner @gilikenawegorawa

Image 462 5

#debrisfreefriday 
#plasticfreeparadise #beachcleanup 
#thetrashycollection #gilitrawangan 
#whorunstheworld 
#womeninconservation 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#saveourplanet #planetorplastic 
#beatplasticpollution #noplanetb 
#plasticfreeoceans #pickupone 
#moreoceanlessplastic 
#marinedebris #protectwhatyoulove 
#take3forthesea #trashtag 
#environmentaljustice #friyay 
#weekendvibes #finditfillit #banthebag 
#10wastechallenge #savetheturtles 
#cleanseas #oceanprotection

https://www.instagram.com/p/CKhGKFtBAic/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

Plastic Pollutes 18.03.2021

PSA: Cigarette butts are one of the most common forms of plastic 

pollution. The filters (which actually offer no health benefits to the 

consumer) are made of a plastic called cellulose acetate and often 

contain other synthetic fibers as well as hundreds of chemicals used to 

treat tobacco.

; 

As butts break down they leach those chemicals and microplastics into 

the environment, where they ultimately poison the food chain.

< = > ? @ �
If you are a cigarette smoker, please do your part to prevent this 

pervasive form of plastic pollution by properly disposing of your butts.



.  by @eduardoj9

Image 805 35

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#nobutts #holdontoyourbutts 
#toxicpollution #saveourseas 
#saveouroceans #plasticfreeseas 
#plasticfree #plasticfreeplanet 
#breakfreefromplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhr2MWMRCF/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

Plastic Pollutes 17.03.2021

The scariest jellyfish in the sea.

4 



Repost: @splash_trash_

A 

"Blue Jellyfish"



beachcombed plastics and fishing gear as found.

250 x 250 mm



Evelyn Calvert

Cornwall, UK.



https://www.adropintheocean.co.uk/

https://www.facebook.com/beachcombinguk



I am a London-born man now living and working in fabulous west 

Cornwall, UK. with my partner, Caroline (also an artist) and 3 cats.



I work in many mediums including pastels and acrylics but, for a number 

of years, I have been concentrating on sculpture (principally wall-

hanging) using a palette of materials that can only be described as 

rubbish.



Marine litter is defined as human created waste that has been deliberately 

or accidentally introduced to our oceans, of which a frightening 80% is 

non-degradable plastics.



Sadly, Cornish beaches, those in the immediate locale in Mounts Bay 

such as Perranuthnoe Cove, Trenow Cove and Boat Cove and down 

Image 683 8

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#plasticfreeseas #plasticfree 
#plasticfreeplanet #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#refuseplastic #saynotoplastic 
#noplasticplease #beachart #trashart 
#oceanplastic #saveourseas 
#oceanconservation 
#breakfreefromplastic #jellyfish 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMe8NOOrAJt/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

Plastic Pollutes 16.03.2021

Today is World Consumer Rights Day and this year's theme is Tackling 
Plastic Pollution.

Consumers have a right to know how plastic impacts their health & the 
planet, AND they deserve the right to safe, plastic-free products.

We have the power to vote with our dollar and demand that producers, 
retailers, and policymakers do all that they can to ensure that products 
and packaging are safe for people and the planet.

Take action today via the link in our bio.
Image 1.229 32

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#consumerights #consumerrightsday 
#stopplasticpollution 
#corporateresponsibility 
#demandchange 
#breakfreefromplastic #refuseplastic 
#refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic #plasticfree 
#plasticfreeplanet #planetnotplastic 
#climatecrisis

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcYi3snb2H/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Plastic Pollutes 10.03.2021

"The idea of a plastic that literally disappears once in the ocean, littered 
on land or in landfill is tantalising — but also (at this stage) a pipe dream." 

Head to the link in our bio to learn more about Australia's effort to manage 
the mounting plastic crisis by eliminating false solutions such as 
"biodegradable" plastics.

Image 5.911 117

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#refuseplastic #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#planetnotplastic #climatecrisis 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#noplasticplease #plasticfree 
#plasticfreeplanet #plasticfreeseas 
#plasticfreeliving #liveplasticfree 
#saynotoplastic #zerowaste 
#zerowasteliving #zerowastelife 
#goingzerowaste #environmentalist 
#environmentalism #sustainability

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMPobISr9Y_/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Plastic Pollutes 09.03.2021

B  Zero-waste soft serve for the win! C  



.  by @banan via @surfrideroahu

Image 1.107 31

#plasticpollutes #zerowaste 
#zerowastefood #plasticfree 
#plasticfreefood #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#refuseplastic #nudefood 
#plasticpollution 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#goingzerowaste #zerowasteliving 
#liveplasticfree #plasticfreeliving 
#softserve #icecream #hawaii #oahu 
#plasticfreehawaii

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNBm1WHxXU/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

Plastic Pollutes 06.03.2021

Plastic pollutes.

/


. : © Noel Guevara via @greenpeace

Image 849 26

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#plasticfreeseas #plasticfreeplanet 
#liveplasticfree #refusesingleuse 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#refuseplastic #planetnotplastic 
#saveourseas #breakfreefromplastic 
#climatecrisis #climateemergency

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMFY0x-Dnk6/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

Plastic Pollutes 23.02.2021

Colombia-based photographer Charlie Cordero documents how the 
pandemic has exacerbated pollution in Colombia and around the world in 
a recent @washingtonpost story.

Check out the full piece via the link in our bio. 

Photos: @charliecordero_

Image 735 21

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#pandemic #pandemicplastic 
#COVID #COVID19 
#breakfreefromplastic #climatecrisis 
#climateemergency #colombia

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLo43zWnFQJ/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Plastic Pollutes 22.02.2021

The global fashion industry has developed a dangerous addiction to 

synthetic materials. These are made from climate-destroying fossil fuels 

like oil and gas to power its fast-fashion business model, according to a 

new report by Changing Markets, supported by Plastic Soup Foundation, 

@zwaukraine, @cleanclothescampaign, WeMoveEu, and No Plastic in 

my Sea. #linkinbioD

Swipe E  to read the facts that the #fastfashion industry and Big Oil 

corporations don’t want you to know about the clothes that you wear.

As the largest importer of textile and apparel in the world, the European 

Union should show leadership through action.

It's time to bring the textile & apparel industry in line with the goals of the 

Paris Agreement and the European Green Deal. F G

Repost @plasticsoupfoundation

Image 1.558 28

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#plasticsoup #plasticsoupfoundation 
#fastfashion #stopfastfashion 
#stopbigoil #bigoil 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#fastfashionpollutes

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLmtvu5nB6p/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
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giliecotrust 14.03.2021

What happens with waste once we've wasted it??

If like this bottle, it has a lucky escape from being discarded in the ocean 
or on a street, it may end up in a bank sampah (waste bank), like the one 
we have at the @fmplgilitrawangan headquarters on Gili. 

The bank sampah on Gili was established in 2016 as an opportunity for 
local residents to search and recover 'valuable' waste and exchange it 
for cash. True trash to cash scheme!

PET bottles - like these single-use plastic bottles are one of the most 
readily recycled materials in Indonesia, but sadly instead of 'recycled' 
they can really only be 'downcycled'.

Some plastics are sadly too toxic to be used again and again (hence your 
BPA-Free refillable bottles...) so these bottles are being 'cleaned' of mixed 
materials, and then will be sent to be processed into a new product, fibres 
or yarn, just nothing that is fit for human consumption.

Our bank sampah isn't an excuse to continue to use and abuse single-
use plastics, but it does help our island community actively clean up the 
island whilst making a small income.

Have you visited a recycling centre before?? 

#plasticwaste #singleuseplastic #plastics #recycling #zerowaste 
#plasticpollution #planetorplastic #plasticfree #waronwaste 
#plasticfreeoceans #plasticocean #trashtocash #banksampah
#breakfreefromplastic  #Recycle #downcycle #downcycling
#beachcleanup #plasticpollutes #noexcuseforsingleuse Image 180 4

#plasticwaste #singleuseplastic 
#plastics #recycling #zerowaste 
#plasticpollution #planetorplastic 
#plasticfree #waronwaste 
#plasticfreeoceans #plasticocean 
#trashtocash #banksampah
#breakfreefromplastic  #Recycle 
#downcycle #downcycling
#beachcleanup #plasticpollutes 
#noexcuseforsingleuse
#plasticfreejuly #zerowasteliving 
#zerowastelifestyle 
#savetheocean 
#downcycling#plasticfreeforthesea 
#refusesingleuse #bebassampah
#saynotosingleuseplastic 
#reducewaste

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMZNYJ0A8zI/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

5gyres 18.02.2021

188 environmental groups call to #EndSingleUse as the United Nations 

Environment Assembly gets set to discuss sustainability.

We shouldn’t have to choose between poisoning the ocean or 

devastating forests, but that’s the choice too many businesses are giving

 us when they ask ‘paper or plastic?’ ! �

It’s time to move beyond single use paper and plastics to reusables and 

zero waste systems. Make throwaway go away. ✨

@dogwoodalliance @canopyplanet

Link in bio to read more.

Image 274 7

#BreakFreeFromPlastic 
#goforzerowaste #wechoosereuse 
#reuserevolution #endsingleuse 
#circulareconomy #reuse #refill 
#choosetoreuse #zerowaste 
#zerowastecities #plasticpollutes 
#5gyres

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLcRk3Ep-9r/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

5gyres 04.01.2021

What are your New Years resolutions? #5gyresambassador 
@paddleoutplastic: Help! Calling all paddlers! There’s so much! Local 
restrictions don’t allow gathering with people outside your household but it 
sure would have been great to have paddling buddies @gwen.severance 
@cleanyourstoop @sustainable_republic @leftekoaster @ginalumbruno 
@jenntmqz @breeswen @daniswenson @kenwswen to help with this 
haul. One kayaker, 3 hours, 600 pieces, 30 pounds, filled 2 rectangular 
frames 6’ x 9’ or 2 meters x 3 meters (photos 3 and 4). 129 food and 
product wrappers, 91 plastic lids, 22 plastic beverage bottles, 44 straws, 
214 hard plastic, soft/film, and foam fragments, and more. If anybody 
ever thinks there’s only trash out in the water after a storm, think again.

Video 497 17

#paddleoutplastic #keepkelpclean 
#cleanwateract #plastic 
#plasticfreeseas 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#beyondplastic #goforzerowaste 
#zerowaste #zerowastecalifornia 
#oceancleanup #reducereuserecycle 
#refusereusereducerecycle 
#refusesingleuseplastic 
#recyclingisnotenough 
#livesustainably #protectourplanet 
#protectwildlife #plasticocean

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJo8RApJzvZ/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

5gyres 21.10.2020

#5gyresambassador • @darlingoftheorient: This week’s haul.

Picking up trash on the beach is somehow meditative for me.

But we cannot beach clean and recycle our way out of plastic pollution. It 
needs to be stopped at its source. Image 269 2

#plasticfreebohol 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#take3forthesea 
#5gyresambassador 
#5minutebeachcleanup

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGlb-4SJLsP/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

5gyres 13.08.2020

We’re teaming up this month with @prana and @breakfreefromplastic to 

bring more awareness to plastic found in packaging. We’re proud to take 

part in @prana’s #reshapepackaging campaign along with other planet 

conscious brands and nonprofits. We’re also providing our @trashblitz 

#TrashBlitz tools for the @breakfreefromplastic Global Brand Audit. To 

participate, check our link in bio. Many thanks to #5gyresambassador 

@plasticfree_bohol for her relentless work in the Philippines in raising 

awareness to the issue. We are all stronger together! #  • Businesses 

have a vital role in taking us to a world free from #plasticpollution.

Swipe for the top 5 corporate plastic polluters around the world.

Image 1481 21

#justrecovery #plasticfreebohol 
#bohol #5gyresambassador

https://www.instagram.com/p/CD1i8r9JzdS/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

5gyres 13.12.2019

Education is key! Tag an environmentalist in your life! 
@seamonkeyproject: After visiting Pulau Ketam to scout it out with 
@mnsselangor as a future project site, we must say, we were thrilled! 
Pulau Ketam’s two main sources of income are fishing and tourism. With 
tourism, you have E-bikes and bicycles available for rent to ride around 
the island. There are no cars or any fossil fuel burning transportation, 
apart from boats. Plus, Ketam is blessed by the surroundings of 
mangroves, which they do not cut down but are wrapped in With these 
two factors, the air is immaculate, and it is very quiet.
Pulau Ketam does have a small amount of waste collection. They do 
have a recycling facility that finds a lot of waste and sorts it very well. 
They just don't have anything to do with it. The Islands garbage dump is a 
big square amongst the mangroves barricaded from the tide down a 400-
meter road. It's not a viable option of waste dumping but its the only way 
they can. The other problem with this dump is the fact it's so far away, 
the people get lazy and dump off the side of the road. So as you are 
walking to the dump, you are also surrounded by it.

So, in conclusion Pulau Ketam is a wonderful village with a great start in 
waste collection and not using fossil fuels, but there are preventable 
problems. So we can't wait to start a new project site here of a plastic 
recycling machine, fishing net buy-back facility, and waste collection and 
education.
.
.
.

#reducewaste #seamonkeyproject #stopoceanpollution #ecokidsactivate 
#preciousplasticproject #preciousplasticmachines #refusethestraw 
#strawlessoceans #preciousplastic #supkids #wavesofchange 

Image 269 1
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5gyres 15.11.2019

@thetrashycollection shows us how “micro” microplastics really are. 
Plastic pollution this small can easily slip through cracks and be hard to 
track, but they still cause real damage. That’s why we’re working as hard 
as we can to stop them from being created in the first place.

Image 518 7
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5gyres 18.11.2019

@greenswimmergirl shares a photo of a “Beautiful beach in San Jose Del 
Cabo! Not so beautiful micro plastics all along the water line!”

Image 206 2
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5gyres 14.11.2019

 

5gyres

A reminder of whose future we’re fighting to protect. What type of world 

do you want our children to inherit?

_______

#5gyresambassador

@seamonkeyproject

@cruising_cartoonist (Mother Sea Monkey) has been tooning for over a 

year and a half for ‘The Ambassadors for the Planet’ Workbook - & finally 

had a first print run! $  Note the ‘Book shark’ bookmark %
.

.

The @mustiqueisland kids were the lucky first to try out the new 

environmental curriculum that covers all 17 UN Sustainable Development 

Goals.

&  @googsicreative”

Image 246 2
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5gyres 07.11.2019

We often underestimate the variety of items that end up polluting our 

waters. What interesting items did you find during your last clean up?

_______

#5gyresambassador @thetrashycollection writes “Trash or treasure? '  

For me, every beach clean is a constant reminder that there’s always 

more than one way to look at something! ( ” Image 257 9

#moreoceanlessplastic 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#planetorplastic #trashblitz 
#plasticfreeoceans
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5gyres 23.10.2019

BREAKING: @cocacola, @Nestle, @PepsiCo, @MDLZ and @Unilever 
are the top 5 corporate plastic polluters of 2019 found using the 
@trashblitz data collection app. It's time these corporations are held 
accountable for their roles in the plastic pollution crisis. Read the full 
#BrandAudit2019 report: 5Gyres.org/publications Video 497 2

#breakfreefromplastic 
#brandaudit2019

https://www.instagram.com/p/B3-axwzpRS4/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

5gyres 25.09.2019

Let the youth lead! Climate strike is still on and we’re not backing down. 

Comment your #  anthems like #5gyresambassador @

thetrashycollection If we keep creating so much trash on Earth, we’re 

going to have a lot more to worry about than tiny toy astronauts washing 

up on shore. ) * + , ☄

Image 374 8
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Greenpeace 12.02.2021

Not even sunlight gets to the deep sea. But plastic does. A recent study 

by the National History Museum in the UK has found plastic microfibers in 

the stomach of deep-sea fish living in a remote part of the South Atlantic 

Ocean. Our relationship with plastic is killing wildlife in the most remote 

places in the world. We must end this toxic relationship and demand 

companies and governments #breakfreefromplastic.

.

. : Scyphozoan Jellyfish taken in the deep sea Arctic Ocean in 2014. © 

Alexander Semenov

Image 20.287 193

#PlasticRevolution 
#PlasticFreeFuture #PlasticPollution 
#Plastic #Wildlife #Ocean #DeepSea 
#Environment

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLNNqjIHqDa/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

Greenpeace 17.01.2021

greenpeace

Verifiziert

This is a beach in Bali / 0 Our plastic problem has gotten out of 

control. It’s time to #BreakFreeFromPlastic. Check the link in our bio to 

take action.

.

. : © Made Nagi Image 35.702 672

#NoPlastic #plastics 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #Oceans 
#BluePlanet

https://www.instagram.com/p/CKKKrdKFAAh/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Greenpeace 09.01.2021

.@beachguardian acts against plastic pollution and organises cleaning 

activities. They are finding an increasing amount of PPE (Personal 

protective equipment) amongst the litter they collect on the beaches in 

North Cornwall (UK). This is a picture taken last summer during a clean-

up activity in Trevone Bay.

In our current reality, it is understandable that some single-use PPE is 

necessary to stop the spread of COVID-19 and the important role masks 

and gloves play in that.

But they should be prioritised for healthcare workers/essential workers, 

used as the medical experts advise and disposed of safely in the best 

interest of the environment and communities. Most people can utilize 

reusable masks or gloves that can be washed, and that don't contribute 

to our growing plastic waste stream.

It's important that we work to build a strong supply of reusable masks 

and gloves that provide strong protections for everyone in the future.

Let’s #BreakFreeFromPlastic and protect people & the planet with 

reusable face masks.

&  © Beach Guardian / Greenpeace

Image 33.012 213
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Greenpeace 20.12.2020

Thank you @nicmacillustration for this powerful Plastic Wave artwork!

Researchers estimate the world is using 129 billion disposable masks 
and 65 billion disposable gloves each month during the pandemic.

Before the #COVID19 pandemic, the tide was slowly turning in the fight 
against plastic pollution. The escalating use of throwaway plastics risks 
undermining that progress.

We need to protect ourselves from Covid-19 today in ways that will not 
endager us in the future.

Let’s #BreakFreeFromPlastic and protect people & the planet with 
reusable face masks.

Image 135.659 675
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Greenpeace 07.10.2020

New research has suggested that at least 14 MILLION tonnes of plastic 

are now sitting at the bottom of the world’s oceans. That's 30 times more 

than on the surface.

It's time to #BreakFreeFromPlastic

.

.

&  @lorenzomoscia

Image 25.171 200

#plasticfree #oceans #future 
#singleuseplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGC_9vdFlgk/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

Greenpeace 02.08.2020

#BreakFreeFromPlastic: we need a green and just recovery

“There is a double standard by companies, who take advantage of Global 
South communities, producing materials that we have no infrastructure to 
manage, and telling us that the only way out is to invest in false-solution 
technologies (...). It traps us into this loop of overconsumption.” — 
@nivenreddy

The future is #NotDisposable and neither are we.

We join our voice to others @breakfreefromplastic organizations 
demanding a just #COVID19 recovery that includes corporate and 
government accountability.

Video 50.834 77

#breakfreefromplastic 
#plasticpollution
#plastic #pollution
#notdisposable #reusables
#singleuseplastic #plasticwaste
#accountability #toxicwaste
#zerowaste #justrecovery
#greenrecovery #bigoil #nooilbailout
#savepeoplenotpolluters
#africa #southafrica

https://www.instagram.com/p/CDYZW5Domu8/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

Greenpeace 07.07.2020

Plastic is NOT JUST a waste management problem, it is an 

environmental and health hazard right FROM THE START.

.

If we want a brighter and safer future, we must go beyond 

#PlasticFreeJuly and demand that corporations STOP producing plastic. 

#
.

It’s time they put the health of people and the planet at the top of the 

priority list and turn off the tap. 1 2
.

By @breakfreefromplastic

Image 42.826 207

#BreakFreeFromPlastic #mythbuster 
#PlasticFreeJuly #JustRecovery 
#socialjustice #environmentaljustice 
#plasticfreejuly2020 #plasticpollution 
#ecowarior

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCVK_onlgqI/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

Greenpeace 06.07.2020

#PlasticPollution is everywhere, but so are the solutions to getting out of 
this unending cycle.
.
.
We must continue to fight for the frontline communities bearing the burden 
of the plastic pollution crisis. Together, we can #breakfreefromplastic and 
raise the importance of #environmentaljustice.
.
#PlasticFreeJuly is just the start!

Image 31.555 218

#plasticfreejuly #plasticfree 
#plasticpollution #plasticwaste #bigoil 
#bigplastic #reusables #health 
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Greenpeace 05.07.2020

Our plastic problem is out of control. This #PlasticFreeJuly, let’s choose 

a future with cleaner communities and oceans through refusing single-

use plastics. How are you changing your ways to reduce plastic?

.  : © Nandakumar S. Haridas

Image 30.065 292

#PlasticFreeJuly 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #NoPlastic 
#Oceans #ProtectTheOceans 
#BluePlanet

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCRZvQjJNMh/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Oceana 05.01.2020

Why is this hermit crab carrying a PVC pipe?
.
Hermit crabs normally scavenge empty snail shells and carry these 
shells with them for protection. Rather than finding a snail shell, this 
hermit crab picked up this plastic pollution instead. An estimated 17.6 
billion pounds of plastic enters our oceans every year. Dolphins, whales 
and other marine can be killed by ingesting or becoming entangled in 
plastic. Use your voice today to support #PlasticFreeSeas. Link in bio.
.
#BreakFreeFromPlastic #hermitcrab #hermit #crab #plastic 
#plasticpollution

Image 20.045 334

#BreakFreeFromPlastic #hermitcrab 
#hermit #crab #plastic 
#plasticpollution

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJpOgU0peZM/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

Oceana 27.12.2020

Seals need clean beaches to survive.

.

An estimated 17.6 billion pounds of plastic enter the marine environment 

every year. Seals and other marine life can suffocate on plastic. Tell U.S. 

Congress to pass the Break Free From Plastic Pollution Act to reduce 

the amount of single-use plastics polluting our oceans. Link in bio. 

#BreakFreeFromPlastic

.

. : Silvia Truessel / Shutterstock

Image 28.141 349 https://www.instagram.com/p/CJSDDWLoVFj/ 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

Oceana 10.11.2020

The equivalent of roughly a garbage truck’s worth of plastic enters our 

oceans every minute.

.

Marine life like pufferfish, seals and dolphins risk death by plastic 

pollution, being entangled in plastic trash or choking by ingesting it. Join 

Oceana today to support our proven campaigns around the world to end 

the plastic pollution crisis at OCEANA.ORG/PLASTICS #PlasticFreeSeas.

.

. : sixty4photography / Shutterstock

Image 23.714 381

#plastic #plasticpollution #pufferfish 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic 
#environment

https://www.instagram.com/p/CHZBm0Ml5Bv/ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

Peakplastic 29.06.2020

3 [sound on] Just Recovery Intro

Today, we are excited to launch our first video series introducing the 5 

Principles for a Just COVID19 Recovery developed by 

@breakfreefromplastic leaders around the world. Kicking off the series, 

this video features @anastasiia_martynenko_ Each week, we’ll introduce 

a new video for each of the 5 #JustRecovery Principles featuring 

movement leaders from around the world. Take action and sign on to 

demand a #JustRecovery (link in bio). @ozeroua

@ngo.o.zero

@zwaukraine #notdisposable

Video 549 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Peakplastic 01.07.2020

[sound on] Just Recovery 1

#breakfreefromplastic members around the world are united in our 
demands for a COVID19 #JustRecovery. Principle 1 video features 
Chitra Mukherjee @chintan.india. Special thanks to @swachcoop

#1: Prioritize health for people and planet. Public health must be 
protected, prioritizing frontline workers, fenceline communities, and 
vulnerable populations. Environments and human rights of impacted 
countries and communities cannot be compromised by the business 
interests of the global elite.

We demand a Just COVID19 Recovery. Take action and sign on. (link in 
bio)

@breakfreefromplastic @chintan.india
@swachcoop

Video 113 1 https://www.instagram.com/p/CCGd9n9np6m/ 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

Peakplastic 29.06.2020

Tomorrow we launch a series of videos featuring @breakfreefromplastic 
members across the globe united in solidarity for a Just COVID19 
Recovery. Join us. Blog link in bio. Image 28 https://www.instagram.com/p/CB_-wVQnv7a/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Peakplastic 28.06.2020

The COVID-19 pandemic has been felt disproportionately by low income 
countries. In Delhi, waste workers are particularly vulnerable. This 
woman spends ten hours a day removing plastic rings from medicine 
bottles without any protection- exposed to whatever residual medicine 
that is in them. To imagine a just and equitable world, we must first learn 
to see the reality of what impact our lifestyles have on others. And for a 
#justrecovery we must have the courage to dismantle bad systems 
instead of returning to normal. Normal wasn’t working and doubling down 
will only entrench injustice. On Monday, we’ll deploy a series of short 
films we produced with @breakfreefromplastic that pave the path we 
must take moving forward.

Image 32 https://www.instagram.com/p/CB9LteVn3Cz/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

CIEL_Int 28.06.2020

Happy #WorldOceansDay 4
-

Today reminds us of why we need & have been working for a global 

treaty that addresses the full lifecycle of plastic. Of ~275 million metric 

tons of plastic waste produced each year, up to 12 million tons leak into 

our oceans. This harms ecosystems, wildlife, livelihoods, & human health 

around the world. Today’s launch of the Group of Friends to Combat 

Marine Plastic offers a meaningful step in the right direction, & we at CIEL 

look forward to working with members on their initiatives in the years to 

come. -

Visit our website to learn more about this new international effort to 

#CombatMarinePlastic & check out our thought-starter & pillars of action 

produced with partners at the Environmental Investigation Agency, GAIA, 

& @breakfreefromplastic. To protect our oceans, our health, & our 

environment, we must #breakfreefromplastic once & for all.

Image 17 https://www.instagram.com/p/CBMJWu2nBD3/ 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

pacenvironment 02.12.2018

Vietnamese Zero Waste activist Dinh Thi Hang knows that the plastic 
trash crisis can only be solved when today’s polluters stop producing 
plastic. But, she says, “I think that everyone should separate their 
waste.” Hang believes that understanding where the waste comes from 
and where it goes will increase public pressure on plastic polluters to 
develop more sustainable packaging—stopping plastic waste at its 
source.

Check out our recent blogs to learn more about how plastic waste is 
hemorrhaging into the ocean—and what the #zerowaste movement is 
doing to fight back.
Photo Credit: @noaa
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#wasteaudits #Vietnam #Halong 
#breakfreefromplastic 
@breakfreefromplastic 
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pacenvironment 20.11.2018

All over the world, people are waking up to the fact that our plastic 
consumption is unsustainable. Pacific Environment is a part of the 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic coalition, and we're working with partners on the 
ground in Vietnam to conduct waste and brand audits throughout the 
world to design tailored zero waste solutions for individual cities and 
communities.

Visit our website to learn more about what we're doing to build the zero 
waste movement!

Photo Credit: Son Nguyen
Image 12
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#plasticpollution
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pacenvironment 06.08.2018

Zhao Zhong wants “to save the ocean for future generations and give 
them a chance to enjoy nature as I do today, through diving, swimming, 
rafting, and wildlife watching.” Recently, he and marine campaigner Nicole 
Portley joined local partners in Ha Long City, Vietnam, to conduct a 
household waste audit.

Click the link in our bio to read our latest blog, "Meet the Plastic 
'Whisperer'"

Image 7

#breakfreefromplastic #Vietnam 
#HaLong #oceantrash

https://www.instagram.com/p/BmJtl6VnhaD/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

5minutebeachcleanup 16.03.2021

One small scoop for man, one giant movement for the ocean. 

#5MINUTEBEACHEANUP ⠀

⠀

40% of the plastic produced is used for packaging, used just once and 

then discarded.⠀



As important as cleaning the ocean is, we must remember to refuse 

single-use plastic whenever we can as consumers. ⠀

.

.  Credits : @4ocean

Video 9.897 31
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5minutebeachcleanup 15.03.2021

SIGN the Petition in bio 5

Last year, @cocacola was named the No. 1 corporate plastic polluter for 

the *third* year in a row in the @breakfreefromplastic Brand Audit.



In response, @cocacola has made a number of public sustainability 

pledges but has shown little to no progress on this front. In fact, the 

company's head of sustainability Bea Perez told BBC News at the World 

Economic Forum in Davos last year that they would not be phasing out 

their single-use plastic bottles any time soon because consumers WANT 

them. 6 ♀ 8 ⁉ �


Join us in telling Coca-Cola it is time to be a leader in sustainability 

instead of blaming their plastic problem on consumers. SIGN THE 

PETITION IN OUR BIO .
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5minutebeachcleanup 26.01.2021

#PLASTICFREETUESDAYS :
Can we start rejecting plastic at least one day a week?

COMMENT IF YOU AGREE.

------

We're starting to see so much plastic washing in from the ocean, even 

with no tourists on our beautiful island home, we still need to clean up 

regularly!



Each week we'll continue to clean in a new location, and as we are 

(sadly) not tied down to any locational sponsors, we can clean anywhere 

and EVERYWHERE! If you've spotted an area that needs a bit of Debris 

Free Friday love, please let us know!



We'll see you on the beach at 5pm this afternoon, see if you can toe-grab 

plastic pollution as well as veteran beach cleaner @gilikenawegorawa

Image 462 5
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Plastic Pollutes 18.03.2021

PSA: Cigarette butts are one of the most common forms of plastic 

pollution. The filters (which actually offer no health benefits to the 

consumer) are made of a plastic called cellulose acetate and often 

contain other synthetic fibers as well as hundreds of chemicals used to 

treat tobacco.

; 

As butts break down they leach those chemicals and microplastics into 

the environment, where they ultimately poison the food chain.

< = > ? @ �
If you are a cigarette smoker, please do your part to prevent this 

pervasive form of plastic pollution by properly disposing of your butts.



.  by @eduardoj9

Image 805 35
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Plastic Pollutes 17.03.2021

The scariest jellyfish in the sea.

4 



Repost: @splash_trash_

A 

"Blue Jellyfish"



beachcombed plastics and fishing gear as found.

250 x 250 mm



Evelyn Calvert

Cornwall, UK.



https://www.adropintheocean.co.uk/

https://www.facebook.com/beachcombinguk



I am a London-born man now living and working in fabulous west 

Cornwall, UK. with my partner, Caroline (also an artist) and 3 cats.



I work in many mediums including pastels and acrylics but, for a number 

of years, I have been concentrating on sculpture (principally wall-

hanging) using a palette of materials that can only be described as 

rubbish.



Marine litter is defined as human created waste that has been deliberately 

or accidentally introduced to our oceans, of which a frightening 80% is 

non-degradable plastics.



Sadly, Cornish beaches, those in the immediate locale in Mounts Bay 

such as Perranuthnoe Cove, Trenow Cove and Boat Cove and down 
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Plastic Pollutes 16.03.2021

Today is World Consumer Rights Day and this year's theme is Tackling 
Plastic Pollution.

Consumers have a right to know how plastic impacts their health & the 
planet, AND they deserve the right to safe, plastic-free products.

We have the power to vote with our dollar and demand that producers, 
retailers, and policymakers do all that they can to ensure that products 
and packaging are safe for people and the planet.

Take action today via the link in our bio.
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Plastic Pollutes 10.03.2021

"The idea of a plastic that literally disappears once in the ocean, littered 
on land or in landfill is tantalising — but also (at this stage) a pipe dream." 

Head to the link in our bio to learn more about Australia's effort to manage 
the mounting plastic crisis by eliminating false solutions such as 
"biodegradable" plastics.
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Plastic Pollutes 09.03.2021

B  Zero-waste soft serve for the win! C  



.  by @banan via @surfrideroahu
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Plastic Pollutes 06.03.2021

Plastic pollutes.

/


. : © Noel Guevara via @greenpeace
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Plastic Pollutes 23.02.2021

Colombia-based photographer Charlie Cordero documents how the 
pandemic has exacerbated pollution in Colombia and around the world in 
a recent @washingtonpost story.

Check out the full piece via the link in our bio. 

Photos: @charliecordero_
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Plastic Pollutes 22.02.2021

The global fashion industry has developed a dangerous addiction to 

synthetic materials. These are made from climate-destroying fossil fuels 

like oil and gas to power its fast-fashion business model, according to a 

new report by Changing Markets, supported by Plastic Soup Foundation, 

@zwaukraine, @cleanclothescampaign, WeMoveEu, and No Plastic in 

my Sea. #linkinbioD

Swipe E  to read the facts that the #fastfashion industry and Big Oil 

corporations don’t want you to know about the clothes that you wear.

As the largest importer of textile and apparel in the world, the European 

Union should show leadership through action.

It's time to bring the textile & apparel industry in line with the goals of the 

Paris Agreement and the European Green Deal. F G

Repost @plasticsoupfoundation
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Plastic Pollutes 22.02.2021

The global fashion industry has developed a dangerous addiction to 
synthetic materials. These are made from climate-destroying fossil fuels 
like oil and gas to power its fast-fashion business model, according to a 
new report by Changing Markets, supported by Plastic Soup Foundation, 
@zwaukraine, @cleanclothescampaign, WeMoveEu, and No Plastic in 
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corporations don’t want you to know about the clothes that you wear.

As the largest importer of textile and apparel in the world, the European 
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Plastic Pollutes 16.02.2021

%  The Aftermath % 

&  Ibarra Family / Padre Island National Seashore via Facebook / ℹ  
University of Tasmania via @get.waste.ed
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Plastic Pollutes 05.02.2021

(  CALIFORNIA, TAKE ACTION ( 

Join @plasticpollutes, @howchangers, and @coare_org, and 35 
organizations in asking Governor @gavinnewsom to sign an emergency 
executive order to make foodware accessories upon request. This 
means restaurants, caterers, and food delivery systems within the State 
of California would #SkipTheStuff and refrain from including single-use 
dishware, utensils, napkins, condiments, straws, or other foodware 
accessories when preparing or packaging food to-go or for delivery.

Link in bio!

Illustration by Pushart
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Plastic Pollutes 03.02.2021

Don't be fooled by corporate greenwashing. If it seems too good to be 
true, it probably is!

You see it in your feeds every day: Big corps that have exploited the 
planet for years seem to turn over a new leaf, announcing a new (always 
vague) sustainability initiative or product that promises that things are 
different now! But it's not only the big guys. Greenwashing is an effective 
marketing tool that shady brands use to their advantage to get a footing in 
the sustainability market.

Next time @burgerking releases a limited-time only, plant-based patty or 
@hm markets their new sustainable dress, look a little closer. What else 
are they selling? Are their workers paid a livable wage? What does "all-
natural" even mean anyway?

Celebrate wins, but also remember sustainable fast food and fast fashion 
don’t exist, period. Hold them accountable and support brands that align 
with your values!

Credit @get.waste.ed
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cleanmiamibeach 09.03.2021

The ocean is calling for help. Will our government officials answer the call?

Here is how you can help:
1. Stop using single use plastic
2. Visit plasticfreefl.org and use your voice to speak up

Did you know that 50-80% of the oxygen production on Earth comes 
from the ocean?

Image 1.968 104
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Wesea Foundation 06.03.2021

Polystyrene is one of the most widely used plastics. It is recyclable only 
when clean, un-dyed, and uncontaminated - which usually is not the 
case. Instead it is often ending up in landfills or the ocean.
.
Tag someone you would love to clean the ocean and coastlines with )
.
.
&  by @iz.benja
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 08.03.2021

Single-use plastics are responsible for a third of all plastic production. 
Ultimately, much of these plastics end up in our oceans. One way we can 
all help to reduce our plastic use is to cut out these single-use plastics as 
much as possible. For example, we can say "NO" to plastic bags at the 
supermarket by bringing our own!
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 25.01.2021

Since the beginning of corona, a large amount of face masks are being 
littered every single day. These masks are making their way into our 
waterways and polluting our ocean.
Instead of using single use masks, check with your local disease control 
about re-usable masks. If you must use single-use, than please ensure 
that you are discarding these items responsibly. Together we can stop 
this wave of plastic pollution! *
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 20.01.2021

Styrofoam is so light that it can travel very far distances at the surface of 
the ocean. As it floats, the small balls look extremely similar to fish eggs. 
Often time fish predating on such fish eggs will mistake this styrofoam for 
their favorite food. What can we do? Refuse to use it!
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 30.12.2020

The entire WeSea team wanted to take a moment to thank you all for the 
tremendous support you have given us this year. There are not enough 
words to describe how amazed and grateful we are for your dedication, 
compassion and generosity. We look forward to seeing what 2021 brings 
our way, and hope you will continue to be by our side for this journey.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 21.12.2020

Nylon bags are one of the many types of single-use plastics that we use 
in our daily lives. Instead of letting these plastics reach the environment, 
we can incorporate re-usable alternatives.
.
How are you reducing your plastic footprint?
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 01.12.2021

Cleaning the beaches and coastlines helps restore ecosystems and 
protect marine life from entanglement and ingestion. For WeSea, It is also 
a great opportunity to raise awareness of ocean pollution and to inspire 
more people and organizations to take action. 
.
Join WeSea today! Together we can make a difference.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 22.11.2020

Many times we tend to ignore the small bits of junk that seem to blend in 
the background. But this litter represents a serious environmental 
hazard. Straws, cigarette butts, microplastics, and more find their way to 
our oceans and end up being eaten by marine animals.
.
Join WeSea today! Together we can make a difference.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 12.11.2020

Microplastics are small pieces of plastic that are smaller than 5 mm. New 
research suggests that there are more than 14 million tons of these tiny 
plastics at the bottom of the ocean. Can you imagine how many pieces it 
takes to make 14 million tons! +
.
What actions are you taking to help fight the ocean plastic crisis?
.
.
&  by @xx24mikixx
,  By @orev_post
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 23.10.2020

Styrofoam is often used in food packaging, especially as take away 
containers. Certain states in the USA have banned this cheap yet highly 
polluting material in the food industry. Wouldn't it be great to find a more 
sustainable way to order our favorite to-go food without all this plastic?
.
.
&  by @eduardoj9
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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giliecotrust 02.03.2021

How loud are you shouting about the problems with plastic pollution?? 
- . �

Since the lockdown, we've had to rethink our communications strategies 
to help to educate, inspire and create long-term sustainable changes for 
Gili Trawangan. 

We hardly ever get tourists asking us what we're doing whilst cleaning 
the beach anymore; Or popping in for some plastic-free travel advice or 
an eco-friendly souvenir, let alone the donations from the island dive 
shops that kept our marine conservation projects running.

We've been looking into ways to reach more of our global supporters, 
those who have fallen in love with Gili on their holidays and now are stuck 
waiting for lockdowns to finish,

The latest podcast by the wonderfully insightful @waterwomenpodcast 
features our comms manager @siangilieco and some of the 
environmental impacts of the pandemic (the bad AND the good!) and 
some of the projects we've taken on since we've lost all our volunteers.

You can check it out on Spotify, the link is in our Bio!

&  PC @karolatakesphotos
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greenseas.trust 18.03.2021

Do you want this informative and striking plastic recycling bin in your local
 town?

We are a non-for-profit charity and every donation we receive goes into
 making these bins and funding other projects to remove harmful plastics
 from our seas *

Use our LinkTree to find out more about the #BinForGreenSeas and how
 you can contact your local council and inform them that you say no to 
plastic pollution / ♀
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greenseas.trust 12.03.2021

Each year, 400 million tonnes of #plastic is produced and 40% of that is 
#singleuse - plastic we'll only use once before it's thrown away.

Is the drinks industry doing enough to reduce single-use plastic?

Find out here 1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56210735
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greenseas.trust 20.01.2021

A small Cornish brewery is doing its bit for the oceans.

The Driftwood Spars Brewery in St Agnes, Cornwall is donating a 
percentage of all profits from its Cove range of beers to Fathoms Free, a
 charity that cleans the seas of discarded nets and other plastic debris 
around the Cornish peninsula.

Read more here ➡  
https://www.inyourarea.co.uk/news/cornish-brewery-raises-cash-for-
ocean-charity-clearing-ghost-nets-and-plastic/

& : @driftwoodsparsbrewery
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greenseas.trust 10.01.2021

It's #FactFriday 3

Did you know 1.56 billion plastic #facemasks ended up in oceans in 
2020?! 4

Dispose of face masks appropriately or invest in a reusable face mask! 
Read more here ➡  
https://www.greenseas.org/blog/disposable-face-coverings-the-cost-to-
our-planet-unmasked/
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peacemuralfoundationmiami 17.03.2021

peacemuralfoundationmiami
#plasticpollution thanks to a diver, this fish is free to swim in our seas for 
another day. Much of our seafood supply is threatened by human 
activities. Please reconsider the effectsof you and your small steps every 
day
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GreenpeacePH 16.03.2021

Plastic found in the deep ocean, microplastic in the food we eat... 
single-use plastic everywhere! . 5 6

We don’t want this and we have to stop it. Join us for the exclusive online
 premiere of #AngHulingPlastic on March 22.

REGISTER for free >> act.gp/ahp322

Swipe ⬅  for the full trailer.
--
Co-presented by Greenpeace Philippines and DepEd Dasmariñas

Narrated by Kapuso TV personalities, @maeybautista and 
@amazingbetong, and directed by @rarivera9

Video 359 6
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Pocono Heritage Land Trust 16.03.2021

Microplastics have been identified in **100%** of Pennsylvania waters 
tested, including 5 waterways tested in Monroe County, according to a 
recent study published by @PennEnvironment.

What does this mean for the environment, and us?
- Microplastics endanger wildlife (suffocation and starvation)
- Microplastics enter the human body (via food, water, air)
- Microplastics attract pollutants like DDT and heavy metals which exist 
in the environment in trace amounts, delivering these harmful toxins into 
the food chain.
- Microplastics have been found in human fetuses.
- **Current estimates indicate that globally, the average human 
consumes about 1 credit card's worth of plastic per WEEK**.

Where do these microplastics come from?
- Litter along roads and streams
- Landfills (via wind, rain and leaching)
- Burning of plastic, creating airborne particles
- Car tires shedding on roads
- Nurdles (small base material used to create new plastic products - 
millions are lost into the environment each year).
- Synthetic clothing, such as fleece and microfiber (releasing 
microplastics into the water when put through the washing machine - 
which cannot be fully filtered out by wastewater treatment - and into the 
air with general wear and tear).

So what can we do??
- Check our own lifestyles: Eliminate single-use plastics, never litter or 
burn plastic, greatly reduce what we send to the landfill, commit to "slow-
fashion" & non-synthetic fabric choices in our clothes, bedding, etc., and 

Image 26 3

#MicroplasticsPA #Microplastics 
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CMeznH4rVYH/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

Oceana_PH 16.03.2021

#TurtleTuesday reminder: baby steps count, but to save our marine 
wildlife, we must do more.

5  5 out of 7 sea turtle species in the world can be found in the 
Philippines. Unfortunately, all of them are already endangered and 
threatened with extinction. Besides ingesting plastics, sea turtles now 
have fewer nesting and hatching grounds since our beaches are already 
heavily polluted.

We can save these turtles by helping end plastic pollution in our ocean. It 
is high time that we stop plastic pollution at the source. Demand our 
policy makers to go #DiNaSingle and #breakfreefromplastic by calling for 
the ban on single-use plastics. Join our email blast in the link in our bio.

&  Julian Wiskemann

Image 266 https://www.instagram.com/p/CMef3fOninE/ 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

Break Free From Plastic 16.03.2021

LOOK: @tzmfr of #breakfreefromplastic member, @iddkp calls out 
corporations for their plastic waste, that are mostly IMPOSSIBLE to 
manage and end up burdening coastal communities.

“Doesn't really matter where this is because it could be anywhere. It is 
already everywhere.

This is a coastline that is cleaned every day. Can you imagine what other 
coastlines, among Indonesia's 17,000 islands, look like?

Can you imagine telling coastal communities to recycle? When the 
machine or value to recycle sachets and cup lids DOESN'T EXIST?

The Ministry of Environment [in Indonesia] has said plastic bags, straws, 
cutleries and sachets will be banned nationwide by 2030. For shame's 
sake, companies, just do it sooner. I can't believe you need a regulation 
to tell you what's the right thing to do.”

SHARE this post and FOLLOW @iddkp to show your support! 8

9 : @tzmfr
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Plastic Free Ibiza 16.03.2021

:  Hoy es el día del Consumo Responsable, y la verdad, aunque 
vayamos avanzando poco a poco, aún estamos lejos de poder 
celebrarlo.
Cada vez somos más los que luchamos por un mundo más sostenible, 
sin embargo, siguen existiendo islas de plástico en los océanos, 
nuestros mares están plagados de residuos y cuando miramos al suelo 
no paramos de encontrar basura por todas partes. 

¿Cómo puedes consumir de manera más responsable? Aquí van 
algunas ideas:

;  Compra local. Es mucho más ecológico comprar producto que se ha
 producido de forma cercana, que comprar un producto que viene de 
muy muy lejos.
Seguro que @ibizaproduce te puede ayudar a encontrar productos de 
consumo local y sostenible. ¡Échale un vistazo!

<  Organiza tu compra. Si planificas qué necesitas es más *más fácil 
comprar cosas que realmente necesitas*.

♻  Reutiliza y reduce. Piensa en la de vida útil de las cosas que ya 
tienes y aprende a rechazar las que supongan un gasto de recursos. 

>  En nuestras manos está cambiar la imagen de nuestras playas.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:  Today is the day of Responsible Consumption, and the truth, 
although we are progressing little by little, we are still far from being able 
to celebrate it.
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 15.03.2021

Onde o "lixo" ganha vida e salga a alma!!!

* ? @ ♻ A ♀

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.02.2021

Transformar com as próprias mãos sempre foi tema por aqui!!!

Seja você a mudança que espera do mundo!!!

B C ✊ E ? @ F -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 29.01.2021

2 gerações separadas por décadas e unidas pelo mesmo propósito, 
transformar com as próprias mãos!!!

É nisso que acreditamos, faça você mesmo!!!

F B C ? @ - ✊ E

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.01.2021

Da série "Humanos e seus estranhos hábitos..." G @ ?

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 14.12.2020

Transformar com as próprias mãos sempre foi tema por aqui!!!

Seja você a mudança que espera do mundo!!!

B ✊ H ? @ F -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 08.12.2020

Saudades gigantes dessa energia aglomerativa!!!

B F ? @ A ♂ ♻ J ♀ * -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.11.2020

Humanos e seus estranhos hábitos...G @ ?

9 @swellnobrega
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Surfriderger 14.02.2021

Ein Leben ohne Plastik - wir alle wissen, wie wichtig das wäre. Aber auch 
nicht immer einfach.

Im Rahmen der “Break the Plastic Wave”-Kampagne erforscht deswegen 
@surfridereurope wie sich der Plastikkonsum im Alltag reduzieren lässt 
und teilt wertvolle Tipps für meeresfreundliche Alternativen.

Im neuesten “Plastic Free Guide” erklärt Surfrider wie sich eine 
nachhaltige Morgenroutine entwickeln lässt. So können wir alle bereits 
bei Tagesanbruch den Ozean schützen * K .

Mehr Infos zur Kampagne findet ihr in unserer Bio.

Schaut auch bei @surfridereurope vorbei und erfahrt mehr über die 
einzelnen Tipps . #breaktheplasticwave

Image 30

#wearesurfriderEurope #surfriderGer 
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Plastic Pollutes 23.02.2021

Colombia-based photographer Charlie Cordero documents how the 
pandemic has exacerbated pollution in Colombia and around the world in 
a recent @washingtonpost story.

Check out the full piece via the link in our bio. 

Photos: @charliecordero_

Image 735 21

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
#pandemic #pandemicplastic 
#COVID #COVID19 
#breakfreefromplastic #climatecrisis 
#climateemergency #colombia

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLo43zWnFQJ/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Plastic Pollutes 22.02.2021

The global fashion industry has developed a dangerous addiction to 
synthetic materials. These are made from climate-destroying fossil fuels 
like oil and gas to power its fast-fashion business model, according to a 
new report by Changing Markets, supported by Plastic Soup Foundation, 
@zwaukraine, @cleanclothescampaign, WeMoveEu, and No Plastic in 
my Sea. #linkinbio!

Swipe "  to read the facts that the #fastfashion industry and Big Oil 
corporations don’t want you to know about the clothes that you wear.

As the largest importer of textile and apparel in the world, the European 
Union should show leadership through action.

It's time to bring the textile & apparel industry in line with the goals of the 
Paris Agreement and the European Green Deal. # $

Repost @plasticsoupfoundation
Image 1.558 28

#plasticpollutes #plasticpollution 
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Plastic Pollutes 16.02.2021

%  The Aftermath % 

&  Ibarra Family / Padre Island National Seashore via Facebook / ℹ  
University of Tasmania via @get.waste.ed
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Plastic Pollutes 05.02.2021

(  CALIFORNIA, TAKE ACTION ( 

Join @plasticpollutes, @howchangers, and @coare_org, and 35 
organizations in asking Governor @gavinnewsom to sign an emergency 
executive order to make foodware accessories upon request. This 
means restaurants, caterers, and food delivery systems within the State 
of California would #SkipTheStuff and refrain from including single-use 
dishware, utensils, napkins, condiments, straws, or other foodware 
accessories when preparing or packaging food to-go or for delivery.

Link in bio!

Illustration by Pushart
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Plastic Pollutes 03.02.2021

Don't be fooled by corporate greenwashing. If it seems too good to be 
true, it probably is!

You see it in your feeds every day: Big corps that have exploited the 
planet for years seem to turn over a new leaf, announcing a new (always 
vague) sustainability initiative or product that promises that things are 
different now! But it's not only the big guys. Greenwashing is an effective 
marketing tool that shady brands use to their advantage to get a footing in 
the sustainability market.

Next time @burgerking releases a limited-time only, plant-based patty or 
@hm markets their new sustainable dress, look a little closer. What else 
are they selling? Are their workers paid a livable wage? What does "all-
natural" even mean anyway?

Celebrate wins, but also remember sustainable fast food and fast fashion 
don’t exist, period. Hold them accountable and support brands that align 
with your values!

Credit @get.waste.ed
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cleanmiamibeach 09.03.2021

The ocean is calling for help. Will our government officials answer the call?

Here is how you can help:
1. Stop using single use plastic
2. Visit plasticfreefl.org and use your voice to speak up

Did you know that 50-80% of the oxygen production on Earth comes 
from the ocean?

Image 1.968 104

#sos #plasticpollution #movement 
#breakfreefromplastic #teamocean

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNLqiXHoLr/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

Wesea Foundation 06.03.2021

Polystyrene is one of the most widely used plastics. It is recyclable only 
when clean, un-dyed, and uncontaminated - which usually is not the 
case. Instead it is often ending up in landfills or the ocean.
.
Tag someone you would love to clean the ocean and coastlines with )
.
.
&  by @iz.benja
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 08.03.2021

Single-use plastics are responsible for a third of all plastic production. 
Ultimately, much of these plastics end up in our oceans. One way we can 
all help to reduce our plastic use is to cut out these single-use plastics as 
much as possible. For example, we can say "NO" to plastic bags at the 
supermarket by bringing our own!
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 25.01.2021

Since the beginning of corona, a large amount of face masks are being 
littered every single day. These masks are making their way into our 
waterways and polluting our ocean.
Instead of using single use masks, check with your local disease control 
about re-usable masks. If you must use single-use, than please ensure 
that you are discarding these items responsibly. Together we can stop 
this wave of plastic pollution! *
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 20.01.2021

Styrofoam is so light that it can travel very far distances at the surface of 
the ocean. As it floats, the small balls look extremely similar to fish eggs. 
Often time fish predating on such fish eggs will mistake this styrofoam for 
their favorite food. What can we do? Refuse to use it!
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 30.12.2020

The entire WeSea team wanted to take a moment to thank you all for the 
tremendous support you have given us this year. There are not enough 
words to describe how amazed and grateful we are for your dedication, 
compassion and generosity. We look forward to seeing what 2021 brings 
our way, and hope you will continue to be by our side for this journey.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 21.12.2020

Nylon bags are one of the many types of single-use plastics that we use 
in our daily lives. Instead of letting these plastics reach the environment, 
we can incorporate re-usable alternatives.
.
How are you reducing your plastic footprint?
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 01.12.2021

Cleaning the beaches and coastlines helps restore ecosystems and 
protect marine life from entanglement and ingestion. For WeSea, It is also 
a great opportunity to raise awareness of ocean pollution and to inspire 
more people and organizations to take action. 
.
Join WeSea today! Together we can make a difference.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 22.11.2020

Many times we tend to ignore the small bits of junk that seem to blend in 
the background. But this litter represents a serious environmental 
hazard. Straws, cigarette butts, microplastics, and more find their way to 
our oceans and end up being eaten by marine animals.
.
Join WeSea today! Together we can make a difference.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 12.11.2020

Microplastics are small pieces of plastic that are smaller than 5 mm. New 
research suggests that there are more than 14 million tons of these tiny 
plastics at the bottom of the ocean. Can you imagine how many pieces it 
takes to make 14 million tons! +
.
What actions are you taking to help fight the ocean plastic crisis?
.
.
&  by @xx24mikixx
,  By @orev_post
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 23.10.2020

Styrofoam is often used in food packaging, especially as take away 
containers. Certain states in the USA have banned this cheap yet highly 
polluting material in the food industry. Wouldn't it be great to find a more 
sustainable way to order our favorite to-go food without all this plastic?
.
.
&  by @eduardoj9
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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giliecotrust 02.03.2021

How loud are you shouting about the problems with plastic pollution?? 
- . �

Since the lockdown, we've had to rethink our communications strategies 
to help to educate, inspire and create long-term sustainable changes for 
Gili Trawangan. 

We hardly ever get tourists asking us what we're doing whilst cleaning 
the beach anymore; Or popping in for some plastic-free travel advice or 
an eco-friendly souvenir, let alone the donations from the island dive 
shops that kept our marine conservation projects running.

We've been looking into ways to reach more of our global supporters, 
those who have fallen in love with Gili on their holidays and now are stuck 
waiting for lockdowns to finish,

The latest podcast by the wonderfully insightful @waterwomenpodcast 
features our comms manager @siangilieco and some of the 
environmental impacts of the pandemic (the bad AND the good!) and 
some of the projects we've taken on since we've lost all our volunteers.

You can check it out on Spotify, the link is in our Bio!

&  PC @karolatakesphotos
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greenseas.trust 18.03.2021

Do you want this informative and striking plastic recycling bin in your local
 town?

We are a non-for-profit charity and every donation we receive goes into
 making these bins and funding other projects to remove harmful plastics
 from our seas *

Use our LinkTree to find out more about the #BinForGreenSeas and how
 you can contact your local council and inform them that you say no to 
plastic pollution / ♀
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greenseas.trust 12.03.2021

Each year, 400 million tonnes of #plastic is produced and 40% of that is 
#singleuse - plastic we'll only use once before it's thrown away.

Is the drinks industry doing enough to reduce single-use plastic?

Find out here 1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56210735
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greenseas.trust 20.01.2021

A small Cornish brewery is doing its bit for the oceans.

The Driftwood Spars Brewery in St Agnes, Cornwall is donating a 
percentage of all profits from its Cove range of beers to Fathoms Free, a
 charity that cleans the seas of discarded nets and other plastic debris 
around the Cornish peninsula.

Read more here ➡  
https://www.inyourarea.co.uk/news/cornish-brewery-raises-cash-for-
ocean-charity-clearing-ghost-nets-and-plastic/

& : @driftwoodsparsbrewery
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greenseas.trust 10.01.2021

It's #FactFriday 3

Did you know 1.56 billion plastic #facemasks ended up in oceans in 
2020?! 4

Dispose of face masks appropriately or invest in a reusable face mask! 
Read more here ➡  
https://www.greenseas.org/blog/disposable-face-coverings-the-cost-to-
our-planet-unmasked/
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peacemuralfoundationmiami 17.03.2021

peacemuralfoundationmiami
#plasticpollution thanks to a diver, this fish is free to swim in our seas for 
another day. Much of our seafood supply is threatened by human 
activities. Please reconsider the effectsof you and your small steps every 
day
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GreenpeacePH 16.03.2021

Plastic found in the deep ocean, microplastic in the food we eat... 
single-use plastic everywhere! . 5 6

We don’t want this and we have to stop it. Join us for the exclusive online
 premiere of #AngHulingPlastic on March 22.

REGISTER for free >> act.gp/ahp322

Swipe ⬅  for the full trailer.
--
Co-presented by Greenpeace Philippines and DepEd Dasmariñas

Narrated by Kapuso TV personalities, @maeybautista and 
@amazingbetong, and directed by @rarivera9

Video 359 6

#breakfreefromplastic #plasticfree 
#documentary #protecttheocean 
#saveourseas
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Pocono Heritage Land Trust 16.03.2021

Microplastics have been identified in **100%** of Pennsylvania waters 
tested, including 5 waterways tested in Monroe County, according to a 
recent study published by @PennEnvironment.

What does this mean for the environment, and us?
- Microplastics endanger wildlife (suffocation and starvation)
- Microplastics enter the human body (via food, water, air)
- Microplastics attract pollutants like DDT and heavy metals which exist 
in the environment in trace amounts, delivering these harmful toxins into 
the food chain.
- Microplastics have been found in human fetuses.
- **Current estimates indicate that globally, the average human 
consumes about 1 credit card's worth of plastic per WEEK**.

Where do these microplastics come from?
- Litter along roads and streams
- Landfills (via wind, rain and leaching)
- Burning of plastic, creating airborne particles
- Car tires shedding on roads
- Nurdles (small base material used to create new plastic products - 
millions are lost into the environment each year).
- Synthetic clothing, such as fleece and microfiber (releasing 
microplastics into the water when put through the washing machine - 
which cannot be fully filtered out by wastewater treatment - and into the 
air with general wear and tear).

So what can we do??
- Check our own lifestyles: Eliminate single-use plastics, never litter or 
burn plastic, greatly reduce what we send to the landfill, commit to "slow-
fashion" & non-synthetic fabric choices in our clothes, bedding, etc., and 
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Oceana_PH 16.03.2021

#TurtleTuesday reminder: baby steps count, but to save our marine 
wildlife, we must do more.

5  5 out of 7 sea turtle species in the world can be found in the 
Philippines. Unfortunately, all of them are already endangered and 
threatened with extinction. Besides ingesting plastics, sea turtles now 
have fewer nesting and hatching grounds since our beaches are already 
heavily polluted.

We can save these turtles by helping end plastic pollution in our ocean. It 
is high time that we stop plastic pollution at the source. Demand our 
policy makers to go #DiNaSingle and #breakfreefromplastic by calling for 
the ban on single-use plastics. Join our email blast in the link in our bio.

&  Julian Wiskemann
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Break Free From Plastic 16.03.2021

LOOK: @tzmfr of #breakfreefromplastic member, @iddkp calls out 
corporations for their plastic waste, that are mostly IMPOSSIBLE to 
manage and end up burdening coastal communities.

“Doesn't really matter where this is because it could be anywhere. It is 
already everywhere.

This is a coastline that is cleaned every day. Can you imagine what other 
coastlines, among Indonesia's 17,000 islands, look like?

Can you imagine telling coastal communities to recycle? When the 
machine or value to recycle sachets and cup lids DOESN'T EXIST?

The Ministry of Environment [in Indonesia] has said plastic bags, straws, 
cutleries and sachets will be banned nationwide by 2030. For shame's 
sake, companies, just do it sooner. I can't believe you need a regulation 
to tell you what's the right thing to do.”

SHARE this post and FOLLOW @iddkp to show your support! 8

9 : @tzmfr
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Plastic Free Ibiza 16.03.2021

:  Hoy es el día del Consumo Responsable, y la verdad, aunque 
vayamos avanzando poco a poco, aún estamos lejos de poder 
celebrarlo.
Cada vez somos más los que luchamos por un mundo más sostenible, 
sin embargo, siguen existiendo islas de plástico en los océanos, 
nuestros mares están plagados de residuos y cuando miramos al suelo 
no paramos de encontrar basura por todas partes. 

¿Cómo puedes consumir de manera más responsable? Aquí van 
algunas ideas:

;  Compra local. Es mucho más ecológico comprar producto que se ha
 producido de forma cercana, que comprar un producto que viene de 
muy muy lejos.
Seguro que @ibizaproduce te puede ayudar a encontrar productos de 
consumo local y sostenible. ¡Échale un vistazo!

<  Organiza tu compra. Si planificas qué necesitas es más *más fácil 
comprar cosas que realmente necesitas*.

♻  Reutiliza y reduce. Piensa en la de vida útil de las cosas que ya 
tienes y aprende a rechazar las que supongan un gasto de recursos. 

>  En nuestras manos está cambiar la imagen de nuestras playas.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:  Today is the day of Responsible Consumption, and the truth, 
although we are progressing little by little, we are still far from being able 
to celebrate it.
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 15.03.2021

Onde o "lixo" ganha vida e salga a alma!!!

* ? @ ♻ A ♀

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.02.2021

Transformar com as próprias mãos sempre foi tema por aqui!!!

Seja você a mudança que espera do mundo!!!

B C ✊ E ? @ F -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 29.01.2021

2 gerações separadas por décadas e unidas pelo mesmo propósito, 
transformar com as próprias mãos!!!

É nisso que acreditamos, faça você mesmo!!!

F B C ? @ - ✊ E

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.01.2021

Da série "Humanos e seus estranhos hábitos..." G @ ?

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 14.12.2020

Transformar com as próprias mãos sempre foi tema por aqui!!!

Seja você a mudança que espera do mundo!!!

B ✊ H ? @ F -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 08.12.2020

Saudades gigantes dessa energia aglomerativa!!!

B F ? @ A ♂ ♻ J ♀ * -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.11.2020

Humanos e seus estranhos hábitos...G @ ?

9 @swellnobrega
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Surfriderger 14.02.2021

Ein Leben ohne Plastik - wir alle wissen, wie wichtig das wäre. Aber auch 
nicht immer einfach.

Im Rahmen der “Break the Plastic Wave”-Kampagne erforscht deswegen 
@surfridereurope wie sich der Plastikkonsum im Alltag reduzieren lässt 
und teilt wertvolle Tipps für meeresfreundliche Alternativen.

Im neuesten “Plastic Free Guide” erklärt Surfrider wie sich eine 
nachhaltige Morgenroutine entwickeln lässt. So können wir alle bereits 
bei Tagesanbruch den Ozean schützen * K .

Mehr Infos zur Kampagne findet ihr in unserer Bio.

Schaut auch bei @surfridereurope vorbei und erfahrt mehr über die 
einzelnen Tipps . #breaktheplasticwave
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Plastic Pollutes 23.02.2021

Colombia-based photographer Charlie Cordero documents how the 
pandemic has exacerbated pollution in Colombia and around the world in 
a recent @washingtonpost story.

Check out the full piece via the link in our bio. 

Photos: @charliecordero_
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Plastic Pollutes 22.02.2021

The global fashion industry has developed a dangerous addiction to 
synthetic materials. These are made from climate-destroying fossil fuels 
like oil and gas to power its fast-fashion business model, according to a 
new report by Changing Markets, supported by Plastic Soup Foundation, 
@zwaukraine, @cleanclothescampaign, WeMoveEu, and No Plastic in 
my Sea. #linkinbio!

Swipe "  to read the facts that the #fastfashion industry and Big Oil 
corporations don’t want you to know about the clothes that you wear.

As the largest importer of textile and apparel in the world, the European 
Union should show leadership through action.

It's time to bring the textile & apparel industry in line with the goals of the 
Paris Agreement and the European Green Deal. # $

Repost @plasticsoupfoundation
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Plastic Pollutes 16.02.2021

%  The Aftermath % 

&  Ibarra Family / Padre Island National Seashore via Facebook / ℹ  
University of Tasmania via @get.waste.ed
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Plastic Pollutes 05.02.2021

(  CALIFORNIA, TAKE ACTION ( 

Join @plasticpollutes, @howchangers, and @coare_org, and 35 
organizations in asking Governor @gavinnewsom to sign an emergency 
executive order to make foodware accessories upon request. This 
means restaurants, caterers, and food delivery systems within the State 
of California would #SkipTheStuff and refrain from including single-use 
dishware, utensils, napkins, condiments, straws, or other foodware 
accessories when preparing or packaging food to-go or for delivery.

Link in bio!

Illustration by Pushart
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Plastic Pollutes 03.02.2021

Don't be fooled by corporate greenwashing. If it seems too good to be 
true, it probably is!

You see it in your feeds every day: Big corps that have exploited the 
planet for years seem to turn over a new leaf, announcing a new (always 
vague) sustainability initiative or product that promises that things are 
different now! But it's not only the big guys. Greenwashing is an effective 
marketing tool that shady brands use to their advantage to get a footing in 
the sustainability market.

Next time @burgerking releases a limited-time only, plant-based patty or 
@hm markets their new sustainable dress, look a little closer. What else 
are they selling? Are their workers paid a livable wage? What does "all-
natural" even mean anyway?

Celebrate wins, but also remember sustainable fast food and fast fashion 
don’t exist, period. Hold them accountable and support brands that align 
with your values!

Credit @get.waste.ed
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cleanmiamibeach 09.03.2021

The ocean is calling for help. Will our government officials answer the call?

Here is how you can help:
1. Stop using single use plastic
2. Visit plasticfreefl.org and use your voice to speak up

Did you know that 50-80% of the oxygen production on Earth comes 
from the ocean?

Image 1.968 104
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Wesea Foundation 06.03.2021

Polystyrene is one of the most widely used plastics. It is recyclable only 
when clean, un-dyed, and uncontaminated - which usually is not the 
case. Instead it is often ending up in landfills or the ocean.
.
Tag someone you would love to clean the ocean and coastlines with )
.
.
&  by @iz.benja
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 08.03.2021

Single-use plastics are responsible for a third of all plastic production. 
Ultimately, much of these plastics end up in our oceans. One way we can 
all help to reduce our plastic use is to cut out these single-use plastics as 
much as possible. For example, we can say "NO" to plastic bags at the 
supermarket by bringing our own!
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CMJ03fThwz1/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

Wesea Foundation 25.01.2021

Since the beginning of corona, a large amount of face masks are being 
littered every single day. These masks are making their way into our 
waterways and polluting our ocean.
Instead of using single use masks, check with your local disease control 
about re-usable masks. If you must use single-use, than please ensure 
that you are discarding these items responsibly. Together we can stop 
this wave of plastic pollution! *
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CKdrOvHhCdL/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

Wesea Foundation 20.01.2021

Styrofoam is so light that it can travel very far distances at the surface of 
the ocean. As it floats, the small balls look extremely similar to fish eggs. 
Often time fish predating on such fish eggs will mistake this styrofoam for 
their favorite food. What can we do? Refuse to use it!
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CKHUAGwB0Kl/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Wesea Foundation 30.12.2020

The entire WeSea team wanted to take a moment to thank you all for the 
tremendous support you have given us this year. There are not enough 
words to describe how amazed and grateful we are for your dedication, 
compassion and generosity. We look forward to seeing what 2021 brings 
our way, and hope you will continue to be by our side for this journey.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CJavVLghMC-/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Wesea Foundation 21.12.2020

Nylon bags are one of the many types of single-use plastics that we use 
in our daily lives. Instead of letting these plastics reach the environment, 
we can incorporate re-usable alternatives.
.
How are you reducing your plastic footprint?
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 01.12.2021

Cleaning the beaches and coastlines helps restore ecosystems and 
protect marine life from entanglement and ingestion. For WeSea, It is also 
a great opportunity to raise awareness of ocean pollution and to inspire 
more people and organizations to take action. 
.
Join WeSea today! Together we can make a difference.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 22.11.2020

Many times we tend to ignore the small bits of junk that seem to blend in 
the background. But this litter represents a serious environmental 
hazard. Straws, cigarette butts, microplastics, and more find their way to 
our oceans and end up being eaten by marine animals.
.
Join WeSea today! Together we can make a difference.
.
.
&  by @guilhembp
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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Wesea Foundation 12.11.2020

Microplastics are small pieces of plastic that are smaller than 5 mm. New 
research suggests that there are more than 14 million tons of these tiny 
plastics at the bottom of the ocean. Can you imagine how many pieces it 
takes to make 14 million tons! +
.
What actions are you taking to help fight the ocean plastic crisis?
.
.
&  by @xx24mikixx
,  By @orev_post
.
.
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Wesea Foundation 23.10.2020

Styrofoam is often used in food packaging, especially as take away 
containers. Certain states in the USA have banned this cheap yet highly 
polluting material in the food industry. Wouldn't it be great to find a more 
sustainable way to order our favorite to-go food without all this plastic?
.
.
&  by @eduardoj9
.
.
#wesea
#openyoureyes
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giliecotrust 02.03.2021

How loud are you shouting about the problems with plastic pollution?? 
- . �

Since the lockdown, we've had to rethink our communications strategies 
to help to educate, inspire and create long-term sustainable changes for 
Gili Trawangan. 

We hardly ever get tourists asking us what we're doing whilst cleaning 
the beach anymore; Or popping in for some plastic-free travel advice or 
an eco-friendly souvenir, let alone the donations from the island dive 
shops that kept our marine conservation projects running.

We've been looking into ways to reach more of our global supporters, 
those who have fallen in love with Gili on their holidays and now are stuck 
waiting for lockdowns to finish,

The latest podcast by the wonderfully insightful @waterwomenpodcast 
features our comms manager @siangilieco and some of the 
environmental impacts of the pandemic (the bad AND the good!) and 
some of the projects we've taken on since we've lost all our volunteers.

You can check it out on Spotify, the link is in our Bio!

&  PC @karolatakesphotos
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CL6UwTTg10V/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

greenseas.trust 18.03.2021

Do you want this informative and striking plastic recycling bin in your local
 town?

We are a non-for-profit charity and every donation we receive goes into
 making these bins and funding other projects to remove harmful plastics
 from our seas *

Use our LinkTree to find out more about the #BinForGreenSeas and how
 you can contact your local council and inform them that you say no to 
plastic pollution / ♀
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greenseas.trust 12.03.2021

Each year, 400 million tonnes of #plastic is produced and 40% of that is 
#singleuse - plastic we'll only use once before it's thrown away.

Is the drinks industry doing enough to reduce single-use plastic?

Find out here 1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56210735
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greenseas.trust 20.01.2021

A small Cornish brewery is doing its bit for the oceans.

The Driftwood Spars Brewery in St Agnes, Cornwall is donating a 
percentage of all profits from its Cove range of beers to Fathoms Free, a
 charity that cleans the seas of discarded nets and other plastic debris 
around the Cornish peninsula.

Read more here ➡  
https://www.inyourarea.co.uk/news/cornish-brewery-raises-cash-for-
ocean-charity-clearing-ghost-nets-and-plastic/

& : @driftwoodsparsbrewery
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greenseas.trust 10.01.2021

It's #FactFriday 3

Did you know 1.56 billion plastic #facemasks ended up in oceans in 
2020?! 4

Dispose of face masks appropriately or invest in a reusable face mask! 
Read more here ➡  
https://www.greenseas.org/blog/disposable-face-coverings-the-cost-to-
our-planet-unmasked/
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peacemuralfoundationmiami 17.03.2021

peacemuralfoundationmiami
#plasticpollution thanks to a diver, this fish is free to swim in our seas for 
another day. Much of our seafood supply is threatened by human 
activities. Please reconsider the effectsof you and your small steps every 
day
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GreenpeacePH 16.03.2021

Plastic found in the deep ocean, microplastic in the food we eat... 
single-use plastic everywhere! . 5 6

We don’t want this and we have to stop it. Join us for the exclusive online
 premiere of #AngHulingPlastic on March 22.

REGISTER for free >> act.gp/ahp322

Swipe ⬅  for the full trailer.
--
Co-presented by Greenpeace Philippines and DepEd Dasmariñas

Narrated by Kapuso TV personalities, @maeybautista and 
@amazingbetong, and directed by @rarivera9

Video 359 6

#breakfreefromplastic #plasticfree 
#documentary #protecttheocean 
#saveourseas

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMe2DpYnHBC/ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

Pocono Heritage Land Trust 16.03.2021

Microplastics have been identified in **100%** of Pennsylvania waters 
tested, including 5 waterways tested in Monroe County, according to a 
recent study published by @PennEnvironment.

What does this mean for the environment, and us?
- Microplastics endanger wildlife (suffocation and starvation)
- Microplastics enter the human body (via food, water, air)
- Microplastics attract pollutants like DDT and heavy metals which exist 
in the environment in trace amounts, delivering these harmful toxins into 
the food chain.
- Microplastics have been found in human fetuses.
- **Current estimates indicate that globally, the average human 
consumes about 1 credit card's worth of plastic per WEEK**.

Where do these microplastics come from?
- Litter along roads and streams
- Landfills (via wind, rain and leaching)
- Burning of plastic, creating airborne particles
- Car tires shedding on roads
- Nurdles (small base material used to create new plastic products - 
millions are lost into the environment each year).
- Synthetic clothing, such as fleece and microfiber (releasing 
microplastics into the water when put through the washing machine - 
which cannot be fully filtered out by wastewater treatment - and into the 
air with general wear and tear).

So what can we do??
- Check our own lifestyles: Eliminate single-use plastics, never litter or 
burn plastic, greatly reduce what we send to the landfill, commit to "slow-
fashion" & non-synthetic fabric choices in our clothes, bedding, etc., and 
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Oceana_PH 16.03.2021

#TurtleTuesday reminder: baby steps count, but to save our marine 
wildlife, we must do more.

5  5 out of 7 sea turtle species in the world can be found in the 
Philippines. Unfortunately, all of them are already endangered and 
threatened with extinction. Besides ingesting plastics, sea turtles now 
have fewer nesting and hatching grounds since our beaches are already 
heavily polluted.

We can save these turtles by helping end plastic pollution in our ocean. It 
is high time that we stop plastic pollution at the source. Demand our 
policy makers to go #DiNaSingle and #breakfreefromplastic by calling for 
the ban on single-use plastics. Join our email blast in the link in our bio.

&  Julian Wiskemann
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Break Free From Plastic 16.03.2021

LOOK: @tzmfr of #breakfreefromplastic member, @iddkp calls out 
corporations for their plastic waste, that are mostly IMPOSSIBLE to 
manage and end up burdening coastal communities.

“Doesn't really matter where this is because it could be anywhere. It is 
already everywhere.

This is a coastline that is cleaned every day. Can you imagine what other 
coastlines, among Indonesia's 17,000 islands, look like?

Can you imagine telling coastal communities to recycle? When the 
machine or value to recycle sachets and cup lids DOESN'T EXIST?

The Ministry of Environment [in Indonesia] has said plastic bags, straws, 
cutleries and sachets will be banned nationwide by 2030. For shame's 
sake, companies, just do it sooner. I can't believe you need a regulation 
to tell you what's the right thing to do.”

SHARE this post and FOLLOW @iddkp to show your support! 8

9 : @tzmfr
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Plastic Free Ibiza 16.03.2021

:  Hoy es el día del Consumo Responsable, y la verdad, aunque 
vayamos avanzando poco a poco, aún estamos lejos de poder 
celebrarlo.
Cada vez somos más los que luchamos por un mundo más sostenible, 
sin embargo, siguen existiendo islas de plástico en los océanos, 
nuestros mares están plagados de residuos y cuando miramos al suelo 
no paramos de encontrar basura por todas partes. 

¿Cómo puedes consumir de manera más responsable? Aquí van 
algunas ideas:

;  Compra local. Es mucho más ecológico comprar producto que se ha
 producido de forma cercana, que comprar un producto que viene de 
muy muy lejos.
Seguro que @ibizaproduce te puede ayudar a encontrar productos de 
consumo local y sostenible. ¡Échale un vistazo!

<  Organiza tu compra. Si planificas qué necesitas es más *más fácil 
comprar cosas que realmente necesitas*.

♻  Reutiliza y reduce. Piensa en la de vida útil de las cosas que ya 
tienes y aprende a rechazar las que supongan un gasto de recursos. 

>  En nuestras manos está cambiar la imagen de nuestras playas.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:  Today is the day of Responsible Consumption, and the truth, 
although we are progressing little by little, we are still far from being able 
to celebrate it.
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 15.03.2021

Onde o "lixo" ganha vida e salga a alma!!!

* ? @ ♻ A ♀

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.02.2021

Transformar com as próprias mãos sempre foi tema por aqui!!!

Seja você a mudança que espera do mundo!!!

B C ✊ E ? @ F -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 29.01.2021

2 gerações separadas por décadas e unidas pelo mesmo propósito, 
transformar com as próprias mãos!!!

É nisso que acreditamos, faça você mesmo!!!

F B C ? @ - ✊ E

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.01.2021

Da série "Humanos e seus estranhos hábitos..." G @ ?

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 14.12.2020

Transformar com as próprias mãos sempre foi tema por aqui!!!

Seja você a mudança que espera do mundo!!!

B ✊ H ? @ F -

9 @swellnobrega
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 08.12.2020

Saudades gigantes dessa energia aglomerativa!!!
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Projeto Desengarrafando Mentes 23.11.2020

Humanos e seus estranhos hábitos...G @ ?

9 @swellnobrega
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Surfriderger 14.02.2021

Ein Leben ohne Plastik - wir alle wissen, wie wichtig das wäre. Aber auch 
nicht immer einfach.

Im Rahmen der “Break the Plastic Wave”-Kampagne erforscht deswegen 
@surfridereurope wie sich der Plastikkonsum im Alltag reduzieren lässt 
und teilt wertvolle Tipps für meeresfreundliche Alternativen.

Im neuesten “Plastic Free Guide” erklärt Surfrider wie sich eine 
nachhaltige Morgenroutine entwickeln lässt. So können wir alle bereits 
bei Tagesanbruch den Ozean schützen * K .

Mehr Infos zur Kampagne findet ihr in unserer Bio.

Schaut auch bei @surfridereurope vorbei und erfahrt mehr über die 
einzelnen Tipps . #breaktheplasticwave
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Surfriderger 11.02.2021

Save the ocean! #
Der Ozean verbindet uns alle, er ist unser geliebtes Terrain und unsere 
Inspiration. ✨  Und das Mindeste, was wir tun können und müssen, ist 
die Meeresumwelt zu schützen und zu bewahren!

Werdet Teil der #weareoneocean Bewegung und unterzeichnet die 
30x30 Petition - zum Schutz von mindestens 30 % unserer Ozeane bis 
2030. %
Den Link zur Petition sowie weitere Informationen findet ihr in der Bio. 
Join the movement! & ✨ !  @wslpure

Video 282 2
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#breakfreefromplastic#protectouroce
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Surfrider 02.03.2021

Even though this year’s [virtual] Coastal Recreation Hill Day will look 
much different than the year's past, we are working harder than ever to 
protect our ocean, waves and beaches. Standing alongside activists, 
ambassadors, and business partners, we will urge our elected officials in
 Washington DC to support critical environmental legislation.

Our third Federal priority in 2021 is reducing plastic pollution. We are 
urging Congress to pass the ‘Break Free From Plastic Pollution Act’—A 
landmark bill that is the first federal proposal to address plastic pollution 
from its production all the way to its disposal.

Please click the link in our bio to join us and take action today!

' ♀ : @leahloves
) : @lieberfilms

Video 3.890 12

#SurfriderHillDay #RisingSeas 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic
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Break Free From Plastic 17.03.2021

The U.S. is ignoring a global ban on plastic waste exports that was 
ratified by more than 180 nations last year. New trade data for January 
shows that the country’s overall scrap plastics exports have risen since 
the Basel Convention went into effect.

“This is our first hard evidence that nobody seems to be paying attention 
to the international law. As soon as the shipments get on the high seas, 
it’s considered illegal trafficking. And the rest of the world has to deal with 
it,” said #breakfreefromplastic changemaker Jim Puckett, Executive 
Director of @baselactionnetwork. Read more in our bio.
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Break Free From Plastic 12.03.2021

Production of new plastic has resulted in an unprecedented level of 
plastic pollution.

Read the article from climate writer Ketan Joshi on how we ended up 
facing a plastic pollution crisis and what the future of plastic looks like.

Story commissioned by @clientearth_. Link in bio.
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Break Free From Plastic 11.03.2021

Check out this interactive story map! #breakfreefromplastic 
changemakers with @fractracker and @algalita created the new 
resource to help explain how fracked gas is converted into plastic, along 
with how the process impacts environmental injustice, human health, and 
climate change.

The project is part of Algalita’s Wayfinder Society, which gives young 
leaders the tools, guidance and network to face the plastic pollution crisis 
and discover new solutions. Learn more in our bio.
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Break Free From Plastic 13.01.2021

There is plastic in your fish.
.
.
.
“Unwanted Evolution” by @bencarterlu
.
#Repost @greenpeaceafrica @greenpeace
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Break Free From Plastic 26.01.2021

A study by #breakfreefromplastic member @ecoton.id reveals that two 
major rivers in Indonesia’s Java Islands have been contaminated by 
microplastics. Tracing both the Bengawan Solo and Brantas rivers, the 
group found microplastics in upstream, middle, and downstream 
segments that could be coming from industrial facilities.

Ecoton says the findings are worrisome as these are sources of water 
used for irrigation and drinking. They also discovered microplastics within 
fish and shellfish that humans consume.

Read the full story through the link in our bio.

@ecoton.id is testing more rivers in Indonesia. Check out their page to 
know how you can join their search and how to help protect their waters.
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Break Free From Plastic 11.11.2020

We're calling on @wholefoods to eliminate all single-use plastic packaging
 from its stores!

#breakfreefromplastic changemakers with @enviroam & @uspirg have 
launched a new campaign urging the company’s CEO John Mackey to 
make a bold, time-bound commitment to reduce its plastic footprint.

Sign the petition in our bio. ☝ +

Video 868 2
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Break Free From Plastic 10.11.2020

To #breakfreefromplastic, it's time to STOP plastic production at the 
source! That's why it's critical to reduce the expansion of petrochemicals, 
which is the first stop of plastic production.

Let's keep the pressure on and STOP INEOS from building a new plastic 
plant in Antwerp, Belgium! #breakfreefromplastic member ClientEarth has 
taken emergency legal action against the petrochemical giant.

Link in bio to read more.
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Break Free From Plastic 09.11.2020

#breakfreefromplastic member, @hannah4change sheds light on 
environmental racism:

“Environmental racism is a term describing the injustice that people of 
color are systematically at higher risk to environmental hazards. These 
hazards occur in lower income communities that are primarily inhabited 
by people of color. This in turn leads to numerous health impacts.”

While corporations continue to produce plastic waste, vulnerable 
communities around the world suffer from the harrowing effects of plastic 
pollution.

WE NEED TO HOLD CORPORATE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE.
#breakfreefromplastic

Image 1.092 17 https://www.instagram.com/p/CHYD0bdHtbL/ 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

Surfrider Pas-de-Calais 21.03.2020

Marre  de  voir  des  déchets  flotter  dans  les  vagues  ?  Fatigué  de  
devoir  interdire  à  votre  chien  de  manger  les  ordures  traînant  sur  le  
 sable  ?  Peut-être  que,  tout  simplement,  la  plage  près  de  chez  
vous  est  votre  endroit  préféré  et  que  vous  faîtes donc en sorte de la 
garder propre. Quelle que soit votre raison, partagez-là ! Prenez part à la 
campagne I COLLECT FOR de Surf rider Europe, pour l’édition 2021 des 
Initiatives Océanes, et célébrez les différentes raisons qui nous motivent 
tous à protéger l’Océan. 
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#environnement 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#breaktheplasticwave
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 21.03.2021

With an approximated 4.9 billion tonnes (4.9 trillion kilograms) of plastic 
waste sitting in landfills or in natural environments such as the ocean, it 
is understandable the search for alternative materials that, in theory, do 
not harm the environment. ,

However, bogus solutions such as biodegradable plastics divert the 
attention from what is most important in the fight against plastic pollution: 
an absolute reduction of plastic production! ❌

It is important to know that these biodegradable plastics will likely end up 
sitting in the landfill for years if not disposed of correctly into facilities that 
put these plastics under the right conditions for quick degradation.

Besides, there is a lot of confusion surrounding bioplastics because the 
term is used to convey different things. Because the different types of 
bioplastic cannot be easily distinguished from oil-based plastic, they often 
end up being mixed when collected for recycling, either in the plastic 
container or in the container for organic waste. This corrupts either the 
recycling process for plastic or the composting process for organic 
material.
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 17.03.2021

Microplastics: small pieces of plastic but a big problem! ‼

They’re in the oceans, on the highest mountains, inside animals, and also 
inside you. Shocking, right?

Their effects on marine life and even on humans aren’t fully clear yet, but 
there is lots of research being done as we speak. In the meantime, here 
are some facts about microplastics that have recently been learned /
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 13.03.2021

Plastics and climate change. Ever wondered if they are connected? 0

We can not ignore plastic production and pollution while talking about 
climate change. They are more connected than you think. Plastic is one 
of the most persistent pollutants on Earth. It's made to last - and it does, 
forever! ,

A report by the Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL) 
concluded that the impact of plastic production on the world's climate this 
year will equate to the output of 189 coal-fired power stations. By 2050, 
when plastic production is expected to have tripled, it will be responsible 
for up to 13% of our planet's total carbon budget - on a par with what 615 
power stations emit.

It’s important that governments put more effort into reaching the climate 
agreements, and therefore also have better and stricter rules when it 
comes to plastic!

SPECIAL REQUEST: If you live in the Netherlands 1 , then join the 
#KlimaatAlarm tomorrow, even if just from home 2  At 15:00 we will all 
ring the Climate Alarm together, in cities, towns, and homes all over the 
country. Or join the LIVE digital protest. #LinkInBIO 3
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 04.02.2021

Let’s share some good news! 3 ⠀

⠀

A deposit on cans? #YesWeCan. It has been decided that starting 
December 31st, 2022, there will be a 15 cents deposit on cans in the 
Netherlands1 ! It is expected that this will reduce the number of littered 
cans in the environment by 70-90% 4  A big win! 5 ⠀

⠀

It took a while for this decision to be made, but we’re happy to see that 
change is coming. Starting July 2021, there will also be a deposit of 15 
cents on small plastic bottles! 6 ⠀

⠀

Do you have a deposit return scheme for cans in your country?
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 26.01.2021

Banks are in part responsible for the plastic pollution crisis ‼

A new report by portfolio.earth finds that banks have provided $1.7 
trillion to 40 companies. That’s what banks do, right? 0  But these 
companies have a significant involvement in the global plastics supply 
chain, including the polymer, packaging, fast-moving consumer goods 
and retail industries.

80% of this funding came from just 20 banks. Therefore, a small number 
of banks are actually creating a lot of environmental harm caused by 
plastic pollution. 7

Banks should acknowledge their responsibility and take action to reduce 
the impact of theirs loans within the plastics value chain! Let's make our 
banks accountable!

Read the full report on the portfolio.earth website 8
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 22.01.2021

From 1 January, shipments of unsorted plastic waste from the EU to non-
OECD countries were banned. New post-Brexit regulations are less strict 
than those imposed by the EU. This has created a ‘loophole’ that will 
allow the UK to continue exporting unsorted plastic waste to developing 
countries.9

Only in September 2020, the UK shipped 7,133 metric tonnes of waste to 
non-OECD countries, including Malaysia, Pakistan, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
and Turkey ‼  They are the 2nd biggest exporters of plastic waste in 
the world, just after the US. It was expected that, after the Brexit, the UK 
would follow the rules decided at the Basel convention, but they have 
failed to adopt rigorous policies.

Once this waste reached these countries, what cannot be recycled will 
end up being illegally burned or dumped in landfills or waterways. 
: Plastic waste will eventually find its way into the ocean.

Now, a UK nine-year-old has started a petition calling on her government 
to stop shipments of plastic waste to developing countries.3  It received 
more than 70,000 signatures in less than a week. Head out to the 
#linkinbio to sign as well! ;
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 17.01.2021

After knowing all that plastic is capable of, is it sensible to build houses 
and schools with it? 0 ⠀

⠀

Plastic waste and lack of housing are a growing problem according to 
the United Nations Human Settlements Program @unhabitat. Worldwide,
 1.6 billion people live in poor houses while 100 million people have no 
roof over their heads at all. <  One of the reasons is that wood and 
other building materials are often scarce and expensive. So, it is a logical
 idea to use the already existing plastic waste for practical applications 
such as building blocks.= ⠀

⠀

These plastic building blocks seem to solve the litter & housing issues but
 hide two risks:⠀
⠀

>  Although plastic waste is disposed of and reused, these blocks, 
unfortunately, do not stop the production of new plastic for packaging or 
other products. We believe that there is now enough plastic globally and 
that strict measures need to be put in place to prevent further escalation 
of plastic production and leakage. ⠀
⠀

>  A rudimentary form of recycling such as this type of building blocks 
has become indispensable. But daily exposure to plastic products or 
materials and the chemicals that go with them is a subject of grave 
concern to us and many scientists around the world. ⠀
⠀

Read our entire position on this subject in the article in #LinkInBio☝
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 12.01.2021

It's never too late to quit plastics! ?

Here are some resolutions for a #plasticfree2021 with which you can 
slowly but surely remove plastics from your life.

Do you have other #plasticfree2021 resolutions? Share them with us in 
the comments @

At Plastic Soup Foundation we are committed to keep fighting plastic 
pollution and bring more awareness to the impact of plastic on our own 
health. Check out the #linkinbio to learn more about what we plan to do in 
2021 and beyond!
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 08.01.2021

Are you ready to meet the winner of the first-ever Young Plastic Pollution 
Challenge? A A A  #YPPC2021

Many Congratulations to BioMaas! B  The Maastricht student team won 
the challenge with their idea to develop compostable biomaterials from 
organic waste, which can be turned into useful products that replace 
single-use plastics. We wish you success in developing your project! 3  
Follow their work at @preciousplasticmaas.

We would also love to congratulate Green Healthcare and MAPP for 
being the 1st & 2nd runner ups C

Green Healthcare wishes to start educating hospitals about the 
possibilities of reducing their #plasticfootprint safely & helping the staff 
by offering a kind of starter package. D

MAPP is a student team that will develop so-called swarm-bots: swarms 
of robots that can inspect large areas for litter and collect relevant 
data.E

You can read more about the event and the winning ideas in the #linkinbio
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oneearthoneocean 25.03.2021

The SeeHamster in Cairo is in action F 

The SeeHamster was constructed in only 4 weeks! Just a few days ago, 
the catamaran was inaugurated by the Minister of Environment himself. 
The boat is now fully operational - even the Prime Minister sent his 
congratulations! So excited to really get going on the Nile!
_____________
Der SeeHamster in Kairo ist im Einsatz F .

Der SeeHamster wurde in nur 4 Wochen gebaut! Erst vor wenigen Tagen 
wurde der Katamaran vom Umweltminister eingeweiht. Das Boot ist nun 
voll einsatzfähig - sogar der Premierminister schickte seine 
Glückwünsche! Wir freuen uns, dass es jetzt richtig losgeht auf dem Nil!
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oneearthoneocean 06.03.2021

Our team in Cambodia is regularly in action G 

Our long-term goal is to clean the entire Mekong River in Cambodia. For 
this purpose, oeoo is working out a suitable concept together with partner 
NGOs, friends and supporters. From cleaning projects, training, lectures, 
recycling, sorting to whole new concepts.
__________
Unser Team in Kambodscha ist regelmäßig im Einsatz G 

Unser langfristiges Ziel ist es, den gesamten Mekong-Fluss in 
Kambodscha zu reinigen. Dazu erarbeiten wir gemeinsam mit der 
Partner-NGOs sowie Freunden und Unterstützern vor Ort ein geeignetes 
Konzept.

Von Reinigungsprojekten, Schulungen, Vorträgen, Recycling, Sortierung 
bis hin zu ganz neuen Konzepten.
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oneearthoneocean 25.02.2021

The oceans give us life, we give them plastic H 

What's one thing you'll do to protect the oceans in 2021?

I  Guanabara Bay Rio
______________

Die Ozeane geben uns Leben, wir geben ihnen Plastik H 

Was ist eine Sache, die du 2021 tun wirst, um die Ozeane zu schützen?
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oneearthoneocean 02.12.2020

Brand new 4  The #SeeHamsters optimized conveyor belt!

The industrial metropolis Bekasi has around 3 million inhabitants and is 
located in one of the areas with the highest environmental pollution in 
Indonesia.
We can't wait for our new SeeHamster to get startet there very soon!

P.S.: Keep your fingers crossed for tomorrow ✌ , because the 
ceremony for the German Sustainability Award will take place on 
December 3rd & 4th! We are really excited G 4 �
_____________
Brand neu 4  der SeeHamster erstmals mit einem neumodernen 
Förderband!

Die Industriemetropole Bekasi hat rund 3 Mio Einwohner und liegt in einer
 der Gegenden mit der höchsten Umweltverschmutzung Indonesiens.
Unser SeeHamster kommt dort ganz bald zum Einsatz!

P.S.: Morgen heißt es Daumen drücken ✌ , denn am 03. & 04.12. findet 
die Preisverleihung vom Deutschen Nachhaltigkeitspreis statt! Wir sind 
schon ganz aufgeregt G 4 �
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Surfriderger 14.02.2021

Ein Leben ohne Plastik - wir alle wissen, wie wichtig das wäre. Aber auch 
nicht immer einfach.

Im Rahmen der “Break the Plastic Wave”-Kampagne erforscht deswegen 
@surfridereurope wie sich der Plastikkonsum im Alltag reduzieren lässt 
und teilt wertvolle Tipps für meeresfreundliche Alternativen.

Im neuesten “Plastic Free Guide” erklärt Surfrider wie sich eine 
nachhaltige Morgenroutine entwickeln lässt. So können wir alle bereits 
bei Tagesanbruch den Ozean schützen ! " .

Mehr Infos zur Kampagne findet ihr in unserer Bio.

Schaut auch bei @surfridereurope vorbei und erfahrt mehr über die 
einzelnen Tipps . #breaktheplasticwave
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Surfriderger 11.02.2021

Save the ocean! #
Der Ozean verbindet uns alle, er ist unser geliebtes Terrain und unsere 
Inspiration. ✨  Und das Mindeste, was wir tun können und müssen, ist 
die Meeresumwelt zu schützen und zu bewahren!

Werdet Teil der #weareoneocean Bewegung und unterzeichnet die 
30x30 Petition - zum Schutz von mindestens 30 % unserer Ozeane bis 
2030. %
Den Link zur Petition sowie weitere Informationen findet ihr in der Bio. 
Join the movement! & ✨ !  @wslpure

Video 282 2

#wearesurfriderEurope #surfriderGer 
#marinelife 
#breakfreefromplastic#protectouroce
ans #oceanlife
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Surfrider 02.03.2021

Even though this year’s [virtual] Coastal Recreation Hill Day will look 
much different than the year's past, we are working harder than ever to 
protect our ocean, waves and beaches. Standing alongside activists, 
ambassadors, and business partners, we will urge our elected officials in
 Washington DC to support critical environmental legislation.

Our third Federal priority in 2021 is reducing plastic pollution. We are 
urging Congress to pass the ‘Break Free From Plastic Pollution Act’—A 
landmark bill that is the first federal proposal to address plastic pollution 
from its production all the way to its disposal.

Please click the link in our bio to join us and take action today!

' ♀ : @leahloves
) : @lieberfilms

Video 3.890 12

#SurfriderHillDay #RisingSeas 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic
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Break Free From Plastic 17.03.2021

The U.S. is ignoring a global ban on plastic waste exports that was 
ratified by more than 180 nations last year. New trade data for January 
shows that the country’s overall scrap plastics exports have risen since 
the Basel Convention went into effect.

“This is our first hard evidence that nobody seems to be paying attention 
to the international law. As soon as the shipments get on the high seas, 
it’s considered illegal trafficking. And the rest of the world has to deal with 
it,” said #breakfreefromplastic changemaker Jim Puckett, Executive 
Director of @baselactionnetwork. Read more in our bio.
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Break Free From Plastic 12.03.2021

Production of new plastic has resulted in an unprecedented level of 
plastic pollution.

Read the article from climate writer Ketan Joshi on how we ended up 
facing a plastic pollution crisis and what the future of plastic looks like.

Story commissioned by @clientearth_. Link in bio.
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Break Free From Plastic 11.03.2021

Check out this interactive story map! #breakfreefromplastic 
changemakers with @fractracker and @algalita created the new 
resource to help explain how fracked gas is converted into plastic, along 
with how the process impacts environmental injustice, human health, and 
climate change.

The project is part of Algalita’s Wayfinder Society, which gives young 
leaders the tools, guidance and network to face the plastic pollution crisis 
and discover new solutions. Learn more in our bio.
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Break Free From Plastic 13.01.2021

There is plastic in your fish.
.
.
.
“Unwanted Evolution” by @bencarterlu
.
#Repost @greenpeaceafrica @greenpeace
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Break Free From Plastic 26.01.2021

A study by #breakfreefromplastic member @ecoton.id reveals that two 
major rivers in Indonesia’s Java Islands have been contaminated by 
microplastics. Tracing both the Bengawan Solo and Brantas rivers, the 
group found microplastics in upstream, middle, and downstream 
segments that could be coming from industrial facilities.

Ecoton says the findings are worrisome as these are sources of water 
used for irrigation and drinking. They also discovered microplastics within 
fish and shellfish that humans consume.

Read the full story through the link in our bio.

@ecoton.id is testing more rivers in Indonesia. Check out their page to 
know how you can join their search and how to help protect their waters.
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#GoForZeroWaste
#2021StopMakanPlastik
#2021StopEatingPlastic
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Break Free From Plastic 11.11.2020

We're calling on @wholefoods to eliminate all single-use plastic packaging
 from its stores!

#breakfreefromplastic changemakers with @enviroam & @uspirg have 
launched a new campaign urging the company’s CEO John Mackey to 
make a bold, time-bound commitment to reduce its plastic footprint.

Sign the petition in our bio. ☝ +

Video 868 2

#planetoverplastic 
#noexcuseforsingleuse 
#plasticwaste #plasticpollution 
#protectourplanet 
#corporateaccountability 
#dontbuythegreenwash
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Break Free From Plastic 10.11.2020

To #breakfreefromplastic, it's time to STOP plastic production at the 
source! That's why it's critical to reduce the expansion of petrochemicals, 
which is the first stop of plastic production.

Let's keep the pressure on and STOP INEOS from building a new plastic 
plant in Antwerp, Belgium! #breakfreefromplastic member ClientEarth has 
taken emergency legal action against the petrochemical giant.

Link in bio to read more.
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Break Free From Plastic 09.11.2020

#breakfreefromplastic member, @hannah4change sheds light on 
environmental racism:

“Environmental racism is a term describing the injustice that people of 
color are systematically at higher risk to environmental hazards. These 
hazards occur in lower income communities that are primarily inhabited 
by people of color. This in turn leads to numerous health impacts.”

While corporations continue to produce plastic waste, vulnerable 
communities around the world suffer from the harrowing effects of plastic 
pollution.

WE NEED TO HOLD CORPORATE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE.
#breakfreefromplastic
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Surfrider Pas-de-Calais 21.03.2020

Marre  de  voir  des  déchets  flotter  dans  les  vagues  ?  Fatigué  de  
devoir  interdire  à  votre  chien  de  manger  les  ordures  traînant  sur  le  
 sable  ?  Peut-être  que,  tout  simplement,  la  plage  près  de  chez  
vous  est  votre  endroit  préféré  et  que  vous  faîtes donc en sorte de la 
garder propre. Quelle que soit votre raison, partagez-là ! Prenez part à la 
campagne I COLLECT FOR de Surf rider Europe, pour l’édition 2021 des 
Initiatives Océanes, et célébrez les différentes raisons qui nous motivent 
tous à protéger l’Océan. 
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#OceanInitiatives #ecologie 
#environnement 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#breaktheplasticwave
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 21.03.2021

With an approximated 4.9 billion tonnes (4.9 trillion kilograms) of plastic 
waste sitting in landfills or in natural environments such as the ocean, it 
is understandable the search for alternative materials that, in theory, do 
not harm the environment. ,

However, bogus solutions such as biodegradable plastics divert the 
attention from what is most important in the fight against plastic pollution: 
an absolute reduction of plastic production! ❌

It is important to know that these biodegradable plastics will likely end up 
sitting in the landfill for years if not disposed of correctly into facilities that 
put these plastics under the right conditions for quick degradation.

Besides, there is a lot of confusion surrounding bioplastics because the 
term is used to convey different things. Because the different types of 
bioplastic cannot be easily distinguished from oil-based plastic, they often 
end up being mixed when collected for recycling, either in the plastic 
container or in the container for organic waste. This corrupts either the 
recycling process for plastic or the composting process for organic 
material.
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 17.03.2021

Microplastics: small pieces of plastic but a big problem! ‼

They’re in the oceans, on the highest mountains, inside animals, and also 
inside you. Shocking, right?

Their effects on marine life and even on humans aren’t fully clear yet, but 
there is lots of research being done as we speak. In the meantime, here 
are some facts about microplastics that have recently been learned /
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 13.03.2021

Plastics and climate change. Ever wondered if they are connected? 0

We can not ignore plastic production and pollution while talking about 
climate change. They are more connected than you think. Plastic is one 
of the most persistent pollutants on Earth. It's made to last - and it does, 
forever! ,

A report by the Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL) 
concluded that the impact of plastic production on the world's climate this 
year will equate to the output of 189 coal-fired power stations. By 2050, 
when plastic production is expected to have tripled, it will be responsible 
for up to 13% of our planet's total carbon budget - on a par with what 615 
power stations emit.

It’s important that governments put more effort into reaching the climate 
agreements, and therefore also have better and stricter rules when it 
comes to plastic!

SPECIAL REQUEST: If you live in the Netherlands 1 , then join the 
#KlimaatAlarm tomorrow, even if just from home 2  At 15:00 we will all 
ring the Climate Alarm together, in cities, towns, and homes all over the 
country. Or join the LIVE digital protest. #LinkInBIO 3
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 04.02.2021

Let’s share some good news! 3 ⠀

⠀

A deposit on cans? #YesWeCan. It has been decided that starting 
December 31st, 2022, there will be a 15 cents deposit on cans in the 
Netherlands1 ! It is expected that this will reduce the number of littered 
cans in the environment by 70-90% 4  A big win! 5 ⠀

⠀

It took a while for this decision to be made, but we’re happy to see that 
change is coming. Starting July 2021, there will also be a deposit of 15 
cents on small plastic bottles! 6 ⠀

⠀

Do you have a deposit return scheme for cans in your country?
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 26.01.2021

Banks are in part responsible for the plastic pollution crisis ‼

A new report by portfolio.earth finds that banks have provided $1.7 
trillion to 40 companies. That’s what banks do, right? 0  But these 
companies have a significant involvement in the global plastics supply 
chain, including the polymer, packaging, fast-moving consumer goods 
and retail industries.

80% of this funding came from just 20 banks. Therefore, a small number 
of banks are actually creating a lot of environmental harm caused by 
plastic pollution. 7

Banks should acknowledge their responsibility and take action to reduce 
the impact of theirs loans within the plastics value chain! Let's make our 
banks accountable!

Read the full report on the portfolio.earth website 8
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 22.01.2021

From 1 January, shipments of unsorted plastic waste from the EU to non-
OECD countries were banned. New post-Brexit regulations are less strict 
than those imposed by the EU. This has created a ‘loophole’ that will 
allow the UK to continue exporting unsorted plastic waste to developing 
countries.9

Only in September 2020, the UK shipped 7,133 metric tonnes of waste to 
non-OECD countries, including Malaysia, Pakistan, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
and Turkey ‼  They are the 2nd biggest exporters of plastic waste in 
the world, just after the US. It was expected that, after the Brexit, the UK 
would follow the rules decided at the Basel convention, but they have 
failed to adopt rigorous policies.

Once this waste reached these countries, what cannot be recycled will 
end up being illegally burned or dumped in landfills or waterways. 
: Plastic waste will eventually find its way into the ocean.

Now, a UK nine-year-old has started a petition calling on her government 
to stop shipments of plastic waste to developing countries.3  It received 
more than 70,000 signatures in less than a week. Head out to the 
#linkinbio to sign as well! ;
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 17.01.2021

After knowing all that plastic is capable of, is it sensible to build houses 
and schools with it? 0 ⠀

⠀

Plastic waste and lack of housing are a growing problem according to 
the United Nations Human Settlements Program @unhabitat. Worldwide,
 1.6 billion people live in poor houses while 100 million people have no 
roof over their heads at all. <  One of the reasons is that wood and 
other building materials are often scarce and expensive. So, it is a logical
 idea to use the already existing plastic waste for practical applications 
such as building blocks.= ⠀

⠀

These plastic building blocks seem to solve the litter & housing issues but
 hide two risks:⠀
⠀

>  Although plastic waste is disposed of and reused, these blocks, 
unfortunately, do not stop the production of new plastic for packaging or 
other products. We believe that there is now enough plastic globally and 
that strict measures need to be put in place to prevent further escalation 
of plastic production and leakage. ⠀
⠀

>  A rudimentary form of recycling such as this type of building blocks 
has become indispensable. But daily exposure to plastic products or 
materials and the chemicals that go with them is a subject of grave 
concern to us and many scientists around the world. ⠀
⠀

Read our entire position on this subject in the article in #LinkInBio☝
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 12.01.2021

It's never too late to quit plastics! ?

Here are some resolutions for a #plasticfree2021 with which you can 
slowly but surely remove plastics from your life.

Do you have other #plasticfree2021 resolutions? Share them with us in 
the comments @

At Plastic Soup Foundation we are committed to keep fighting plastic 
pollution and bring more awareness to the impact of plastic on our own 
health. Check out the #linkinbio to learn more about what we plan to do in 
2021 and beyond!
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 08.01.2021

Are you ready to meet the winner of the first-ever Young Plastic Pollution 
Challenge? A A A  #YPPC2021

Many Congratulations to BioMaas! B  The Maastricht student team won 
the challenge with their idea to develop compostable biomaterials from 
organic waste, which can be turned into useful products that replace 
single-use plastics. We wish you success in developing your project! 3  
Follow their work at @preciousplasticmaas.

We would also love to congratulate Green Healthcare and MAPP for 
being the 1st & 2nd runner ups C

Green Healthcare wishes to start educating hospitals about the 
possibilities of reducing their #plasticfootprint safely & helping the staff 
by offering a kind of starter package. D

MAPP is a student team that will develop so-called swarm-bots: swarms 
of robots that can inspect large areas for litter and collect relevant 
data.E

You can read more about the event and the winning ideas in the #linkinbio
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oneearthoneocean 25.03.2021

The SeeHamster in Cairo is in action F 

The SeeHamster was constructed in only 4 weeks! Just a few days ago, 
the catamaran was inaugurated by the Minister of Environment himself. 
The boat is now fully operational - even the Prime Minister sent his 
congratulations! So excited to really get going on the Nile!
_____________
Der SeeHamster in Kairo ist im Einsatz F .

Der SeeHamster wurde in nur 4 Wochen gebaut! Erst vor wenigen Tagen 
wurde der Katamaran vom Umweltminister eingeweiht. Das Boot ist nun 
voll einsatzfähig - sogar der Premierminister schickte seine 
Glückwünsche! Wir freuen uns, dass es jetzt richtig losgeht auf dem Nil!
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oneearthoneocean 06.03.2021

Our team in Cambodia is regularly in action G 

Our long-term goal is to clean the entire Mekong River in Cambodia. For 
this purpose, oeoo is working out a suitable concept together with partner 
NGOs, friends and supporters. From cleaning projects, training, lectures, 
recycling, sorting to whole new concepts.
__________
Unser Team in Kambodscha ist regelmäßig im Einsatz G 

Unser langfristiges Ziel ist es, den gesamten Mekong-Fluss in 
Kambodscha zu reinigen. Dazu erarbeiten wir gemeinsam mit der 
Partner-NGOs sowie Freunden und Unterstützern vor Ort ein geeignetes 
Konzept.

Von Reinigungsprojekten, Schulungen, Vorträgen, Recycling, Sortierung 
bis hin zu ganz neuen Konzepten.
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oneearthoneocean 25.02.2021

The oceans give us life, we give them plastic H 

What's one thing you'll do to protect the oceans in 2021?

I  Guanabara Bay Rio
______________

Die Ozeane geben uns Leben, wir geben ihnen Plastik H 

Was ist eine Sache, die du 2021 tun wirst, um die Ozeane zu schützen?
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oneearthoneocean 02.12.2020

Brand new 4  The #SeeHamsters optimized conveyor belt!

The industrial metropolis Bekasi has around 3 million inhabitants and is 
located in one of the areas with the highest environmental pollution in 
Indonesia.
We can't wait for our new SeeHamster to get startet there very soon!

P.S.: Keep your fingers crossed for tomorrow ✌ , because the 
ceremony for the German Sustainability Award will take place on 
December 3rd & 4th! We are really excited G 4 �
_____________
Brand neu 4  der SeeHamster erstmals mit einem neumodernen 
Förderband!

Die Industriemetropole Bekasi hat rund 3 Mio Einwohner und liegt in einer
 der Gegenden mit der höchsten Umweltverschmutzung Indonesiens.
Unser SeeHamster kommt dort ganz bald zum Einsatz!

P.S.: Morgen heißt es Daumen drücken ✌ , denn am 03. & 04.12. findet 
die Preisverleihung vom Deutschen Nachhaltigkeitspreis statt! Wir sind 
schon ganz aufgeregt G 4 �
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Appendix II – Interviews 
 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
My name is Imogen Kuetgens and I am studying New Media & Digital Culture at Utrecht University. 
Currently, I am writing my master thesis that deals with the influence of Instagram on communicating 
the risk of ocean plastics by focussing on organizations that follow the #breakfreefromplastic 
movement. 
 
To research this topic, I am carrying out a critical discourse analysis on Instagram posts. Based on 
individually selected criteria, your organization takes part in my study. This is the reason why I would 
like to ask you some questions to make my research more valuable. 
 
The foundation of the following questions builds up on risk communication theories and Instagram 
strategies. By answering them, I would like to get an impression of how you position Instagram in your 
communication strategy and why it is or is not important for transmitting your message to the 
community. 
 
1. Do you follow certain guidelines when communicating about the risk of ocean plastics on social 
media? 
 
2. Do you think it makes a difference to support movements like #breakfreefromplastic on social 
media? 
 
3. How do you assess the influence of Instagram on your communication strategies? 
 
You can answer the questions via email, Zoom, or phone until the 11th of April. I appreciate your 
interest in supporting my thesis and therefore I would like to share my results with you. Please let me 
know if you would like to receive a summary at the end of the research process. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to answer the questions and if you want a call via phone or Zoom, I am 
looking forward to organizing a meeting.  
 
I wish you and your organization great success with stopping plastic pollution and cleaning our 
oceans! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Imogen Kuetgens 
Email: i.m.kuetgens@students.uu.nl 
Phone: +49 15152532309 
 

Surfriderger 14.02.2021

Ein Leben ohne Plastik - wir alle wissen, wie wichtig das wäre. Aber auch 
nicht immer einfach.

Im Rahmen der “Break the Plastic Wave”-Kampagne erforscht deswegen 
@surfridereurope wie sich der Plastikkonsum im Alltag reduzieren lässt 
und teilt wertvolle Tipps für meeresfreundliche Alternativen.

Im neuesten “Plastic Free Guide” erklärt Surfrider wie sich eine 
nachhaltige Morgenroutine entwickeln lässt. So können wir alle bereits 
bei Tagesanbruch den Ozean schützen ! " .

Mehr Infos zur Kampagne findet ihr in unserer Bio.

Schaut auch bei @surfridereurope vorbei und erfahrt mehr über die 
einzelnen Tipps . #breaktheplasticwave

Image 30

#wearesurfriderEurope #surfriderGer 
#cleanup #lessplastic 
#safethefishies#clearwaters 
#keeptheoceanblue #zerowaste 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#plasticfreeforthesea #microplastic 
#protectouroceans #umweltschutz

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMZpMBXnx3H/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Surfriderger 11.02.2021

Save the ocean! #
Der Ozean verbindet uns alle, er ist unser geliebtes Terrain und unsere 
Inspiration. ✨  Und das Mindeste, was wir tun können und müssen, ist 
die Meeresumwelt zu schützen und zu bewahren!

Werdet Teil der #weareoneocean Bewegung und unterzeichnet die 
30x30 Petition - zum Schutz von mindestens 30 % unserer Ozeane bis 
2030. %
Den Link zur Petition sowie weitere Informationen findet ihr in der Bio. 
Join the movement! & ✨ !  @wslpure

Video 282 2

#wearesurfriderEurope #surfriderGer 
#marinelife 
#breakfreefromplastic#protectouroce
ans #oceanlife

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLKuG1lqhQz/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

Surfrider 02.03.2021

Even though this year’s [virtual] Coastal Recreation Hill Day will look 
much different than the year's past, we are working harder than ever to 
protect our ocean, waves and beaches. Standing alongside activists, 
ambassadors, and business partners, we will urge our elected officials in
 Washington DC to support critical environmental legislation.

Our third Federal priority in 2021 is reducing plastic pollution. We are 
urging Congress to pass the ‘Break Free From Plastic Pollution Act’—A 
landmark bill that is the first federal proposal to address plastic pollution 
from its production all the way to its disposal.

Please click the link in our bio to join us and take action today!

' ♀ : @leahloves
) : @lieberfilms

Video 3.890 12

#SurfriderHillDay #RisingSeas 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL7P4hCJ0mk/ 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

Break Free From Plastic 17.03.2021

The U.S. is ignoring a global ban on plastic waste exports that was 
ratified by more than 180 nations last year. New trade data for January 
shows that the country’s overall scrap plastics exports have risen since 
the Basel Convention went into effect.

“This is our first hard evidence that nobody seems to be paying attention 
to the international law. As soon as the shipments get on the high seas, 
it’s considered illegal trafficking. And the rest of the world has to deal with 
it,” said #breakfreefromplastic changemaker Jim Puckett, Executive 
Director of @baselactionnetwork. Read more in our bio.
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#stopdumpingplastic #plasticwaste 
#plasticpollutes #baselconvention 
#storyofplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMfLI4MHm3t/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Break Free From Plastic 12.03.2021

Production of new plastic has resulted in an unprecedented level of 
plastic pollution.

Read the article from climate writer Ketan Joshi on how we ended up 
facing a plastic pollution crisis and what the future of plastic looks like.

Story commissioned by @clientearth_. Link in bio.
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#breakfreefromplastic 
#plasticpollutes #wechoosereuse 
#climateactionnow

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMU7T1Zh-Nh/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

Break Free From Plastic 11.03.2021

Check out this interactive story map! #breakfreefromplastic 
changemakers with @fractracker and @algalita created the new 
resource to help explain how fracked gas is converted into plastic, along 
with how the process impacts environmental injustice, human health, and 
climate change.

The project is part of Algalita’s Wayfinder Society, which gives young 
leaders the tools, guidance and network to face the plastic pollution crisis 
and discover new solutions. Learn more in our bio.
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#WayfinderSociety #fracking 
#frackedplastics #toxicplastics 
#environmentaljustice #climatejustice 
#climateactionnow 
#keepitintheground 
#stopplasticproduction

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSDJ78MR4J/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

Break Free From Plastic 13.01.2021

There is plastic in your fish.
.
.
.
“Unwanted Evolution” by @bencarterlu
.
#Repost @greenpeaceafrica @greenpeace
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Break Free From Plastic 26.01.2021

A study by #breakfreefromplastic member @ecoton.id reveals that two 
major rivers in Indonesia’s Java Islands have been contaminated by 
microplastics. Tracing both the Bengawan Solo and Brantas rivers, the 
group found microplastics in upstream, middle, and downstream 
segments that could be coming from industrial facilities.

Ecoton says the findings are worrisome as these are sources of water 
used for irrigation and drinking. They also discovered microplastics within 
fish and shellfish that humans consume.

Read the full story through the link in our bio.

@ecoton.id is testing more rivers in Indonesia. Check out their page to 
know how you can join their search and how to help protect their waters.
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#GoForZeroWaste
#2021StopMakanPlastik
#2021StopEatingPlastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CKf0_QYn7_9/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

Break Free From Plastic 11.11.2020

We're calling on @wholefoods to eliminate all single-use plastic packaging
 from its stores!

#breakfreefromplastic changemakers with @enviroam & @uspirg have 
launched a new campaign urging the company’s CEO John Mackey to 
make a bold, time-bound commitment to reduce its plastic footprint.

Sign the petition in our bio. ☝ +

Video 868 2

#planetoverplastic 
#noexcuseforsingleuse 
#plasticwaste #plasticpollution 
#protectourplanet 
#corporateaccountability 
#dontbuythegreenwash

https://www.instagram.com/p/CHdrlDOlmJV/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

Break Free From Plastic 10.11.2020

To #breakfreefromplastic, it's time to STOP plastic production at the 
source! That's why it's critical to reduce the expansion of petrochemicals, 
which is the first stop of plastic production.

Let's keep the pressure on and STOP INEOS from building a new plastic 
plant in Antwerp, Belgium! #breakfreefromplastic member ClientEarth has 
taken emergency legal action against the petrochemical giant.

Link in bio to read more.
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#climatecrisis #climatechange 
#plasticpollutes #stopplasticpollution 
#drowninginplastic
#protectourplanet

https://www.instagram.com/p/CHab6ItqCIJ/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Break Free From Plastic 09.11.2020

#breakfreefromplastic member, @hannah4change sheds light on 
environmental racism:

“Environmental racism is a term describing the injustice that people of 
color are systematically at higher risk to environmental hazards. These 
hazards occur in lower income communities that are primarily inhabited 
by people of color. This in turn leads to numerous health impacts.”

While corporations continue to produce plastic waste, vulnerable 
communities around the world suffer from the harrowing effects of plastic 
pollution.

WE NEED TO HOLD CORPORATE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE.
#breakfreefromplastic

Image 1.092 17 https://www.instagram.com/p/CHYD0bdHtbL/ 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

Surfrider Pas-de-Calais 21.03.2020

Marre  de  voir  des  déchets  flotter  dans  les  vagues  ?  Fatigué  de  
devoir  interdire  à  votre  chien  de  manger  les  ordures  traînant  sur  le  
 sable  ?  Peut-être  que,  tout  simplement,  la  plage  près  de  chez  
vous  est  votre  endroit  préféré  et  que  vous  faîtes donc en sorte de la 
garder propre. Quelle que soit votre raison, partagez-là ! Prenez part à la 
campagne I COLLECT FOR de Surf rider Europe, pour l’édition 2021 des 
Initiatives Océanes, et célébrez les différentes raisons qui nous motivent 
tous à protéger l’Océan. 
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#OceanInitiatives #ecologie 
#environnement 
#breakfreefromplastic 
#breaktheplasticwave

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMrYvjUhywA/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

The Plastic Soup Foundation 21.03.2021

With an approximated 4.9 billion tonnes (4.9 trillion kilograms) of plastic 
waste sitting in landfills or in natural environments such as the ocean, it 
is understandable the search for alternative materials that, in theory, do 
not harm the environment. ,

However, bogus solutions such as biodegradable plastics divert the 
attention from what is most important in the fight against plastic pollution: 
an absolute reduction of plastic production! ❌

It is important to know that these biodegradable plastics will likely end up 
sitting in the landfill for years if not disposed of correctly into facilities that 
put these plastics under the right conditions for quick degradation.

Besides, there is a lot of confusion surrounding bioplastics because the 
term is used to convey different things. Because the different types of 
bioplastic cannot be easily distinguished from oil-based plastic, they often 
end up being mixed when collected for recycling, either in the plastic 
container or in the container for organic waste. This corrupts either the 
recycling process for plastic or the composting process for organic 
material.
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 17.03.2021

Microplastics: small pieces of plastic but a big problem! ‼

They’re in the oceans, on the highest mountains, inside animals, and also 
inside you. Shocking, right?

Their effects on marine life and even on humans aren’t fully clear yet, but 
there is lots of research being done as we speak. In the meantime, here 
are some facts about microplastics that have recently been learned /
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 13.03.2021

Plastics and climate change. Ever wondered if they are connected? 0

We can not ignore plastic production and pollution while talking about 
climate change. They are more connected than you think. Plastic is one 
of the most persistent pollutants on Earth. It's made to last - and it does, 
forever! ,

A report by the Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL) 
concluded that the impact of plastic production on the world's climate this 
year will equate to the output of 189 coal-fired power stations. By 2050, 
when plastic production is expected to have tripled, it will be responsible 
for up to 13% of our planet's total carbon budget - on a par with what 615 
power stations emit.

It’s important that governments put more effort into reaching the climate 
agreements, and therefore also have better and stricter rules when it 
comes to plastic!

SPECIAL REQUEST: If you live in the Netherlands 1 , then join the 
#KlimaatAlarm tomorrow, even if just from home 2  At 15:00 we will all 
ring the Climate Alarm together, in cities, towns, and homes all over the 
country. Or join the LIVE digital protest. #LinkInBIO 3
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 04.02.2021

Let’s share some good news! 3 ⠀

⠀

A deposit on cans? #YesWeCan. It has been decided that starting 
December 31st, 2022, there will be a 15 cents deposit on cans in the 
Netherlands1 ! It is expected that this will reduce the number of littered 
cans in the environment by 70-90% 4  A big win! 5 ⠀

⠀

It took a while for this decision to be made, but we’re happy to see that 
change is coming. Starting July 2021, there will also be a deposit of 15 
cents on small plastic bottles! 6 ⠀

⠀

Do you have a deposit return scheme for cans in your country?
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 26.01.2021

Banks are in part responsible for the plastic pollution crisis ‼

A new report by portfolio.earth finds that banks have provided $1.7 
trillion to 40 companies. That’s what banks do, right? 0  But these 
companies have a significant involvement in the global plastics supply 
chain, including the polymer, packaging, fast-moving consumer goods 
and retail industries.

80% of this funding came from just 20 banks. Therefore, a small number 
of banks are actually creating a lot of environmental harm caused by 
plastic pollution. 7

Banks should acknowledge their responsibility and take action to reduce 
the impact of theirs loans within the plastics value chain! Let's make our 
banks accountable!

Read the full report on the portfolio.earth website 8
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 22.01.2021

From 1 January, shipments of unsorted plastic waste from the EU to non-
OECD countries were banned. New post-Brexit regulations are less strict 
than those imposed by the EU. This has created a ‘loophole’ that will 
allow the UK to continue exporting unsorted plastic waste to developing 
countries.9

Only in September 2020, the UK shipped 7,133 metric tonnes of waste to 
non-OECD countries, including Malaysia, Pakistan, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
and Turkey ‼  They are the 2nd biggest exporters of plastic waste in 
the world, just after the US. It was expected that, after the Brexit, the UK 
would follow the rules decided at the Basel convention, but they have 
failed to adopt rigorous policies.

Once this waste reached these countries, what cannot be recycled will 
end up being illegally burned or dumped in landfills or waterways. 
: Plastic waste will eventually find its way into the ocean.

Now, a UK nine-year-old has started a petition calling on her government 
to stop shipments of plastic waste to developing countries.3  It received 
more than 70,000 signatures in less than a week. Head out to the 
#linkinbio to sign as well! ;
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 17.01.2021

After knowing all that plastic is capable of, is it sensible to build houses 
and schools with it? 0 ⠀

⠀

Plastic waste and lack of housing are a growing problem according to 
the United Nations Human Settlements Program @unhabitat. Worldwide,
 1.6 billion people live in poor houses while 100 million people have no 
roof over their heads at all. <  One of the reasons is that wood and 
other building materials are often scarce and expensive. So, it is a logical
 idea to use the already existing plastic waste for practical applications 
such as building blocks.= ⠀

⠀

These plastic building blocks seem to solve the litter & housing issues but
 hide two risks:⠀
⠀

>  Although plastic waste is disposed of and reused, these blocks, 
unfortunately, do not stop the production of new plastic for packaging or 
other products. We believe that there is now enough plastic globally and 
that strict measures need to be put in place to prevent further escalation 
of plastic production and leakage. ⠀
⠀

>  A rudimentary form of recycling such as this type of building blocks 
has become indispensable. But daily exposure to plastic products or 
materials and the chemicals that go with them is a subject of grave 
concern to us and many scientists around the world. ⠀
⠀

Read our entire position on this subject in the article in #LinkInBio☝
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 12.01.2021

It's never too late to quit plastics! ?

Here are some resolutions for a #plasticfree2021 with which you can 
slowly but surely remove plastics from your life.

Do you have other #plasticfree2021 resolutions? Share them with us in 
the comments @

At Plastic Soup Foundation we are committed to keep fighting plastic 
pollution and bring more awareness to the impact of plastic on our own 
health. Check out the #linkinbio to learn more about what we plan to do in 
2021 and beyond!
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The Plastic Soup Foundation 08.01.2021

Are you ready to meet the winner of the first-ever Young Plastic Pollution 
Challenge? A A A  #YPPC2021

Many Congratulations to BioMaas! B  The Maastricht student team won 
the challenge with their idea to develop compostable biomaterials from 
organic waste, which can be turned into useful products that replace 
single-use plastics. We wish you success in developing your project! 3  
Follow their work at @preciousplasticmaas.

We would also love to congratulate Green Healthcare and MAPP for 
being the 1st & 2nd runner ups C

Green Healthcare wishes to start educating hospitals about the 
possibilities of reducing their #plasticfootprint safely & helping the staff 
by offering a kind of starter package. D

MAPP is a student team that will develop so-called swarm-bots: swarms 
of robots that can inspect large areas for litter and collect relevant 
data.E

You can read more about the event and the winning ideas in the #linkinbio
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oneearthoneocean 25.03.2021

The SeeHamster in Cairo is in action F 

The SeeHamster was constructed in only 4 weeks! Just a few days ago, 
the catamaran was inaugurated by the Minister of Environment himself. 
The boat is now fully operational - even the Prime Minister sent his 
congratulations! So excited to really get going on the Nile!
_____________
Der SeeHamster in Kairo ist im Einsatz F .

Der SeeHamster wurde in nur 4 Wochen gebaut! Erst vor wenigen Tagen 
wurde der Katamaran vom Umweltminister eingeweiht. Das Boot ist nun 
voll einsatzfähig - sogar der Premierminister schickte seine 
Glückwünsche! Wir freuen uns, dass es jetzt richtig losgeht auf dem Nil!
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oneearthoneocean 06.03.2021

Our team in Cambodia is regularly in action G 

Our long-term goal is to clean the entire Mekong River in Cambodia. For 
this purpose, oeoo is working out a suitable concept together with partner 
NGOs, friends and supporters. From cleaning projects, training, lectures, 
recycling, sorting to whole new concepts.
__________
Unser Team in Kambodscha ist regelmäßig im Einsatz G 

Unser langfristiges Ziel ist es, den gesamten Mekong-Fluss in 
Kambodscha zu reinigen. Dazu erarbeiten wir gemeinsam mit der 
Partner-NGOs sowie Freunden und Unterstützern vor Ort ein geeignetes 
Konzept.

Von Reinigungsprojekten, Schulungen, Vorträgen, Recycling, Sortierung 
bis hin zu ganz neuen Konzepten.
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oneearthoneocean 25.02.2021

The oceans give us life, we give them plastic H 

What's one thing you'll do to protect the oceans in 2021?

I  Guanabara Bay Rio
______________

Die Ozeane geben uns Leben, wir geben ihnen Plastik H 

Was ist eine Sache, die du 2021 tun wirst, um die Ozeane zu schützen?

Image 88 1

#oeoo #oneearthoneocean 
#oceanplastic #plasticpollution 
#plasticfree #zerowaste 
#environment #ecofriendly #pollution 
#bethechange #plasticsucks #ocean 
#sustainability #savetheplanet 
#recycle #plasticfreeliving 
#breakfreefromplastic #noplastic 
#cleanup #ecofriendlyproducts 
#sustainableliving #nature 
#plasticfreeforthesea 
#plasticfreeoceans #plastikozean 
#ozean #ozeanreinigung

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLuatBMHuiy/ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

oneearthoneocean 02.12.2020

Brand new 4  The #SeeHamsters optimized conveyor belt!

The industrial metropolis Bekasi has around 3 million inhabitants and is 
located in one of the areas with the highest environmental pollution in 
Indonesia.
We can't wait for our new SeeHamster to get startet there very soon!

P.S.: Keep your fingers crossed for tomorrow ✌ , because the 
ceremony for the German Sustainability Award will take place on 
December 3rd & 4th! We are really excited G 4 �
_____________
Brand neu 4  der SeeHamster erstmals mit einem neumodernen 
Förderband!

Die Industriemetropole Bekasi hat rund 3 Mio Einwohner und liegt in einer
 der Gegenden mit der höchsten Umweltverschmutzung Indonesiens.
Unser SeeHamster kommt dort ganz bald zum Einsatz!

P.S.: Morgen heißt es Daumen drücken ✌ , denn am 03. & 04.12. findet 
die Preisverleihung vom Deutschen Nachhaltigkeitspreis statt! Wir sind 
schon ganz aufgeregt G 4 �

Image 95 1

#oeoo #oneearthoneocean #dnp13 
#nachhaltigkeitspreis #sustainability 
#cleanup #oceancleanup 
#plasticpollution #maritimemüllabfuhr 
#plasticfree #plasticfreeforthesea 
#plasticpollution #plastikmüll 
#breakfreefromplastic #bethechange 
#ocean #rivercleanup 
#plasticfreeoceans #lesswaste 
#marinelitter #environment 
#plasticsucks #savetheplanet 
#noplastic

https://www.instagram.com/p/CITg9S-n8iG/ 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
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Category Answer Interviewee
Instagram Strategy Social media is important to get attention. I1

Certain topic for certain target groups. I1
Interaction with the community I1
Writing messages, getting tagged, and receiving feedback. I1
Create dynamic content and creates awareness I2
Show people in their daily lives to make a difference I2
Instagram changed towards a news source I2
Creating more informative and shareable posts I2
More content about plastic pollution I3
More reach beyond the Gili Islands. I3
Networking is important to activate people. I4
I use hashtags to increase our community and to reach a wider audience I5
Instagram helped to build up a community I5

Instagram makes us stronger and increases our impact I5
Influencers are good to gain some reach but often they are not authentic I5
“We had this one really big influencer that wanted to celebrate her 1 million followers with us. 
So she came to us and helped us for one day and said that she will never use plastic straws 
again and one week later she posted in her story pictures of cocktails with plastic straws in 
them. That is not really what we stand for.” I5

Risk Communication Strategy Positivity and peace I1
Everyone can make a difference I1
Present the people in the organization that are responsible I1
Share content that raise awareness and is related to plastic pollution I1
Organizing clean ups through Instagram. I1
Seeing the impact of the work more. I1
Use information from recent studies and debunk myths, exposing false news. I2
Science is very important I2
Trying to stay positive I2
Active participation builds up communities I2
Make people feel part of the solution and inspire them. I2
Local communities and facts about them I3
Spontaneous information whenever a risk occurs I3
Showing positivity and do not blame I3
Receiving donations via Instagram to help local businesses I3
Reaching the local community to attend clean ups and tree-planting events. I3
Educating people to influence them to make better choices I3
Empowerment through the community. I3
Connecting studies of NGOs I4
Sharing scientific data. I4
Positivity I5
Encouraging to take part into movements I5
Information to educate people. I5
Break Free From Plastic I5
Supporting it on Social Media is important to increase awareness. I5
Reach more people also for their own organization. I5
Diverse movement that is crossing national boundaries. I5
Strength in numbers. I5
Solidarity and sharing expertise on the subject. I5

Risk Communication Strategy 
BFFP

BFFP makes it possible to connect with like-minded individuals and organizations.
I1

Eco-friendly campaigns are trending on social media I1
Initiates hope and encouragement I2
Close contact with the movement to share information I2
It creates power by showing unity I2
Education, awareness, and activism. I3
It supports smaller movements and is important. I3
Supports NGOs I4
Umbrella to coordinate individuals and organizations. I4
Strong force and unity. I5
This study already shows that BFFP connects people I5
The message of the movement is important I5
Encourages cause it shows that you are not alone in this I5
It helps to tackle the problem at its source. I5

Visual Representation Visual language that is authentic I1
Visual platforms allow messages to spread quickly and easily. I1
The visual impact of content is important I5
Visuals reach people better. I5


